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,where gµ is the gyromagneti fator of the muon, whih, aording to Dira theory, is preditedto be gµ = 2. This anomaly an be predited theoretially and measured diretly with anextremely high preision.The most preise diret measurement of aµ omes from the E821 experiment at the BrookhavenNational Laboratory.1 The present world average value is







µ ,i.e. Quantum Eletrodynamis (QED), Weak (W) and Strong (had) interations. For the timebeing the disrepany between the experimental value of aµ and the theoretial one orrespondsto more than 3 standard deviations. This disrepany ould be due to a New Physis ontributionnot aounted for in the Standard Model.The hadroni ontribution, ahadµ , is the seond largest ontribution, after QED, and its uner-tainty is dominating the total error of atheo(SM)µ . Therefore its preise determination an signi-antly improve the auray of the theoretial predition and provide a signiant ontributionto one of the most relevant tests of the Standard Model.1 G.W. Bennet et al., (Muon (g-2) Coll.), Phys. Rev. Lett. D 73, 072003 (2006).






σe+e−→had(s)K(s)ds.The integral is arried out over the invariant mass squared of the hadroni system, s. Lowenergy ross setions therefore strongly ontribute to ahadµ . Sine perturbative QCD (pQCD) isnot appliable for s smaller than a. 5 GeV, experimental measurements of hadron produtionvia e+e− ollisions are needed.The hannel e+e− → π+π− is of utmost importane, sine it ontributes to a. 70% to ahadµ , anda preision at the level of at least 1% is needed in order have an error on atheo(SM)µ omparableto the one of the diret measurement. An alternative way to provide the experimental input forthe dispersion integral is measuring the hadroni deays of the τ lepton, orreted for isospinviolating eets. A onsiderable dierene was found between e+e− and τ based spetra, and,if the latter is used in the evaluation of ahadµ , the disrepany between the theoretial preditionand the diret measurement shows a smaller deviation (∼ 0.7σ). However, several eets enteringthe hadroni τ -deay are probably not ompletely under ontrol, and as a onsequene τ -dataare not onsidered in the evaluation of (g−2)µ at the moment. This work presents a new preisedetermination of the pion form fator, |Fπ(s)|2, and of aππµ , i.e. the ontribution to aµ given bythe the π+π−-hannel.The standard approah to measure hadroni ross setions onsists in the so-alled energysan, i.e. in hanging the energy of the olliding beams to the desired value s. In the ase ofpartile-fatories, the ollider operates at a xed energy. In these kind of failities, the radiativeproess e+e− → hadrons + γ is used, where the photon has been radiated in the initial state(initial state radiation, ISR) by eletrons or positrons of the inoming beams. In suh a way theolliding energy is lowered and the hadroni system at nal state an be produed with dierentinvariant mass values.2 This method has been alled Radiative Return beause by means of theradiation the Center-of-Mass energy of the olliding beams goes down, i.e. returns, to lowerresonanes with respet to the resonane for whih the ollider has been set. DAΦNE, the φ-fatory at LNF, was designed to run at the xed √s equal to the mass of the φ meson (1019.48MeV) with high luminosity; thus, by means of ISR events radiative return down to the ρ(ω)resonane is possible.In the assumption that the radiative photon does not derive from the nal state proess, theross setion σ(e+e− → π+π−) an be expressed as a funtion of the dierential ross setion
dσ(e+e− → π+π−γ)/dsπ and the two quantities are related by the radiator funtion H(sπ, s):
dσ(e+e− → π+π− + γISR)
dsπ
· s = σ(e+e− → π+π−, sπ)×H(sπ, s),where s is the ollider energy and sπ is the invariant mass squared of the hadroni system afterinitial state radiation. The following energy relation holds for one ISR-photon only:
sπ = s− 2EγISR
√
s,2 S. Binner, J.H. Kühn and K. Melnikov, Phys. Lett. B 459, 279 (1999)ii
where s is the xed energy of the ollider.The radiator funtion H(sπ, s) is a theoretial funtion inserted in the Monte Carlo (MC) genera-tor PHOKHARA.3 This generator inludes hard, soft and virtual radiative orretions to the proess
e+e− → π+π−γ at Next-to-Leading Order (NLO) and inludes also nal state radiation (FSR)from the pions, desribed by the point-like approximation (salar QED, sQED). An auray atthe permil level is needed for H, in order to perform a preision measurement.KLOE so far has been the only experiment publishing the ross setion σ(e+e− → π+π−)exploiting ISR events. The rst result, based on data sample olleted in 2001, was publishedin 2005,4 and a seond more preise analysis, using data olleted in 2002, was published in2009.5 The University of Karlsruhe and, suessively, the University of Mainz have played afundamental role in developing the Radiative Return method and in performing the hadroniross setion measurements at KLOE.An auray at the level of perent, or better, is required for aππµ , to get an unertainty of thetheoretial predition of the muon anomaly omparable to the one of the diret measurement.In the published analyses mentioned above the events seleted have ISR-photon emitted at smallpolar angle with respet to the beam line, |90◦ − θγ | > 75◦. The extrated pion form fatorresults show a disagreement with respet to the energy san experiments, SND and CMD-2 atVEPP-2M in Novosibirsk,6 of up to a. 5%, while the alulated aππµ values are onsistent amongall the ollaborations.Analysis aππµ (0.630 < √s < 0.958 GeV)× 10−10Small Angle 2002 356.7± 0.4stat ± 3.0sysSND 361.5± 1.7stat ± 2.9sysCMD-2 361.0± 2.0stat ± 4.7sysInluding the KLOE Small Angle result based on 2002 data in the omputation of atheo(SM)µ on-rms the disrepany of more than 3σ between the predited value and the diret measurementof (g − 2)µ.The small angle geometrial aeptane enhanes the statistis of ISR events and redues thebakground ontamination from the deay of the φ but kinematially forbids energies below0.35 GeV2, whih is indeed an important energy region, sine it ontributes to a. 20% to thetotal value of ahadµ .In order to ross hek the published result and to over the energy region below 0.35 GeV2,for whih most preise measurements ome from the SND and CMD-2 ollaborations, KLOEhas performed a rst analysis, seleting events with the ISR-photon emitted at large polar angle,
|90◦ − θγ | < 40◦, using data olleted in 2002. This analysis is very lose to be nalized, butirreduible bakground from φ-deay into salar mesons, as well as the bakground from φ→ ρπ,makes a preision measurement of the σ(e+e− → π+π−) ross setion impossible for low energies.This has lead to the deision that a major data sample needs to be taken o the φ resonane, i.e.3 G. Rodrigo and J.H. Kühn, Eur. Phys. Jour. C 25, 215 (2002), and newer versions.4 A. Aloisio et al. (KLOE Coll.), Phys. Lett. B 606, 12 (2005).5 F. Ambrosino et al. (KLOE Coll.), Phys. Lett. B 670, 285 (2009).6 M.N. Ahasov et al. (SND Coll.), Jour. Exp. Theor. Phys. 103 (2006); R. R. Akhmetshin et al. (CMD2Collaboration), Phys. Lett. B 648, 28 (2007). iii
at √s = 1 GeV, providing a data sample free from bakground proesses from φ-deays.7 Thiso-peak data sample (olleted in 2006), whih has been used in the analysis presented in thisthesis, an give the most aurate measurement of the σ(e+e− → π+π−) ross setion at KLOE.The Large Angle o-peak analysis, seleting events with ISR-photon emitted at large polarangle, represents the rst pion form fator measurement performed by KLOE whih overs the
2mπ-threshold region with high preision.All the seletion uts and all the related eienies have been evaluated. A preliminary resulton the pion form fator is obtained. The systemati unertainties have been estimated anda preision better than 0.9% is obtained in the region above 0.2 GeV2. At the very 2mπ-threshold the systemati unertainty is about 5%, whih is ompetitive with the results of thesan-experiment, SND and CMD-2. On the ρ-peak the systemati unertainty is 0.6%.The pion form fator evaluated in this analysis is in good agreement with the KLOE analysisusing 2002 data, onrming the disrepany with SND and CMD-2, espeially at energies above0.6 GeV2, see Fig. 1.1. This disrepany still represents an open question.The agreement between the KLOE Small Angle and Large Angle analyses, whih are based ondierent phase spae seletions and on dierent data sets, provides a solid ross hek of theKLOE results.The theoretial unertainty assoiated to H is of the order of permil, making it a very robustinstrument for ISR measurements. Moreover, the PHOKHARA Monte Carlo generator, whih isused by KLOE and inludes this theoretial funtion, has been ompared to other Monte Carlogenerators, and a very good agreement has been found. A further test on the radiator funtion
H(s) an be performed experimentally by measuring the σ(e+e− → µ+µ−γ) ross setion. Thismeasurement has been started. Therefore, it is very unlikely that the reason of the disrepanyan be attributed to the radiator funtion.A possible explanation for the dierene in |Fπ(s)|2 between KLOE and the Novosibirsk experi-ments ould ome from the desription of FSR events, whih depends on the model inserted inthe Monte Carlo generator. In the PHOKHARA generator the FSR events are treated within thesQED approah. The reliability of the simulation has been tested omparing the data-MonteCarlo agreement in the Forward-Bakward asymmetry, whih arises from the interferene betweenISR-LO and FSR-LO events. An agreement better than 5% has been found, whih, multipliedfor the amount of FSR events in the data spetrum, gives an unertainty of few permil. Higherradiative orretions (Next-to-Next-to-Leading Order) for FSR events, whih are not present inthe Monte Carlo generators and may be needed at the ahieved experimental auray, ouldrepresent a possible soure of disrepany between the pion form fator results. However, higherorder eets should ause a minimal impat on |Fπ(s)|2, and a-priori an not modify the spetraof some perent.This analysis represents so far the most preise ISR measurement at KLOE: it is almostbakground free from φ-deays, espeially from the irreduible bakground from φ-deays intosalar mesons. The large photon polar angle seletion has given the possibility, for the rst timeat KLOE, to measure the σ(e+e− → π+π−) ross setion down to the π+π−-threshold with highpreision and to signiantly ontribute to the aµ determination, also below 0.35 GeV2.Sine at the very threshold the systemati unertainty gets large, reahing about 5%,8 and furtherross hek are under study we deided to ompute the dispersion integral in the range between7 Even if the energy of the beams have been lowered, it is not possible to use DAΦNE for an energy san at√
s ≪ mφ, i.e. for measuring the ρ-meson region.8 The systemati unertainty ould be in priniple better kept under ontrol if more statistis was available ativ
(a)
(b)Fig. 1.1: The omparison among |Fπ(s)|2 results from KLOE, SND and CMD-2 is shown. The pion formfator result based on 2006 KLOE data is still preliminary. (b): the relative dierene amongthe dierent pion fator evaluations with respet to the one obtained by the KLOE Large Angleanalysis with o peak data presented in this work. The dark grey band gives the statistialerror for KLOE, the light grey band ombines the statistial and systemati error (added inquadrature).
low energies. v
0.25 and 0.85 GeV2. The obtained preliminary value is:
aππµ (0.25 < s < 0.85 GeV
2) = (426.7± 0.9stat ± 2.8exp ± 2.5theo)× 10−10To illustrate the relevane of this measurement we point out that this result ontributes to morethan 80% of the total value of aππµ and orresponds to a. 60% of the total ontribution to ahadµ .The preision ahieved is 0.9%.Evaluating aππµ in the range between 0.35 and 0.85 GeV2 allows to ompare our preliminaryresult to the published KLOE result, based on small angle aeptane using 2002 data:KLOE Analysis aππµ (0.35 < s < 0.85 GeV2)× 10−10LA 2006 375.0± 0.7stat ± 2.3exp ± 2.2theoSA 2002 379.6± 0.4stat ± 2.4exp ± 2.2theoThe two results are in agreement within errors (0.7σ). This represents a further test of theonsisteny of the KLOE analyses.To estimate the impat of the o-peak result on the (g−2)µ disrepany, we use our new resultpresented above in the range [0.25− 0.85℄ GeV2, ombine it with the world data set elsewhere.9The total ontribution given by the π+π−-hannel to aµ results to be:
aππµ = (504.04± 3.9)× 10−10.Inluding all the other hadroni ontributions, the ones from QED and from Weak interation,10one obtains:
atheo(SM)µ = (11 659 178.6± 6.0)× 10−10.Comparing this value to the world average experimental value, one gets: aexpµ − atheo(SM)µ =
(29.4 ± 8.7), whih orresponds to a. 3.4σ, onrming the disrepany between the StandardModel predition and the diret measurement of (g − 2)µ.The KLOE ollaboration is also going to perform an analysis using the o-peak data sampleseleting events with ISR-photons at small polar angle. The measurement of R(s) ratio
R(s) =
σ(e+e− → π+π−)(s)
σ(e+e− → µ+µ−)(s) ,is also in progress, with both on-peak and o-peak samples. These analyses will provide otherhigh preision evaluations of the hadroni ontribution to the anomaly of the muon magnetimoment.If future measurements will keep sustaining the dierene between the Standard Model pre-dited value and the diret measurement of (g−2)µ, the anomaly of the muon magneti momentould represent a narrow open window where to peer for New Physis.9 M. Davier, Nul. Phys. Pro. Suppl. 169, 288-296 (2007)10 Values for ahadµ (for the other hadroni hannels and for the higher order), aQEDµ and aWeakµ have been takenfrom: K. Hagiwara et al, Phys. Rev. B 649, 173 (2007), M. Passera, Phys. Rev. D 75, 013002 (2007) and A.Czarneki, W.J. Mariano and A. Vainshtein, Phys. Lett. D 73, 11901 (2006).vi
2. THE HADRONIC CORRECTION TO aµ AND ITS IMPACTON THE STANDARD MODEL AND BEYONDModern partile physis experiments are moving into two dierent and omplementary diretions.On one side, olliders are trying to reah higher and higher energies to measure partiles, whihhave never been seen before.1 On the other side, at lower energies, measurements are ahievinghigher and higher preision. Fousing on the latter, aurate knowledge of theory and of physisparameters beome more and more relevant. Moreover, preision tests of the Standard Model(SM) of partile physis, or testing the existene of new theoretial frameworks, as for instaneSuperSymmetry (SUSY), neessitate the evaluation of higher order quantum orretions andpreise knowledge of theory-dening input parameters, like oupling onstants.In the ase of the anomalous magneti moment of the muon, aµ, whih is very sensitive to ra-diative orretions, as well as in the ase of the running QED oupling onstant, αem(s), thedetermination within the Standard Model is limited by the unertainty on the photon vauumpolarization . Perturbative Quantum Chromodynamis (pQCD) fails to alulate this ontribu-tion due to the low energies involved. Unitarity and analytiity provide a way out in relatingthe hadroni vauum polarization amplitude Π(s) to the total hadroni ross setions




.It is worth to state that reent (g − 2) experiments at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL)have reahed the preision of 0.5 parts per million [2℄, making this quantity one of the most preisemeasurements in partile physis and setting severe limits on deviations from the Standard Modeland giving the possibility to open a window to New Physis.We will also give a brief overview on the ontribution that the hadroni ross setion an give to
αem(s).1 LHC, the Large Hadron Collider at CERN in Geneva, has started is ommissioning phase while these lineswere written.


















, (2.4)evaluated by Shwinger [6℄.Experiments  the rst preision determination of the magneti moment of the eletron, by Kushand Foley [10℄, whose result stated ge = 2.00238(10)  arrived bit earlier than the theoretialexplanation. Together with the Shwinger's result, this provided one of the rst test of the virtualquantum orretions, usually alled radiative orretions, predited by a relativisti QuantumField Theory (QFT).2 The magneti moment is named anomalous for historial reasons, as a deviation from the lassial result.











, (2.5)where ∆ is the ultraviolet ut-o haraterizing the sale on whih New Physis ours, and Mmay be the mass of a heavier Standard Model partile, or the mass of a hypothetial heavy statebeyond the Standard Model.4 On one side, this means that the heavier the new state or saleis, the more diult is to detet it. But, on the other side, the sensitivity to New Physis growsquadratially with the mass of the lepton, whih means that the interesting eets are ampliedin aµ relatively to ae by a fator
(mµ/me)

















, (2.8)3 More details on the ontributions to aµ will be given in Se. 2.3.4 This was already known at the end of the '50, when ae was already well measured [11, 12, 13℄.
4 2. Hadroni ross setion and Standard Modeland the dierene between the two is:
ωa = ωc − ωs = a
eB
m
= aγωc, (2.9)whih means that, e.g. for a = 0.1 the spin rotates with respet to the momentum by 1/10 turnby turn.First experiments, based on muon storage ring, were set up at CERN in 1961 [14℄ and, withsuessive upgrades, were operating until 1968 [15, 16, 17℄.5 To overome systemati diultiesa seond muon storage ring was built (1969-1976). The new experimental set up  together withnew software tools  allowed to determine aµ with a preision of 7 ppm [18, 19℄ and for the rsttime m2µ/m2e-enhaned ontribution ame into play.The most reent experiment is E821, at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). The latestpublished result, based on data olleted in 2001, has been released in 2004. The experimentaltehnique is based on high relativisti pions (obtained from protons hitting a target) deaying inmuons. Forward deay muons are highly polarized (therefore the diretion of their spin is known).The muons are aumulated in a storage ring, where they deay into eletrons (µ± → e±νeντ ).The key point stays in the fat that favored diretions of the eletron momentum is oppositeto the diretion of the spin of the muon, beause of the Vetor-Axial (V-A) nature of the Weakinteration. This means that measuring the diretion of the eletron momentum, one knows(in average) the diretion of the muon spin. This orrelation is inreased if one uts on theminimum energy of the deteted eletron. At BNL [2℄ the measurement of the negative muonanomalous magneti moment has been performed by ounting the number of deay eletronsabove an energy threshold of a. 2 GeV as a funtion of time, whih is modulated with thefrequeny ωa of Eq. 2.9:
N(t) = N0(E)e



















. (2.12)The new world average value using positive and negative muon is [2℄
aµ = (11659208.0± 6.3)× 10−10. (2.13)In Fig. 2.2 the four measurements performed at BNL are shown together with the previous valuesobtained at CERN.5 Experimental results agreed well within the errors. An auray of 270 ppm was reahed and a deviation of
1.7σ from theory was found.
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Fig. 2.1: Time spetrum for positrons with energy above 2 GeV olleted from January to Marh 2000at BNL. Data points are shown in red, error bars in blue.





















, (2.15)where the oeients Ci are funtions of the dierent lepton masses and i indiates the number ofloops onsidered in the omputation.6 Two- and three-loop ontributions are known analytially,7while most of the four-loop diagrams are known only numerially. The ve-loop ontribution,whih is now an ative eld of researh [29℄, is still dominating the total error on the QEDpredition. The most reent value for the QED ontribution on aµ is [20℄
aQEDµ = (11658471.81± 0.016)× 10−10. (2.16)The Weak ontribution is suppressed by a fator (mµ/mW )2 with respet to the QED one.The one loop part was omputed by several authors and it is known analytially sine 1972.Reent alulations of the the two-loops part are presented in [30, 31℄. The total value is8







µ , (2.18)6 A more detailed explanation of Eq. 2.15 an be found in [20℄.7 See [21, 22, 23, 24℄ onerning the two-loop and [25, 26, 27, 28℄ for the three-loop ontribution.8 In the error have been taken into aount the hadroni loop unertainties in the two-loop orretions, theunknown Higgs mass the urrent top mass unertainty and the negleted three-loops eets have been taken intoaount. The mass range for the Higgs boson has been onsidered between 114 and 250 GeV.
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(b)Fig. 2.7: Leading order of the hadroni vauum polarization modifying the anomalous magneti momentof the muon aµ, (a), and the eletromagneti oupling onstant αem in the proess e+e− →




σ(e+e− → γ∗ → hadrons) = 1
12π
R(s), (2.20)where γ∗ is the virtual photon and R(s) represents the ratio of e+e− → hadrons over e+e− → µ+µ−
R(s) =
σ(e+e− → hadrons)(s)
σ(e+e− → µ+µ−)(s) ≈
σhad(s)
4πα2/3s
























. (2.23)9 The ontribution from the Weak interation is atually suppressed. What is indiated as hadroni ontainsbasially the ve lightest quarks, sine top quark is too heavy to hadronize and it is usually onsidered as anadditional ontribution.
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2Fig. 2.8: The optial theorem relating the hadroni vauum polarization to the ross setion for γ∗ →
hadrons.Eq. 2.23 desribe the role of the hadroni ross setion for the determination of ahad,LOµ andsubsequently of aµ. It represents the master formula of the relation between the hadroni rosssetion and its ontribution to the anomaly of the muon magneti moment. Two aspets needto be pointed out:1. the low energy region, lose to the two pion threshold, (2mπ)2, represents the most im-portant part. Sine both the kernel funtion, K(s),10 and σhad(s) behave like 1/s, theontribution to aµ by the low energy region of the spetrum dominates by far. More than75% omes from the region 4m2π < s < m2φ (see Fig. 2.10), a. 73% from the π+π− hannel;2. the integration variable s runs from the threshold, 4m2π, to innity. While at suientlyhigh energies (above 4-10 GeV), σhad(s) an be safely alulated within the framework ofperturbative QCD (pQCD), at lower energies  beause of resonanes in σhad(s)  one hasto rely on experimental data for R(s), or σhad(s), and to use them as input in Eq. 2.23.11In Fig. 2.9 the behaviour of R(s) as a funtion of the energy is shown.These two points, indiates the relevane to have an extremely preise measurement of thehadroni ross setion. It omes out that a preision of a. 1% or better is needed for the mostimportant hannel e+e− → π+π−in order to be ompetitive with the diret measurement of



























K(s),whih is an bounded funtion between 0.63 at m2π and 1 at innity.11 Aurate and lear demonstrations of the optial theorem and of the dispersion integral an be found in [32℄and [33℄.
10 2. Hadroni ross setion and Standard Model
Fig. 2.9: Ratio of hadroni ross setion over the pointlike, born-level muon-ross setion as a funtionof the energy √s below 5 GeV [39℄. Plotted is a ompilation of data points together with thepredition from pQCD.






,where G(s) is a smooth funtion of s. However, as already written above, they have muh smallerontribution to ahadµ , due to higher order, than ahad,LOµ . An update value of ahad,HOµ is [45℄
ahad,HOµ = (−9.8± 0.1)× 10−10. (2.24)The Light-by-Light term annot be expressed in terms of experimental quantities: its evalu-ation has to rely solely on theoretial onsiderations. Several alulations have been performedand the updated ones are in agreement; we report one of most reent [46℄
ahad,LbLµ = (11.0± 4.0)× 10−10. (2.25)
2.3. Theoretial predition of aµ 11hannel, √s (GeV) ahad,LOµ × 1010 δahad,LOµ (%)
π+π− 505.6± 3.1± 1.0 73.0
ω 38.0± 1.0± 0.3 5.5
φ 35.7± 0.8± 0.2 5.2
0.6− 1.8 54.2± 1.9± 0.4 7.8
1.8− 5.0 41.6± 0.6± 0.0 6.0
J/Ψ, Ψ
′
7.4± 0.4± 0.0 1.0
> 50 9.9± 0.2± 0.0 1.4Total 690.9± 3.9exp ± 1.9rad ± 0.7QCD 100.0Tab. 2.1: Contributions from dierent energy ranges to the leading order to ahad,LOµ are reported, [44℄.Looking at the perentage ontribution, on the third olumn, one an realize the important rolethat the e+e− → π+π− hannel takes in the ahad,LOµ .Contribution aµ×1010Experiment 11659208.0± 6.3QED [20℄ 11658471.810± 0.016Weak [31℄ 15.4± 0.2Hadroni [44℄ 691.4± 4.4Theory [47℄ 11659177.8± 6.1Exp. - Theory 30.2± 8.8 (3.4σ)Tab. 2.2: Standard Model ontributions to aµ are reported and ompared to the world average of theexperimental value. A dierene of 3.4 σ is found.The error is due to the model dependene in the theoretial desription.Summing up all the Standard Model ontributions reported so far, one gets theoretial value
atheo(SM)µ = (11 659 177.8± 6.1)× 10−10,whih has to be ompared with the world average experimental value
aexpµ = (11 659 208.0± 6.3)× 10−10.Performing the dierene between the two results one gets
∆aµ = a
exp
µ − atheo(SM)µ = (30.2± 8.8)× 10−10,that orrespond to 3.4σ disrepany. This gap must be investigated.In Tab. 2.2 the omparison between the experimental and theoretial value is listed. In Tab. 2.3,omparisons between dierent atheo(SM)µ evaluations and the average of the experimental resultsare listed. The disrepany between the Standard Model predition and the experimental result
12 2. Hadroni ross setion and Standard ModelReferenes aµ×1010 σ
e+e−-dataJegerlehner [49℄, 2004 11659186.0± 9.0 2.0de Troóniz & Yndurain [50℄, 2005 11659185.6± 5.5 2.7Hagiwara et al. [51℄, 2006 11659180.4± 5.1 2.7Davier et al. [44℄, 2006 11659180.3± 5.6 3.3Jegerlehner [33℄, 2008 11659181.3± 7.2 2.0Passera et al. [47℄, 2008 116591778± 61 3.4
τ -dataDavier [44℄ 11659202.2± 6.3 0.7de Troóniz & Yndurain [50℄ 11659193.9± 5.4 1.7Tab. 2.3: Standard Model preditions for aµ performed by dierent groups. The dierene between theaverage of the experimental values and the theoretial predition in terms of standard deviationsis reported in the last olumn. Both evaluations based on e+e−- and on τ -data are reported.spans from 2.0 to 3.4σ, if e+e−-data are used as experimental input to Eq. 2.23, but it beomessmaller, 0.7 - 1.2σ, if only τ -data are onsidered for the evaluations.The onnetion between e+e− → π+π− and τ± → π∓π0ντ is due to Charged Vetor Currentonservation (CVC). The use of the hadroni deay of the τ will be briey desribed in Se. 2.4.However sine τ -data require several orretions (probably not ompletely under ontrol) toobtain σ(e+e− → π+π−) they provide a less diret measurement of this quantity, whih isinluded in the dispersion integral. As a result, many groups are not taking τ -data into aountfor the ahadµ evaluation.In Fig. 2.11 a graphial view of the omparison between preditions based on dierent inputs for
ahadµ and the experimental world average value is shown. To be notie that the only value loseto the experimental result is the one based on τ -data.The existene of ∆aµ and its non negligible value (∼ 3σ) ould be an indiation of NewPhysis beyond the Standard Model. More details on the investigation of this possibility willbe given in Se. 2.6 and Se. 2.6.2. On the other side, in order to understand whether suha disrepany is really a hint of New Physis or just a possible error in some experimental ortheoretial inputs, more preise measurement of the hadroni ross setion (whose unertaintyis dominating the error of atheo(SM)µ ) are needed, espeially for the hannel e+e− → π+π−. Theaim of this work is indeed to improve the knowledge of the ontribution to aµ given by the
e+e− → π+π−hannel, named aππµ .2.4 Experimental inputs to ahadµAs pointed out in the previous setion, partiularly in Eq. 2.23, the ross setion of e+e− →
hadrons represent the neessary experimental input for the evaluation of aµ, espeially at lowenergy. Low energies hadroni ross setions have been measured by experiments at the e+e−olliders (OLYA [52℄, TOF [53℄, ND [54℄, CMD [55℄, CMD-2 [56, 57℄, SND [58, 59℄, DM1 [60℄,
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1 1 6 5 9 0 0 0  1 0  1 0Fig. 2.11: The world average for the experimental value of aµ (greed shaded area) and several theoretialpreditions, based on dierent ahadµ inputs, [43℄.DM2 [61℄, KLOE [62, 63℄ and BaBar [66, 67, 68, 69, 70℄).
Fig. 2.12: The pion form fator as measured by the experiments NA7, TOF, OLYA, CMD and CMD-2,[39℄.At low masses, where the reation e+e− → π+π− is dominant, so far the most preise mea-surements are oming from CMD-2 and SND, both running at the VEPP-2M ollider in Novosi-birsk, and from KLOE, running at the DAΦNE ollider at Frasati. CMD-2 and SND laim for√
s > 420 MeV a systemati error of 0.6% ([56, 57℄) and of 1.3%, respetively, and of 3.2% for√
s < 420 MeV ([58, 59℄). KLOE states a systemati error of 1.3% [62℄ and of 0.9% [63℄, for the
14 2. Hadroni ross setion and Standard Modelresults published in 2004 and 2009 respetively. In the region lose to the threshold (√s ∼ 2mπ)the data from CMD-2 are the most reent, so far.This work presents the result, still preliminary, based on KLOE data, in the range from 0.85Gev2 down to the 0.1 GeV2, with a ompetitive preision with respet to the values from SNDand CMD-2. This works represents the rst KLOE measurement, more generally the rst ISRmeasurement, whih has reahed the π+π−-threshold.The CMD-2 experiment has provided also preise measurements of other important ross setionhannels suh as σ(e+e− → π+π−π0) , σ(e+e− → π+π−π0π0) and σ(e+e− → π+π−π+π−) [65℄.The onstrution of a new mahine, VEPP-2000, is in advaned state and it will be able toprovide more aurate results, thanks to the extended energy range, with respet to VEPP-2M,overing from 0.4 to 2 GeV and thanks to the 10 times bigger statistis, whih is expeted to beolleted.Improvement on the knowledge of the hadroni ross setion above 1 GeV omes also from theBaBar experiment (running at the B-fatory PEP-II at √s = 10.6 GeV). The BaBar ollabora-tion has already published results [66, 67, 68℄ of several analysis with three and four hadrons in thenal state (e+e− → π+π−π0, π+π−π+π−, K+K−π+π−, K+K−K+K−, 2(π+π−)π0, 2(π+π−)η,
K+K−π+π−π0, K+K−π+π−η) with the systemati auray of 5% in the mass region between 1and 4.5 GeV. Results have been obtained also in the ve hadrons hannel (e+e− → K+K−π+π−,
K+K−π0π0,K+K−K+K−) [69℄ and in the six hadrons hannels (e+e− → 3(π+π−), 2(π+π−π0),
2(π+π−)K+K−) [70℄, improving largely the existing measurements. Also the analysis to deter-mine the most important two pion hannel ross setion σ(e+e− → π+π−) is on the way atBaBar [73℄. This last analysis ould provide a relevant hek to the KLOE, SND and CMD-2results.At e+e− experiments there are essentially two possible ways that an be used to perform
σhad(s) measurements:1. hanging the energy of the rossing beams. This is the standard approah and experi-ments using this tehnique are usually named as san experiments. The VEPP-2M olliderovering the energies below 1.4 GeV, where CMD-2 and SND are set, and BES-C, operatingat energy above 2 GeV, are using this approah. To be notied the gap between the energyranges of two olliders, whih will be overed by the VEP-2000 mahine;2. an alternative way onsists in looking at events where one of the inoming beams radiate aphoton in the initial state (Initial State Radiation, ISR). This tehnique, alled RadiativeReturn, is used in olliders where the enter of mass energy of the beams is xed and annot be easily varied over a wide range, like in partile-fatories, suh as PEP-II, KEKBand DAΦNE, where the BaBar, Belle and KLOE detetors are based respetively.A detailed explanation of the Radiative Return method will be given in Se. 4.1.To get aess to ross setion data preise measurement of the spetral funtion from τhadroni deays an be used, as suggested in [71℄. Assuming CVC, the isovetor part of theross setion for e+e− into hadrons an be derived from τ -deay spetra by an isospin rotation.12However, sophistiated orretions have to be applied [72℄. SU(2) symmetry breaking eets,due to mass dierenes of the neutral and the harged pions, as well as a possible dierenebetween the neutral and the harged ρ mass, have to be preisely ontrolled in order to use
τ -data to extrat e+e− → hadrons.12 Sine the W has isospin 1, it an only ouple to a ̺, not to an ω. For the photon, both proesses are possible.










π− π+(b)Fig. 2.13: The deay τ− → ντπ−π0 (a) an be seen as the isospin rotation of the isovetor part of theproess e+e− → π+π− (b), assuming that CVC holds.In Fig. 2.13 the deay τ− → ντπ−π0, related to the reation e+e− → π+π− is shown. Sine in the
τ deay only Weak interations are involved, any eets from vauum polarization are exluded.Thus what is really related to the e+e− → π+π− ross setion is the τ spetral funtion vπ−π0(s)that an be extrated diretly from the orresponding invariant mass spetra of the nal state























vπ−π0 . (2.27)However this equation holds only in the limit of exat isospin invariane. So breaking of isospindue to eletromagneti eets and up-down quark mass splitting must be properly taken intoaount (see [72℄).One the τ is orreted for the isospin breaking orretions, τ spetral funtion an be ompareddiretly to the orresponding e+e− hadroni ross setion, as it is done in Fig. 2.14, [43℄, forthe π+π− hannel. Although the latest CMD-2 data are basially onsistent with τ -data forthe energy region below 850 MeV (0.72 GeV2 in the plot), there is a lear disrepany for largerenergies. The most reent result from KLOE strongly onrms the disrepany.13 Due to theseveral orretions to be applied, the hadroni deays of the τ represent, as stated above, a moreindiret measurement of e+e− → hadrons.The puzzle onerning the e+e−- and τ -data disagreement is still not solved, and many ompu-tations for ahadµ do not rely on τ -data any more.1413 Reent preliminary BaBar results on σ(e+e− → π+π−) via radiative return laims to be in agreement with
τ -data from CLEO and Belle, see [73℄. However the BaBar preliminary result is still under ontrol studies.14 More omplete SU(2) breaking eets have been onsidered in [74℄. They tend to provide better agreement.
16 2. Hadroni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Fig. 2.14: Relative omparison among π+π− spetral funtions from e+e− experiments and isospin break-ing orreted τ -data, averaged from ALEPH and CLEO. The green band shows the unertaintyin the τ spetral funtion.The pion form fatorA form fator desribes the interation between a photon and the observable hadrons. Forthe two pion nal state, Fπ(s) parametrizes the oupling between the photon and the qq̄ pairhadronizing into a resonant state, that subsequently deays into two pions. It ontains thus allthe parameters of the orresponding resonane and an be diretly related to the ross setion










Fig. 2.15: pion form fator skethed within the proess e+e− → π+π−.In the form fator all the possible eets, whih are represented in the blob of Fig. 2.15 areinluded. Therefore its measurement an be used to determine all the properties of the underlying
2.5. The running of αem 17hadrons, where the reation proeeds to. Partiularly interesting are the parameters for isospinviolating eets, like the ρ-ω interferene, whih reates an observable eet in the data spetrumat s = m2ω. Several theoretial parametrizations for the pion form form fator exist.152.5 The running of αemIn Fig. 2.7(b) the modiation of αem due to the hadroni vauum polarization is shown. Thisne struture onstant is a fundamental input parameter of the EletroWeak Standard Model.Moreover it an also set boundary onditions on the value of the Higgs boson mass, as the LEPEletroWeak Working Group (LEP EWWG) t results show.The EWWG ombines the measurements of the four LEP experiments ALEPH, DELPHI, L3and OPAL on EletroWeak observables, suh as ross setions, masses and various ouplingsof the heavy EletroWeak gauge bosons, properly taking into aount the ommon systematiunertainties. These ombined preision EletroWeak results are then publiised as the bestLEP averages. Also EletroWeak results from other experiments, notably NuTeV, CDF, DØ andSLD are ompared or ombined with LEP results.Partiular attention is dediated to the onstraint on the mass of the Higgs boson, beause thisingredient of the Standard Model has not been observed yet. Fig. 2.16 shows he ∆χ2 = χ2−χ2minurve derive from high-Q2 preision EletroWeak measurements, performed at LEP and by SLD,CDF, and D0, as a funtion of the Higgs boson mass, assuming the Standard Model to be theorret theory. The preferred value for its mass, orresponding to the minimum of the urve,is at 84+34−26 GeV (at 68 perent ondene level derived from ∆χ2 = 1 for the blak line, thusnot taking into aount the theoretial unertainty shown as the blue band). The preisionEletroWeak measurements tell that the mass of the Standard Model Higgs boson is lower thanabout 154 GeV (one-sided 95% CL upper limit derived from ∆χ2 = 2.7 for the blue band, thusinluding both the experimental and the theoretial unertainties). This limit inreases to 185GeV, when the LEP-2 diret searh limit of 114 GeV shown in yellow is inluded. The dashedurve is the result obtained using the evaluation of ∆αhad(5)em (m2Z).16Vauum polarization by virtual pairs of partiles tend to sreen partially the eletrial harge,modifying the value of the bare harge e. The harge sreening eets determine a redenitionof the lassial harge e2, whih is replaed by a running harge depending on the energy sale
s as:





, (2.29)where Z is a renormalization fator xed by the ondition that e2(s) equals the lassial hargein the limit q2 → 0 and∏′γ(s) is again the photon vauum polarization amplitude. The eletrialharge sreening is less eetive at low momentum transfer, while the strength of the interationgrows with the energy sale involved. This is the reason why the value for the oupling onstantat m2Z is signiantly larger than the one in the limit at s ∼ 0. As for the muon anomalousmagneti moment, the limited knowledge of the hadroni vauum polarization dominates the15 Tow parametrizations for the pion form fator are mostly used: one by Gounaris and Sakurai [34℄ and anotherby by Kühn and Santamaria [35℄.16 The number 5 indiates that in the hadroni ontribution only the 5 lightest quark are onsidered.
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em (s) + ∆α
top
em (s). (2.31)The leptoni ontribution is diretly alulated and it is known up to three-loops [75℄ at s = m2Zand equal to
∆αlepem(m
2
Z) = 314.98× 10−4 (2.32)The ontribution from the top quark is very small [76℄:
∆αtopem(m
2
Z) = −0.7× 10−4 (2.33)As for the hadroni ontribution to the muon magneti moment, the hadroni ontribution to
∆α
had(5)
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(2.36)where P is Cauhy's prinipal value.Dierent theoretial approahes have been used to evaluate ∆αhad(5)em (s): they dier for (i) thehoie of Ecut in the dispersion integral, (ii) in the way dierent data sets are ombined and
(iii) in using dierent tehnique, like Adler-funtion approah. Moreover some authors assumethe validity of pQCD already above 1.8-2.5 GeV, while others prefer to use experimental data upto 12 GeV. All these dierent evaluations are in a reasonable agreement among eah other (seeFig. 2.17).
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Fig. 2.17: Reent evaluations of ∆αhad(5)em (lower sale) with the orresponding value of ∆αem(m2Z)−1 atthe Z boson mass shown in the upper sale [45℄.The τ spetral funtion has been also used: the dierene between e+e−- and τ -data basedapproah has been alulated in [44℄ and yields
∆αem(e
+e−)−∆αem(τ) = (−2.37± 0.62)× 10−4, (2.37)whih is larger than the unertainties of the mean value for αem itself.In order to obtain more preise estimates for αem more aurate measurements of hadroniross setion are needed. Fig. 2.18 shows the relative ontributions of dierent energy regionsto the magnitude and unertainty of ∆αhad(5)em (m2Z). Using the R(s) ratio as experimental inputup to 12 GeV, the largest ontribution to ∆αhad(5)em omes from the 1-2 GeV and 2-5 GeV energyregions. However, if pQCD is used already for √s >1.8 GeV, a preise measurement of thehadroni ross setion below 1 GeV plays a more important role in the redution of the unertaintyof ∆αem.



















Fig. 2.18: Frations of the total ontributions (on the left) and errors squared (on the right) to
∆α
had(5)
em (m2Z) oming from dierent energy intervals. The plot is taken from [77℄2.6 Hints for New Physis in (g − 2)µ ?2.6.1 Errors or Physis beyond the Standard Model?The ∼ 3σ disrepany between the theoretial Standard Model predition and the experimentalvalue of (g − 2)µ an be explained in several ways.17The atheo(SM)µ -aexpµ disrepany ould be due to an error in the Light-by-Light hadroni on-tribution. However if this was the only ause, ahad,LbLµ should move of about eight standarddeviations, using the value omputed in [46℄. Even if the errors on this ontribution are not wellestablished, suh a large shift seems to be rather unlikely.Another possibility would be to employ the QED, Weak and hadroni Higher Order vauumpolarization ontributions.18 But also this hypothesis looks improbable, just onsidering theirvalues and errors, see Tab. 2.2.Assuming the g − 2 experiment E821 is orret, there are two options left: possible on-tributions from New Physis beyond the Standard Model, or an erroneous determination ofthe hadroni Leading Order, ahad,LOµ . A possible explanation oming from physis beyond theStandard Model will be briey desribed in Se. 2.6.2.If σhad(s) is the only responsible of the disrepany atheo(SM)µ -aexpµ , one has to inrease the on-tribution from ahad,LOµ in order to redue ∆aµ.19 An inrease of the hadroni ontribution alsoaets the eetive ne struture onstant at mZ : it is easy to see the similarities betweenEq. 2.23 (ahad,LOµ ) and Eq. 2.36 (∆αhad(5)em ), and the fat that σhad(s) enters both.The global t of the LEP EletroWeak Working Group gives a Higgs boson mass mH = 84+34−26GeVand, at 95% ondene level, an upper bound mUBH ≃ 154 GeV.20 The LEP diret-searh lowerbound is mLBH = 114.4 GeV at 95% Condene Level (CL) [79℄. mUBH is strongly driven by theomparison of the theoretial preditions of the W boson mass and the eetive EletroWeakmixing angle sin2θlepteff . Combining these two preditions via a numerial χ2-analysis and using the17 Several papers have been foused on the (g − 2)µ-puzzle. The Main arguments presented in this setion havebeen explored in [47, 48℄.18 By hadroni higher-order vauum polarization we mean ahad,HOµ , indiated also as aHO(vp)µ , in order to betterdistinguish it from the light-by-light one.19 We have dened ∆aµ = aexpµ − atheo(SM)µ .20 This result is based on new preliminary top quark mass mt = 172.4 ± 1.2 GeV [78℄ and the value of
∆αhadem (m
2
Z) = 0.02758 ± 0.0035 [39℄.
2.6. Hints for New Physis in (g − 2)µ ? 21present world average values mW = 80.399± 0.0025 GeV [81℄, sin2θlepteff = 0.23153± 0.00016 [82℄,
mt = 172.4± 1.2 GeV [83℄, αs(mZ) = 0.118± 0.002 [1℄, and the determination ∆αhad(5)em (mZ) =
0.02758± 0.00035 [39℄, on gets mH = 89+37−27 GeV and mUBH = 156 GeV. See Fig. 2.16.Considering the most reent value ∆αhad(5)em = 0.02768 ± 0.0022 [45℄ and shifting it by therequired quantity to adjust the muon (g− 2) disrepany, a new value of mUBH , via the ombined
χ2-analysis, an be evaluated. The work in [47℄ shows that an inrease ǫσhad(s) of hadroni rosssetion data dereases mUBH further, restriting the already narrow allowed region for mH . Theonlusion is that these hypothetial shifts onit with the lower limit mLBH when the inreasingof σhad(s) is applied in a range of few hundered MeV in a region above 1.2 GeV.It has been already been notied that if τ -data are onsidered in the evaluation of the anomalyof the magneti moment of the muon the atheo(SM)µ -aexpµ disrepany redues down to 1.7σ (oreven less), see Se. 2.4. Using τ -data, from one side, almost solves the ∆aµ disrepany but,on the other sides, inreases ∆αhad(5)em to 0.02782 ± 0.0016 [84℄. In [84℄ it is also shown thatthe inreasing leads to a low mH predition whih is almost in onit with mLBH , leaving onlya narrow window. Indeed with this value of ∆αhad(5)em , and the same input used above for the
χ2-analysis, mUBH results to be equal to 133 GeV, a value that diultly ts with the boundaryonditions put by the LEP EWWG χ2-analysis.New omputations ([85℄ for details) of isospin-breaking violations, on long-distane radiative or-retions to the deay τ− → π−π0ντ , and dierentiation of the neutral and harged ρ properties,redues the dierene between τ - and e+e−-data, lowering the τ -based determinations of ahad,LOµ .Moreover, a reent analysis of the pion form fator below 1 GeV laims that τ -data are onsistentwith e+e−-data after isospin violation eets and vetor meson mixings are onsidered [86℄. Inthis ase one ould use the e+e− data below ∼ 1 GeV, onrmed by the τ ones, and assumethat ∆aµ is aommodated by hypothetial errors ourring above ∼ 1 GeV, where disagreementpersists between these two data sets. However the work is still in progress, and, in any ase,using τ -data above ∼ 1GeV would lead to mUBH values inonsistent with mLBH .Moreover reduing mUBH to be smaller than a. 130 GeV ausing tension with the lower boundon mH , whih is required to be bigger than a. 120 GeV at 95% CL, enters also in onit withthe vauum stability in the assumption that the Standard Model is valid up to the Plank sale.It has been suggested [88℄ that a P-wave eletromagneti bound state of π+π−, pionium, ouldenter the dispersion relations through 1% mixing with the ρ in a way that signiantly inreases
ahadµ . If so, suh a state would give little hange to the Higgs boson mass determination. However,this hypothesis is not established. And most likely the required mixing is 0.1, and not 0.01 aslaimed in [88℄, whih is too large to be possible. The eet of pionium on aµ is atually negligible.If the ∆aµ disrepany is real, it points to New Physis, like low energy SuperSymmetrywhere ∆aµ is reoniled by the additional ontributions of supersymmetri partners and oneexpets mH 135 GeV for the mass of the lightest salar. If, instead, the deviation is aused by aninorret ahad,LOµ ontribution, it leads to redued mUBH values. This redution, together with theLEP lower bound, leaves a too muh narrow window for the mass of this fundamental partile.2.6.2 A possible ontribution from New Physis: aSUSYµConsidering the possibility of having a supersymmetri ontribution to aµ, we want to desribeonly one of the possible New Physis senarios. This supersymmetri ontribution would orre-





µ , (2.38)where atheo(SM)µ represents the part oming from Standard Model and aSUSYµ the ontributionfrom SUSY.Main features of SUSYThe main theoretial motivation for a supersymmetri extension of the Standard Model is thehierarhy or naturalness problem: hiral symmetry requires fermions to be massless, loal gaugesymmetries require the gauge bosons to be massless, so the only Standard Model partile whih isnot required to be massless, before the spontaneous symmetry breaking by the Higgs mehanism,is the salar Higgs boson. As a onsequene, one would expet the Higgs boson to be muh heavierthan all other Standard Model partiles, whih aquire a mass proportional to the Higgs vauumexpetation value v = 1/ (√2Gµ) = 246.221± 0.001 GeV. As already mentioned above, indiretHiggs boson mass bounds from LEP require the Higgs boson to be relatively light (mH < 200GeV), i.e., not heavier than the other Standard Model partiles, inluding the heaviest ones.Therefore a symmetry should protet the Higgs partile from being muh heavier than otherStandard Model states. The only known symmetry whih requires salar partiles to be masslessis SuperSymmetry. Simply beause a salar is always a supersymmetri partner of a fermion,whih is required to be massless by hiral symmetry. And in a supersymmetri theory it beomesnatural to have a light Higgs, whih, in a SUSY extension of the Standard Model, the lightestsalar h0 orresponds to the Standard Model Higgs.Supersymmetri extensions of the Standard Model, in partiular the Minimal SupersymmetriStandard Model (MSSM), implement a symmetry mapping
boson
Q←→ fermionbetween bosons and fermions, by hanging the spin by ±1/2 units [89℄.21 The SUSY algebra
{Qα, Q̄β} = −2 (γµ)Pµ; Pµ = (H, P )where Pµ are the generators of spae-time translations, Qα the four omponent Majorana (neu-tral) spinors and Q̄α = (Q+γ0)α the Pauli adjoint, represents the only possible non trivialuniation of internal and spae-time symmetry in a Quantum Field Theory. The Dira matri-es in the Majorana representation play the role of the struture onstants. The SUSY extensionof the Standard Model assoiates to eah Standard Model state X a supersymmetri s-state
X̃, where sfermions are bosons and sbosons are fermions, see Tab. 2.4. SUSY, being a globalsymmetry imposed on Standard Model, leaves the Standard Model group unhanged and thereare not new gauge bosons. Also the matter elds remain the same. SUSY and gauge invarianeare ompatible only after the introdution of a seond Higgs doublet in whih H1 indues themasses of all down fermions and H2 the masses of all up fermions. And a seond omplex Higgsdoublet is also required for the anomaly anellation of the fermioni sboson setor. This meansthat in SUSY four additional salars (H0, A0, H±) and their supersymmetri partners are in-trodued. The lightest neutral salar, denoted by h0, orresponds to the Standard Model Higgs21 Several publiations desribing the feature of SUSY Physis an be found in literature, e.g. letures of theshool held in Karlsruhe before the SUSY07 onferene [90℄.
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uR, dR, cR, sR, tR, bR ũR, d̃R, c̃R, s̃R, t̃R, b̃R
W±, H± W̃±, H̃± → χ̃±1,2 harginos
γ, Z, h0, H0, A0 γ̃, Z̃, h̃0, H̃0, Ã0 → χ̃01,2,3,4 neutralinos
g, G g̃, G̃ gluino, gravitinoTab. 2.4: The partile spetrum of a MSSM.boson. Both Higgs elds exhibit a neutral salar, whih aquire the vauum expetation values
v1 and v2. The parameter tanβ = v2/v1 is one of the basi parameters in SUSY theories. As
mt ∝ v2 and mb ∝ v1 in suh a senario the large mass splitting mt/mb ∼ 40 an be explainedby a large ratio v2/v1, whih means a large tanβ, i.e. values tanβ ∼ 40 GeV look natural.While extending the Standard Model by means of SUSY xes all gauge and Yukawa ouplingsof the spartiles, there are a lot of free parameters to x the SUSY breaking and masses, suhthat mixings of the spartiles, whih remain quite arbitrary. In fat, a SUSY extension of theStandard Model in general exhibits more than 100 parameters, while the Standard Model hasonly 28 (inluding neutrino masses and mixings). Moreover, a SUSY extension of the StandardModel leads to Flavor Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC) and unsuppressed CP-violation, whihare absent or small, respetively, in the Standard Model and known to be suppressed in nature.Atually, just a SUSY extension of the Standard Model, while solving the naturalness problemof the Standard Model Higgs setor, reates its own naturalness problem as it leads to protondeay and the evaporation of baryoni matter in general. An elegant way to get rid of the latterproblem is to impose the so alled R-parity, whih assigns Rp = +1 to all normal partiles and





µ = 0.22 The LSP is a Cold Dark Matter (CDM) andidate [91℄ if it is neutral and olorless.
24 2. Hadroni ross setion and Standard ModelThus, sine atheo(SM)µ > 0, in the unbroken SUSY limit, it must be









µ(b)Fig. 2.19: Leding SUSY ontributions: (a) sneutrino-hargino and (b) smuon-neutralino.
Fig. 2.20: Constraint on large tanβ SUSY ontribution as a funtion of mSUSY.like the EletroWeak Standard Model ontributions, are due to one-loop diagrams. The mostinteresting ones are the ones get enhaned for large tanβ. Suh supersymmetri ontributions to
2.6. Hints for New Physis in (g − 2)µ ? 25





















, (2.40)where m̃ = mSUSY is a typial SUSY loop mass and µ is the Higgsino mass term. In Fig. 2.20,the SUSY ontributions are shown for dierent values of tanβ.Above tanβ ∼ 5 and µ > 0 the SUSY ontributions from the diagrams Fig. 2.19 ould explaineasily the observed deviation in aµ with SUSY states of masses in the interesting range from 100to 500 GeV.In large tanβ, it is possible to write the approximate expression





tanβ, (2.41)with aSUSYµ having the same sign of the µ-parameter. Therefore, to over the gap between
a
theo(SM)
µ and aexpµ , a positive sign(µ) is required. If the ∆aµ is aused by SUSY, then
m̃ = (65.5 GeV)
√
tanβ, (2.42)and, for tanβ in the range 2 - 40, a typial SUSY mass beomes
m̃ ≃ 93− 414 GeV, (2.43)whih exatly t with the expetation for SUSY partiles.23
23 For more detailed disussion and referenes, see [96℄ and [95℄.
3. THE KLOE EXPERIMENT3.1 The DAΦNE aeleratorThe DAΦNE (Double Annular Φ-fatory for Nie Experiments) φ-fatory belongs to the genera-tion of e+e−-olliders running at a xed Center-of-Mass energy (CM-energy) with high luminosity(the so-alled meson fatories). Operating at a CM-energy equal to the mass of the φ-meson(1019.48 MeV), DAΦNE is optimally suited for kaon physis, due to the fat that the φ-deayfration into kaon pairs (harged and neutral) is ∼ 83% [1℄.Therefore the physis program of KLOE (K LOng Experiment) ontains the measurement of allkinds of kaon deay branhing ratios.1Apart from kaon physis the KLOE physis program ontains a variety of interesting hadroniissues like the study of η and η′-deays, the study of the nature of salar mesons (from φ→ f0γ,










AFig. 3.1: The DAΦNE φ-fatory in Frasati.the linear aelerator (LINAC), whih has a length of a. 60 m, eletrons are injeted by a triodegun. The eletron beam is then aelerated to 250 MeV and foused to a spot of 1 mm radius.To produe the positrons, the eletron beam hits a removable target made of tungsten. The1 The other detetor set at DAΦNE are DEAR and FINUDA. DEAR (DAΦNE Exoti Atoms Researh) inves-tigates kaoni hydrogen whih is produed by stopping a K− in a gaseous hydrogen target. The nulear physisis overed by FINUDA (FIsia NUleare a DAΦNE): by stopping low energeti K− partiles in a thin targethypernulei are produed via the reation K− + n → Λ + π−, in whih a neutron is replaed by a Λ hyperon.
3.1. The DAΦNE aelerator 27positrons are separated by the eletrons by means of magneti dipoles and an be aeleratedup to a maximum energy of 550 MeV. Eletrons an be aelerated up to an energy of 800 MeV.The partiles oming from the LINAC are injeted into the aumulator ring, whih has airumferene of 32.6 m. The aumulator minimizes the number of partile injetions into themain rings and thus redues the number of eletrons or positrons whih are lost during theinjetions. Due to the lowered high frequeny with respet to the main rings in the aumulator,a higher longitudinal aeptane is ahieved by the prolongation in time of the partile bunhes,whih allows to aept all partiles oming from the LINAC. Furthermore, the partile beamsare damped in the aumulator, making the injetion into the main rings more easy and loweringthe requirements on the main ring magnets. The aumulator ontains only one partile type(eletrons or positrons) at a time.After a bunh in the aumulator has reahed the desired number of partiles and damping, itis injeted into one of the two main rings. This an be done while beams are irulating withoutinterrupting the data taking proess (topping up). The main rings have a irumferene of 97.7 mand are oplanar to eah other. The partiles ollide in one of the two interation regions of 10 mlength eah, in whih the detetors KLOE and FINUDA are loated. The fat that there aretwo separate rings fores the beams to meet at a rossing angle of a. 25 mrad, whih reates asmall transverse momentum of −12.75 MeV/ when the partiles ollide in the KLOE detetor. 2The deision to have two separate rings for eletrons and positrons was made to minimize thebeam-beam interations ouring at the high urrents in the rings needed to ahieve the desiredluminosity. Sine the damping due to synhrotron radiation is too small at the low energy ofDAΦNE, the emission of synhrotron radiation has been doubled by the use of 8 onventionaleletromagnets (wigglers). DAΦNE is in operation sine 1999. In the period of data takings (for
Fig. 3.2: Integrated Luminosity olleted by the KLOE detetor on the φ mass in the years 2001-2005.The total integrated luminosity olleted by KLOE orresponds to 2.5 fb−1. From January 2006to April 2006 other a. 230 pb−1 have been stored at a CM-energy equal to 1 GeV.whih the integrated luminosity aumulated in dierent years is shown in Fig. 3.2) from 2001 to2 For the 2006 set up of the ollider, with CM-energy equal to 1000 MeV, the transversal momentum has beenhanged to −16 MeV/
28 3. The KLOE experiment2005 a. 2500 pb−1 have been aumulated. The improvement in performane over the years islearly visible. In 2006, for the Physis o-peak program a. 230 pb−1 of data with a CM-energyof 1000 MeV have been olleted. DAΦNE ParametersLINACNumber of aelerator setions e+/e−: 10/5Max. beam energy e+/e− (MeV): 550/800ACCUMULATOREnergy (MeV): 510R. F. frequeny (MHz): 73.65Average bunh urrent (mA): 150Bunh length (m): 3.8Synhrotron radiation loss (KeV per turn): 5.2MAIN RINGSEnergy (MeV): 510Max. luminosity Design/ahieved (m−2s−1): 5 · 1032/1 · 1032R. F. frequeny (MHz): 368.25Max. numbers of bunhes Design/ahieved: 120/49Min. bunh distane (m/ns) 81.4/2.7average bunh length (mm) 30 (rms)average bunh height (mm) 0.02 (rms)average bunh width (mm) 2.0 (rms)Horizontal rossing angle (mrad): 25Synhrotron radiation loss (keV per turn): 9.3Tab. 3.1: DAΦNE Parameters in 2002.
3.2 The KLOE detetorThe KLOE detetor, situated in one of the two interation regions of DAΦNE, essentially onsistsof a ylindrial drift hamber (DC), to detet harged partiles, and an eletromagneti alorime-ter (EMC), allowing the detetion of photons with energies down to 10 MeV, whih surroundsthe drift hamber almost hermetially (see Fig. 3.3). The dimensions of the detetor (2 m radiusand 3.2 m length) are motivated by the deay length of the KL, whih at the DAΦNE energyis a. 3.4 m. The KLOE drift hamber an thus detet about 25% of the ourring KL-deays.Both drift hamber and alorimeter are plaed in a superonduting oil reating a longitudinalmagneti eld with a eld strength of 0.52 T.



















Fig. 3.3: Setion of the KLOE detetor.3.2.1 The drift hamberThe basi requirements for the drift hamber [97℄ were: (i) the high homogeneity and isotropy,
(ii) an optimal resolution for traks of partiles with low momenta and (iii) the best possibleredution of multiple sattering inside the hamber. Furthermore, the volume of the hambershould be big enough that a suient part of the KL partiles produed at DAΦNE deays insidethe hamber volume. Together with tehnial and eonomial onsiderations, these requirementslead to the onstrution of a ylindrial hamber with a radius of 2 m and a length of 4 m, withan inner ylinder ontaining the beam-line with a radius of 25 m. The mehanial struture ofthe hamber is made out of arbon bre in order to minimize the KL regeneration, whih ouldmimi CP-violating deays, and to maximize stability and transpareny for photons. It onsistsof two end plates of 8 mm thikness whih are onneted by 12 struts. The inner ylinder witha thikness of only 0.7 mm loses the hamber volume towards the beam pipe, while 12 overingplates make the outer wall.The requirement of three-dimensional trak reonstrution led to almost retangular drift ellsarranged in oaxial layers. All the wires belonging to the same layer are parallel to eah other andhave the same stereo angle with the line parallel to the z-axis, see Fig. 3.4(a). The stereo angleshange from one layer to the next, and their magnitudes vary from ± 60 to ± 150 mrad. Thesevalues assure a good resolution of the measurement of the z-oordinate: being σz = σrφ/tan(ǫ),with an average rφ resolution of 200 µm, the z resolution is about 2 mm aross the wholehamber volume. The ratio between eld and sense wires is 3:1. Field wires are also disposed inonentri layers following the stereo angles of the sense wires layer above them. Sine the trakdensity is muh higher at small radii due to the small momenta of harged partiles produed inthe φ-deay and sine vertexing apabilities for KS → π+π− are required, the innermost layershave ells of smaller size (see Fig. 3.4(b)), with a dimensions of 2 × 2 m2 (to be omparedwith the 3 × 3 m2 of the larger ells). There are 58 layers, of whih 12 onsist of small ells








(a) (b)Fig. 3.4: (a) Sketh of the stereo angles of the ells. (b) Drift ells onguration at z=0; a portion of thehamber at the boundary between small ells in the inner layers and large ells in the outer ellsis shown. Full dots indiate the sense wires while the irles indiate the elds wires.and 46 of big ones. The total number of the drift ells is 12585, orresponding to about 52000eld plus sense wires. Simulation studies have shown that good eieny and spatial resolutionare ahieved using a helium-based gas mixture with a gain of ∼ 105 together with gold-platedtungsten sense wires (25 µm thikness) and silver-plated aluminium eld wires (80 µm thikness)at a voltage of 1800-2000 V. The gas mixture is omposed of 90% helium and 10% isobutane.The low atomi mass of helium minimizes multiple sattering and regeneration. The isobutaneabsorbs UV photons produed in reombination proesses (in order to avoid the prodution ofdisharge in the hamber). The mixture has a radiation length Xo ≃1300 m; taking into aountalso the presene of the wires, the average radiation length in the whole hamber volume is about900 m.Sine the number of ells is a multiple of six for eah layer, onnetions to the wires are groupedby six. The bulk of ionization in the hamber is due to beam bakground and dereases withradius. For this reason the number of sense wires onneted to one high voltage line inreaseswith the radius. The preamplier outputs are sent to an amplier-disriminator-shaping iruit(ADS). This iruit provides a disriminated signal for the TDC (for drift time measurement)and the ADC (for dE/dx measurements), plus a further signal sent to the trigger module, whihwill be desribed below.3The momentum resolution for eletrons with 510 MeV energy and polar angles (respet to thebeam line) 50◦ < θ < 130◦ is σp ≃ 1.3 MeV (relative resolution σp/p=2.5×10−3, as shown inFig. 3.5).3 ADC stays for Analogial Digital Converter. TDC for Time Digital Counter.














40 60 80 100 120 140Fig. 3.5: Momentum resolution σp/p as a funtion of the polar angle θ for Bhabha events.3.2.2 The eletromagneti alorimeterThe design of the EMC was driven by the needs to detet photons with high aeptane andgood spatial, energy and time resolutions down to energies of 10 MeV [98℄. To minimize the lossof photons, the alorimeter surrounds the drift hamber almost ompletely and is fully immersedin the magneti eld. The barrel alorimeter, built by 24 modules with 4.3 m length whihform a ylinder enlosure with a. 2 m radius due to their trapezoidal shape, is parallel to thebeam axis. The ylinder is losed by the two endap alorimeters, whih onsist of 26 C-shapedmodules of varying sizes. This shape has the advantage that it improves the full enlosure ofthe DC, and it also redues the eet of the magneti eld on the photo-multipliers mounted atboth ends of the modules. In total, there are 4880 photo-multipliers. Fig. 3.6 shows a front viewof the alorimeter.Thanks to the large overlap between barrel and endap alorimeters, there is no gap at theintersetion of the three alorimeters. The entral endap modules are vertially divided intotwo halves to allow the passage of the beam pipe.The modules onsist of sintillating bres of 1 mm thikness glued on 0.5 mm thik lead foils(see Fig. 3.7), whih have grooves to aommodate the bres. This struture results in a ratiofor Fibres:Lead:Epoxy(glue) of 48:42:10, yielding a high amount of ative material. The modulethikness of 23 m orresponds to a. 15 radiation lengths. The read-out at both sides of eahmodule is onneted via light pipes of Plexiglas to the photomultipliers. The whole alorimeteris divided into ve planes from the inside to the outside of the detetor, of whih the outermostone is slightly thiker with respet to the other four. In the transverse diretion of the modules,eah plane is subdivided into ells 4.4 m wide. The photomultipliers work in a magneti eld of0.56 T; the outer parts of the endaps have been designed to minimize the transverse omponentof the eld ating on the photomultipliers axis, reduing the dangerous eld omponent to lessthan 0.4 kG. Sine the time resolution depends also on the eieny of the light olletion, thisquantity has been maximized, up to a value of ∼ 80− 90%.The signal oming out from the photomultipliers passes a preamplier before being fed into threedierent iruits: a rst part goes to the trigger, the other two parts to the ADCs and the TDCs
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Fig. 3.6: Front view of the KLOE alorimeter and side view of endap modules. The modules of thebarrel alorimeter form a ring around the end ap alorimeters.
Fig. 3.7: Fiber-lead sampling struture of the KLOE alorimeter.respetively. The energy deposit in eah ell is obtained by the harge measured at eah side ofthe modules by the ADCs. The time of arrival of a partile is derived from the time intervalsmeasured at eah side of the modules by the TDCs. The dierene between the arrival time atthe two ends of the ber allows to reonstrut the oordinate along the ber. The resolution ofthe longitudinal z oordinate is σz ∼ 9 mm/√E(GeV).The energy resolution and the linearity of the alorimeter are determined using radiative Bhabhaevents, fore whih the photons over a wide energy and angular range. Inluding also drifthamber information and losing the kinematis, one an obtain the photon diretion and thephoton energy Eγ with good auray. Mathing the photon diretion obtained from the drifthamber information with the position of the red luster in the alorimeter, the distribution
Ecl − Eγ is tted with a gaussian to nd its entral value. This is done in energy intervals
3.2. The KLOE detetor 33of 10 MeV in Eγ . The plot of Fig. 3.8(a) shows the results of this proedure for the wholeenergy range Eγ : the linearity is better than 1% for Eγ >75 MeV. Deviations of the order of4-5% are observed at low energies, mainly due to the loss of parts of the shower in the lusterreonstrution. The energy resolution, dominated by sampling utuations, an be parametrizedas 5.7%/√E(GeV) (see Fig. 3.8(b)). The photon detetion eieny is dened as the number
(a) (b)Fig. 3.8: Calorimeter linearity (a) and resolution (b) for photons as a funtion of the photon energy Eγ .The resolution is parametrized with 5.7%/√E(GeV).of deteted lusters divided by the number of produed photons. It has been measured withdierent samples: here we report the result obtained with radiative Bhabha events (where e±diretion and energy are measured with the drift hamber), with the deays φ → π+π−π0 and
KL → π+π−π0 (where energy and diretion of one of the two photons from the π0 is deduedfrom the traking information and the energy and diretion of the other photon) (see Fig. 3.9(a)).The results obtained with the dierent hannels are in reasonable agreement with eah other,and for energies larger than 100 MeV a onstant value of more than 98% is observed.The time resolution is given in Fig. 3.9(b) for photons from dierent radiative φ-deays. Goodagreement among the dierent measurements is observed down to 100 MeV. The urve in theplot gives the resolution of the alorimeter: σt = 54 ps/√E(GeV)⊕ 140 ps.3.2.3 The trigger systemThe main purpose of the KLOE trigger system is to disriminate among events from φ-deays andBhabha events, osmi rays and mahine bakground. The time between two bunh rossingsat DAΦNE is 2.7 ns; this is too short to generate a trigger. Therefore the trigger operatesontinuously, and a physis event is synhronized to a bunh rossing at a later stage. Due tothe fat that the Data Aquisition (DAQ) an handle a total rate up to ∼ 10 kHz, while the totalrate (physial events plus bakground) orrespond to a. 90 kHz, the trigger must provide goodbakground rejetion in order not to overload the DAQ, without losing eieny of the physialevents.Both the EMC and the DC an be used to generate the trigger [99℄, sine they both allow toget information about the topology of the dierent reations, whih is ruial to separate thedierent events. For example, low angle Bhabha events are onentrated in the two endaps ofthe alorimeter as well as the mahine bakground. Both produe a low multipliity in the drifthamber, in ontrast to the φ-deay events. Cosmi rays behave dierently from the these twobakground soures: ∼ 85% of them deposit their energy in the barrel, and their multipliity in































φ → πγ, π → γγ
φ → πγ, γrad
φ → ηγ, η → γγ
φ → ηγ, γrad
(b)Fig. 3.9: (a) Calorimeter eieny for dierent φ-deays and (b) time resolution for φ radiative deays,both as a funtion of Eγ .the hamber is similar to the one of physial events.The trigger is based on the loal energy deposit in the alorimeter and multipliity informationfrom the drift hamber. It works in two levels (see Fig. 3.10). A rst level trigger T1 withfast timing dediated for starting the front-end eletroni read-out, uses as muh informationas possible from the hamber. After this, additional information olleted from the DC is used,together with the information from the EMC, to onstrain the rst level and start the DAQ. TheEMC triggers if the energy deposit is larger than 50 MeV, to trigger low energeti partiles from
φ-deays or larger than 350 MeV. This seond threshold is used to reognize Bhabha, whih eitherwill be rejeted or olleted in a downsaled sample to alibrate the alorimeter. The signalsfrom the wires of the hamber, after being preamplied, are sent to a TDC and the trigger signalis formed with a gate of 250 ns. The rst level trigger also sets a 2 µs long signal, whih vetoesthe other rst level trigger and allows signal formation from the drift hamber ells.Before being passed to the front-end eletronis of the alorimeter, the rst level trigger issynhronized with the DAΦNE radio-frequeny (RF). Therefore the alorimeter TDCs measurethe time with respet to a bunh rossing oming n periods after the ollision whih has originatedthe event, where n is then determined at oine reonstrution level.At the end of the dead time (2 µs) the trigger system asks for the onrmation of the level 1deision. In this seond level T2 two onditions, similar to those of the rst level, are required,with the dierene that thresholds are now hosen to be equal to the energy average released in aell by a minimum ionizing partile (MIP) (40÷ 50 MeV). One two setors are above threshold,the osmi ray bit is ativated and the event is agged as osmi ray. The osmi ray ag requirestwo energy releases above threshold on the outermost plane of the alorimeter in barrel-barrel orbarrel-endap onguration. The seond level trigger produes the stop signal for the hamberTDCs and starts the data aquisition.To avoid the rejetion of µ+µ−(γ) and π+π−(γ) events due to this osmi veto, whih easilyreah the outer planes of the alorimeter, a third level trigger T3 has been developed. Eah event
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Fig. 3.10: KLOE trigger logi.agged by T2, will pass the T3 lter before being written on tape or rejeted. The T3 lterperforms a fast preliminary pattern reognition looking for traks oming from the interationpoint. If it nds no traks from the IP, the event is rejeted. The insertion of the T3 lterfrom beginning of the year 2002 was very important for the measurement of the π+π−γ hannel,reported in this thesis, sine it inreased signiantly the eieny of signal events with respetthe 2001.EMC triggerFor the trigger purpose the full granularity of the alorimeter is not needed and the 5000 readouthannels are grouped in a. 200 summed signals. The barrel is divided into three groups of47 trigger hannels, named normal, overlap and osmi series. Eah setor in the normal andoverlap series is made of 5 × 6 olumns (see Fig. 3.11), while the osmi series (used for theosmi ray ag) onsists only of the ells of the fth plane of the alorimeter. In total there are
48× 3 setors. The geometry of the trigger setors in the endaps is more ompliated, and, likefor the barrel, it onsists of the normal and overlap series. Sine the multipliity is higher in theforward region, mostly due to mahine bakground, the two series are segmented in groups of4 olumns in the zone lose to the beam pipe, and 5 or 6 elsewhere. The signals from the ellsforming a olumn are summed up, followed by the sums of the six olumns of a given triggersetor. The analog signal of eah trigger setor is read at both sides (labeled A and B in thefollowing) and it is ompared to a high and a low threshold value, whih is xed during theDAQ initialization. The four logial signals T lowA , T highA , T lowB and T highB generate the signal Tfor eah setor aording to the logial equation: T = (T lowA ∩ T lowB ) and (T highA ∪ T highB ). Thistwo-threshold sheme is applied in order to obtain an as muh as possible uniform response asa funtion of the oordinate along the bers of the energy deposit, minimizing thus the eet ofthe light attenuation along the bers.







Fig. 3.11: Trigger setor in the barrel. The normal and the overlap series are shown.3.3 Data reonstrution and event lassiation3.3.1 The data samplesKLOE started its data taking for physis events in 2000. Between the years 2000 and 2006 (witha long interruption in 2003) an integrated luminosity of 2.5 fb−1 has been olleted and the datataking has been stopped in April 2006.4 In the last three months of data taking the CM-energyof DAΦNE was redued to √s=1000 MeV (o-resonane) in order to allow a bakground-freemeasurement of the hadroni ross setion via the Radiative Return method. In this work the2006 data sample has been analyzed. Results from 2002 on-resonane data, orresponding to a.
240 pb−1, will be also presented.53.3.2 Data reonstrutionThe data aquisition system [119℄ handles about 23000 front-end hannels from the DC, the EMCand the trigger. It an manage a readout of 10 MB/s. For a typial peak luminosity, the triggerrate was 1.6 kHz and the average event size 2.7 kB, leading to a data aquisition of 4.3 MB/s. Theon-line server writes raw data in 1-GB les. Data taking is divided into runs of approximatelythe same integrated luminosity (a. 200 nb−1) and to eah run number the mahine parameters,the alibration onstants and all the relevant quantities of the detetor related to that speirun are assoiated. Raw data are kept on disk until alibration and reonstrution proesses areompleted. The reonstrution proess starts immediately after the ompletion of the alibrationproesses for the run. The data then is proessed in parallel by separate reonstrution proesses.The reonstrution program onsists of several modules performing the following tasks:
− to load the drift hamber and the alorimeter alibration onstants;
− the reonstrution of alorimeter lusters and the determination of the Time-of-Flight(ToF) and energy deposition;
− the determination of the urrent bunh rossing;4 It is forseen that KLOE will start data taking again in fall 2009 with a DAΦNE luminosity at least twie ashigh as in 2005.5 In the following the 2002 data will be also simply alled on-peak while the 2006 ones, o-peak.
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− the rejetion of mahine bakground and osmi ray events;
− the patter-reognition and trak tting of the harged partiles;
− the vertex reonstrution for harged partiles;
− the assoiation of drift hamber traks with the alorimeter lusters for harged partileshitting the alorimeter;
− the event lassiation into several physis stream.Sine the traking proedure is the most CPU-intensive reonstrution task, mahine bakgroundand osmi rays events are ltered out before. The lter algorithm (FILFO) is based only oninformation from the EMC. The last step of the reonstrution proedure is the lassiation ofevents on the basis of topologial information into dierent streams. Streams are divided intove ategories:
− Bhabha sattering events;
− φ-deays into harged kaons;
− φ-deays into neutral kaons;
− φ→ π+π−π0;
− radiative φ-deaysApart from the Bhabha stream, a further sub-division is done, in order to keep only the infor-mation needed for the physis analysis. The resulting set of data-summary tapes (DSTs) is sixtimes smaller in size than the orresponding reonstrution output les and an be kept on diskfor an easy aess.3.3.3 ClusteringThe rst step in the event reonstrution is the proessing of the alorimeter information.A ell is dened as the smallest part of alorimeter seen by two photomultipliers at its ends. Thephotomultiplier outputs are preamplied and sent with a delay of 220 ns (the time neessary forthe trigger to deide whether to start the aquisition or not) to the ADCs and to the TDCs.Considering the two ends of a ell (A and B) two time signals, tA,B, and two amplitude signals,
SA,B, are reorded from the orresponding photomultiplier outputs. They are used to get theposition and the energy of the partile point of impat on the EMC.To get the spatial position of the energy release in the alorimeter, the arrival time of the signalis onsidered. Dening the time at the ends of the ell as
tA,B = cA,B × TA,B,where cA,B (in ns/ounts) are the TDCs alibration onstants and TA,B are the ounts in theTDCs. The position of the energy release along the ber diretion is obtained from the time
38 3. The KLOE experimentdierene tA − tB. The partile time arrival t and the position along the ber diretion is(hoosing as 0 the mid of the bre length):




























Fig. 3.12: t-R/ distribution for γγ events before any orretions.
3.3. Data reonstrution and event lassiation 39To obtain the energy release E on eah side of the ell, the ADCs' ounting S is taking intoaount:
EA,B(MeV) = SA,B − SA,B0
SM
× κE , (3.1)where SA,B0 represent the zero osets of the amplitude sale, SM is the signal for a minimumionizing partile rossing the alorimeter entre and κE is the energy sale fator (in MeV/ounts).
SA,B0 are obtained from osmi ray runs without irulating beam, i.e. with very low oupanyof the detetor. In the SM fator, the response of the photomultipliers, the ber light yield andthe eletroni gain are onsidered. Cosmi rays are also used to measure this quantity: during atypial osmi ray run (18 hours of data taking), ∼1000 events per ell are olleted. The meanvalues of the Gaussian used to t the amplitude spetra are by denition the SM (for eah ell)whih enter in Eq. 3.1. Finally, in order to be independent from the position, a orretion fator
AA,B(s), due to the attenuation along the ber length, is applied, and the energy of the ellbeomes:
E (MeV ) = (EA ·AA + EB ·AB)/2. (3.2)One the ells have been reonstruted, the lustering algorithm merges together groups of ad-jaent ells. A ell beomes part of the luster if times and amplitudes are available from bothsides of the ber. If one of these four inputs is missing (inomplete ell), the ell belonging tothe barrel is reovered on the basis of the dierene ∆φ between its azimuth angle and the oneof the losest luster. Inomplete ells are assigned to a luster if |∆φ| < 3◦. An analogousproedure is repeated in the two endaps using the z-oordinate. The luster energy Ecl is sim-ply the sum of the energies of the ells making the luster, while the luster positions and time(xcl, ycl, zcl and tcl) are omputed as energy-weighted averages of the ell variables.3.3.4 TrakingDue to the large ell dimensions, to the variation of the eletri eld along the wires and mostlydue to the gas mixture of He− iC4H10, the drift veloity is not saturated. These eets produespae-time (s-t) relations depending on the spatial oordinates of the ell and on the inidentdiretion of the trak. The s-t relations have been parametrised aording to β and φ̃ variables,see in Fig. 3.13(a). Six ells with β varying between 65◦ and 125◦ are hosen as referene ells.In eah of these ells the φ̃ angle is divided into 36 intervals of 10◦. Sine only the upper partof the ell is deformed by the stereo geometry, in 20 bins of φ̃, the s-t relation is the same for allthe six referene ells. This results in a total of 16×6+20 = 116 parametrisation (to be doubledone one onsiders both small and big ells). In one single ell, the drift distane is related tothe drift time in terms of a 5th order Chebyhev polynomial
tdrift = P (C
k
i , d),where tdrift is the measured time, d is the impat parameter and the 6 × 232 oeients Cki(k = 1, ..., 232 and i = 1, ..., t) aount for the ell type, trak orientation and ell shape,as desribed above. An automati alibration proedure heks the validity of the urrent s-trelations at the beginning of eah run and alulates new Cki values using osmi ray events, ifneessary. For more details see [119℄.The event reonstrution in the drift hamber starts with the pattern reognition. It searhes forandidate traks, rst in the x-y plane, then looks for their projetion in the z plane. Due to the


























0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4(b)Fig. 3.13: (a) Denition of the variables used in the s-t relations lassiation. Sense-wires are representedby the full blak points, while the eld-wires by the empty irles. (b) Spatial resolution as afuntion of drift distane over all big ells for a single φ̃ value.stereo setting of the wires, a trak in the hamber is seen as two distint urves. In eah stereoview, hits lose in spae are assoiated to form a hain, on the basis of their urvature, and theleft-right ambiguity is solved requiring the single-view andidate trak to have a minimum of fourhits in at least two layers. At this stage the magneti eld is assumed to be homogeneous, multiplesattering and energy loss are not treated, and rough s-t relations are used. The trak ttingminimizes iteratively a χ2 funtion based on the omparison between the measured (as obtainedby the s-t relations) and expeted (from the t) drift distane for eah hit (see Fig. 3.13(b)). Thedrift distane is orreted using more aurate s-t relations whih depend on the trak parametersand all the eets negleted in the pattern reognition (loal variation of the magneti led,multiple sattering and energy loss) are now properly taken into aount. After a rst iteration,dediated proedures reover missed or wrongly assigned hits by the pattern reognition, mergesplit traks having a kink. The traks from the tting proedures are then used to look forprimary and seondary verties. In order to redue the number of ombinations, the traks arerst extrapolated in the x-y plane and primary verties are searhed for using traks whose impatparameters are smaller than 10% of their radius of urvature. The remaining traks are thenonneted to seondary verties. For traks rossing the beam-pipe or the walls of the hamber,the momentum is orreted for energy loss and multiple sattering. The minimization of a χ2funtion based on the distane of the losest approah between two traks is used to assign thetwo traks to a vertex. For a vertex inside the beam-pipe the spatial resolution is about 2 mm.For eah trak pair, a χ2 funtion is evaluated from the distanes of losest approah betweentraks. For more details on the vertex tting proedure see [101℄.
4. HADRONIC CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENTS ATKLOEThe KLOE experiment, applying the Radiative Return, has measured the σ(e+e− → π+π−)ross setion, with an auray better than 1%. An explanation of this new method and anoverview of the main features of the KLOE analyses will be given.KLOE has already published two artiles on this measurement. These published results will beompared to those one from CMD-2 and SND, operating at the VEPP-2M ollider situated inNovosibirsk. A disrepany of about 5% between the KLOE results and those from the sanexperiments is found, enforing the needs of new preise measurements. This work has the goalto give the ultimate KLOE high preision measurement on σ(e+e− → π+π−) and to omputethe ontribution from the two pion hannel to the anomaly of the muon magneti moment, aππµ ,ross heking the other KLOE analyses and reahing the 2mπ-threshold, for the rst time inour ollaboration.Some tools are shared by the dierent KLOE hadroni ross setion analyses. They will beintrodued in this hapter and explained, with more details, in Chap. 5 and Chap. 6.4.1 The Radiative Return methodAs mentioned in Se. 2.4 the standard approah to measure hadroni ross setion is the so-alledenergy san, in whih the energy of the olliding beams is hanged to the desired value of theCenter-of-Mass (CM) energy. In the ase of partile-fatories,1 the ollider is set to operate ata xed energy. DAΦNE, the φ-fatory at LNF, was designed to run at the xed √s equal to the
φ resonane peak (1019.48 MeV) with high luminosity. For this work DAΦNE was operating, forthe rst time, o-resonane, only 20 MeV below the standard CM-energy of √s = mφ. It is notpossible to use DAΦNE for an energy san at √s≪ mφ, i.e. for measuring the ρ-meson region.As a onsequene of this, the idea whih has been worked out to obtain σ(e+e− → hadrons)at DAΦNE is to use the radiative proess e+e− → hadrons + γ, where the photon has beenradiated in the initial state (Initial State Radiation, ISR) by eletrons or positrons of the inom-ing beams, lowering, in suh a way, the olliding energy and produing an hadroni system atdierent invariant mass [133, 103℄. By looking at this ISR proess the hadroni ross setionsbeome aessible from the φ mass down to the two-pion threshold. This method has been alledRadiative Return beause, by means of the radiation, the CM energy of the beams goes down,i.e. returns, to a lower resonane with respet to the resonanes whih the ollider has been setup for. In the ase of DAΦNE the resonane oupling to the virtual photon is not the φ mesonbut the ρ-ω resonane.1 Collider designed to produe large amount of mesons. Main partile fatories are: PEP-II and KEK-B for Bmeson and DAΦNE for K meson.
42 4. Hadroni ross setion at KLOEIn the assumption that the radiative photon does not derive from the nal state proess, theross setion σ(e+e− → π+π−) an be expressed as a funtion of the dierential ross setion
dσ(e+e− → π+π−γ)/dsπ and the two quantities are related by the radiator funtion H(sπ, s):
dσ(π+π− + γISR)
dsπ
· s = σ(π+π−, sπ)×H(sπ, s), (4.1)where s is the mahine energy and sπ is the invariant mass squared of the hadroni system afterinitial state radiation, i.e. the Q2. We stress again that Eq. 4.1 is only valid for ISR events(Fig. 4.1). An auray at the per mill level is needed for H in order to perform a preisionmeasurement. The following energy relation also holds for one ISR-photon only:
sπ = M
2
π+π− = s− 2EγISR
√







sγ∗ < s Fπ(sπ)
Fig. 4.1: Initial State radiation proess e+e− → π+π−γ. In the gure sγ∗ represents the energy of thevirtual photon, equal to the enter-of-mass energy of the beams, Fπ(sπ) is the pion form fatorand sπ is the invariant mass of the two-pion system. Notie that sπ = sγ∗ only in absene ofnal state radiation. The Radiative Return method performs measurements looking for eventswhere the energy of the ollision, √sγ∗ , is lower than the xed energy of the ollider, √s.The radiator funtion H(sπ, s) is a theoretial funtion inserted in the Monte Carlo (MC) gener-ator PHOKHARA, [36, 37, 38℄. It inludes hard, soft and virtual radiative orretions to the proess
e+e− → π+π−γ at Next-to-Leading Order (NLO) and inludes also nal state radiation fromthe pions desribed by the point-like approximation (salar QED, sQED).Partiular attention must be taken for events with a photon radiated in the nal state (FinalState Radiation, FSR). These proesses are drawn in Fig. 4.2: (a) for Leading Order Final StateRadiation (LO-FSR), (b) and () for Next-to-Leading Order Final State Radiation (NLO-FSR).In this ase Eq. 4.1 is not valid anymore, as a wrong energy value would be assoiated to thetwo-pion system, sine sγ∗ 6= sπ, i.e. the two-pion invariant mass is dierent from the invariantmass of the virtual photon. This kind of proess needs to be well understood to perform preisionmeasurements, and it will be desribed in the following.We want to summarize below the main dierenes between the energy san and Radiative Returnmethods.2 In the following we will use the notation sγ∗ for the energy squared transferred by the virtual photon and sπfor the two-pion invariant mass. Sometimes it may happen that those quantities an be indiated with a dierentnotation, as M2ππ, but in any ase the meaning of the variable will be expliitly laried.






















sπ ()Fig. 4.2: (a) Leading order nal state radiation. (b) and () Next-to-leading order nal state radiation.1. Energy san method (CMD-2 and SND at VEPP-2M, Beijing)
− the olliding energy of the beams is hanged to the desired value;
− one an perform diret measurements of ross setions;
− a dediated aelerator/physis program is required;
− the luminosity and systemati unertainty has to be determined for eah data point.2. Radiative Return method (KLOE at DAΦNE, BABAR at PEP-II and BELLE at KEK-B)
− the tehnique works at xed-energy ollider (partile-fatory);
− the initial state radiation proess is used to aess lower lying energies or resonanesare used;
− the standard physis program of the experiment does not have to be modied, sineISR events are produed in any ase;
− the measurement requires preise theoretial alulation of the radiator funtion, H;
− the luminosity and beam energy determination enters only one for all the data points;
− a larger, with respet to san experiments, integrated luminosity is needed;
− radiative orretions have to be evaluated very preisely up to higher order (NLO orNNLO).Even in ase that the ISR-photon is measured (tagged) in a Radiative Return measurement,the invariant mass of the virtual photon, sγ∗ , is not known with the required preision, due tothe limited energy resolution of the alorimeter. This makes an aurate measurement of thehadroni system invariant mass, sπ, unavoidable.4.1.1 Photon polar angleIn Fig. 4.3 a ross setion of the KLOE detetor is drawn. Two polar angle regions for the ISR-photon are shown. Conventionally the zone in green is named Large Angle (LA) and that one inblue Small Angle (SA). Sine FSR events an not be distinguished from ISR one experimentally,one has to relay on the Monte Carlo generator is use, whih desribes these events using the sQEDapproximation. However hoosing appropriate angular uts the FSR events an be signiantlyredued. The preferred emission diretion of the photons are displayed in Fig. 4.4(a) and inFig. 4.4(b) for the ases of ISR and FSR, respetively, where the distribution (in the two pion
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-1 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1(b)Fig. 4.4: Distribution of the minimum angle between the photon and one of the two pions, in the pionrest frame, for the ases of ISR (a) and FSR (b), respetively.rest frame) of the osine of the minimum angle between the photon and one of the two pions isplotted. The ISR-photons tend to be emitted preferably parallel to the beam diretion, i.e. atsmall polar angle. The opposite ours for FSR-photons, whih are preferably emitted at largepolar angle, i.e. parallel to the pion diretion.
4.1. The Radiative Return method 45Asking for pions at large polar angles and photons at small polar angles, allows to minimizethe relative amount of FSR events in the data spetrum. If the event onsists of two pionsand only one photon (LO-event), the polar angle of the photon equals the angle of the missingmomentum of the event: θγ = 180◦ − θmiss, where the missing momentum is ~pmiss = ~pπ+ + ~pπ− .The so-alled Small Angle analysis is based on the following aeptane regions seletion
50◦ < θπ < 130
◦, (4.3)for pions, and
0◦ < θmiss < 15
◦ or 165◦ < θmiss < 180
◦. (4.4)This phase spae exludes the very low energy regions, i.e. sπ< 0.35 GeV2 is kinematiallyforbidden. In fat, at small hadron invariant mass (high photon energy) the two-pion system,reoiling against the photon emitted at the small polar angle will fore the pions to be produedat small polar angle as well, and this kind of events are exluded by the ondition in Eq. 4.3.KLOE has already performed two measurements seleting events with photon at small polarangle. The two published analyses are based on data olleted in the years 2001 and 2002,respetively. These will be desribed in Se. 4.2.1 and Se. 4.2.2.In this thesis a omplementary analysis is presented, in whih the photon is measured (tagged)at large polar angle with the eletromagneti alorimeter:
50◦ < θγ < 130
◦. (4.5)In this so-alled Large Angle analysis the threshold region 4m2π < sπ < 0.35 GeV2 beomesaessible. In Fig. 4.5 the π+π−γ spetrum from Monte Carlo simulation for θmiss < 15◦(> 165◦)and 50◦ < θmiss < 130◦ is shown. It is possible to see that while the spetrum towards low sπrapidly dereases in the ase of θmiss < 15◦(> 165◦), it extends down to the 2mπ-threshold whenthe photon(s) are required to be at large polar angles. It is worth to state the relevane ofhaving preise measurements at the low energy region, sine the range 4m2π < sπ < 0.35 GeV2ontributes for a. 20% to aππµ .The Large Angle analysis presented in this work, using o-peak 2006 data, is not the rst analysisof KLOE with tagged photon. In fat 2002 data has been already used for a similar approah. Wewill see however in the following that the on-peak data (√s = mφ) suers from large bakgroundfrom φ-deay, whih makes this new analysis neessary.The Large Angle 2002 analysis will be desribed in Se. 4.3.1, while the analysis based on 2006data, whih was performed solely within this thesis, will be explained in Chap. 5 and Chap. 6.A preliminary result will be presented in Chap. 7.The hadroni ross setion measurements performed at KLOE are listed in Tab. 4.1. We stressthe point that Small Angle and the Large Angle analyses over dierent energy ranges, and the
π+π−-threshold an be reahed only by the latter. However, sine for the on-peak data samplethe presene of bakground from φ-deay at small energies gives a large systemati unertainty,the analysis based on data olleted at √s = 1 GeV is the only KLOE measurement whih anover energies below 0.35 GeV2 with a perent level preision.
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0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9Fig. 4.5: Monte Carlo spetra of sπ as axis label in bins of 0.001 GeV2 for dierent angular uts. Bothplots orrespond to an integrated luminosity of ∼ 800 pb−1. It is possible to see that thethreshold region an be reahed when the photon is required to be at Large Angles.SmallAngle data sample L (pb−1) σsyst sπ < 0.35 GeV2 σsyst sπ > 0.35 GeV2on-peak 2001 140 not overed 1.3%on-peak 2002 240 not overed 0.8%LargeAngle data sample L (pb−1) σsyst sπ < 0.35 GeV2 σsyst sπ > 0.35 GeV2on-peak 2002 240 dominated by f0model 0.9%(w/o f0 ontr.)o-peak 2006 230 1.5% 0.6%Tab. 4.1: Large Angle hadroni ross setion measurements performed at KLOE. On-peak means thatthe data sample has been olleted at √s = 1.01948 GeV, while for the o-peak data sampleDAΦNE was operating at √s = 1 GeV. To be notie that for the Large Angle analysis basedon 2002 data, the threshold is kinematially ahievable, but it suers from the presene of
φ-deay, whih gives an extremely large systemati unertainty in the region below 0.5 GeV2(see Se. 4.3.1). The Large Angle analysis based on 2006 o-peak data is then the only KLOEanalysis overing the π+π−-threshold with high preision.4.2 Analysis with photons emitted at small polar angle4.2.1 2001 data sampleKLOE has been so far the only experiment to publish the ross setion σ(e+e− → π+π−)exploiting ISR events [62, 63℄. Due to the reasons explained above, the rst aeptane hoie
4.2. Analysis with photons emitted at small polar angle 47was to selet photons in the forward-bakward region, enhaning in this way the ISR ontribution.The main analysis uts of the Small Angle analysis will be briey desribed in the following:
− the aeptane uts onsist in requiring pions to be at large polar angle and photon(s) atsmall one, as desribed in Eq. 4.3 and Eq. 4.4;
− a Partile identiation (PID) method based on a likelihood estimator, using the value andthe position of the luster energy release in the alorimeter as well as the Time-of-Flight(ToF) to separate pions from eletrons (for a detailed explanation see [106, 107℄);
− a kinemati variable alled trakmass, Mtrk, is used to rejet π+π−π0 events and µ+µ−γevents. This variable is obtained by imposing the four-momentum onservation on eventsonsisting of two harged partiles with the same mass and one photon, e+e− → x+x−γ,via the relation
(mφ −
√
|~p+|2 + Mtrk −
√


























100 120 140 160 180 200Fig. 4.6: Trakmass distribution for π+π−γ, µ+µ−γ and π+π−π0, after requiring PID as pion for at leastone of the two traks and aeptane. The partile ID does not eet the µ+µ−γ region and the
π+π−π0 peak is lower than the π+π−γ beause of the aeptane, i.e. request of the photon tobe at small polar angle.The spetrum ∆N/∆sπ obtained after signal seletion and residual bakground subtration
















































0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9(b)Fig. 4.7: Final result of (a) dressed hadroni ross setion σ(e+e− → π+π−) and of (b) pion form fatorfrom |Fπ(s)|2 from the Small Angle analysis based on 2001 data [62℄. For kinematial reasonthe 2π-threshold is not over by the spetra.
4.2. Analysis with photons emitted at small polar angle 49To evaluate aππµ in the dispersion integral, Eq. 2.23, one has to insert the bare ross setioninlusive of FSR, σbare(e+e− → π+π−(γFSR)). By σbare one means the ross setion orretedfor vauum polarization (VP) of the virtual photon [105℄. The dispersion integral has beenevaluated in the energy range 0.35 < sπ < 0.95 GeV2, and the result is:
aππµ (0.35− 0.95) = (388.7± 0.8stat ± 3.5syst ± 3.5th)× 10−10 (4.8)It is worth to notie that the statistial error is almost negligible and the theoretial error is asbig as the experimental one. The theoretial error gets three ontributions:
− the knowledge of the Bhabha ross setion needed for the luminosity determination;
− the preision of the radiator funtion;
− the dependene of the FSR and the vauum polarization orretions on the model insertedin the Monte Carlo and on the theoretial alulation.More details are given later, when the o-peak analysis will be presented.4.2.2 2002 data sampleAfter the publiation of the Small Angle analysis result based on data olleted in 2001, KLOEhas performed a new and more aurate analysis, exploiting the same aeptane region, withdata olleted in 2002. The analysis has been reently published [63℄.The 2002 data sample, apart from having an higher integrated luminosity (a. 240 pb−1), on-tains improvements onerning the lower mahine bakground and more stable DAΦNE runningonditions. Further improvements inlude:1. the new L3 trigger (see Se. 3.2.3), whih redues a 30% loss of events, due to the osmiveto in 2001, to only 0.2%;2. the oine bakground lter resulted in a large systemati unertainty in 2001 data, due toa strong dependene on the atual mahine onditions. A new lter with 98.5% eienyand negligible systemati unertainty has been implemented;3. the vertexing of the two tted traks is not required anymore. This removes the orre-sponding unertainty due to the eieny evaluation, whih was a leading systemati inthe analysis of the 2001 data.Finally, the Bhabha ross setion, used for evaluation of the luminosity, is known theoretially[108℄ with a smaller unertainty than in the previous measurement.The signal seletion has been essentially based utting on the same variables as in the previousanalysis with the main dierene of the exlusion of the vertexing. To distinguish e+e−γ bak-ground from the signal events the same PID method has been used, rejeting events where bothof the traks have been identied as an eletron.In Fig. 4.8 the trakmass distribution as a funtion of the pion system invariant mass is shown.The blak lines represent the analysis ut: Mtrk > 130 MeV, applied in order to rejet µ+µ−γ,and the M2ππ dependent urve, for π+π−π0 rejetion.The residual e+e−γ, µ+µ−γ and π+π−π0 bakground ontamination is evaluated and subtratedtting the Mtrk spetrum of the seleted data sample with a superposition of the Monte Carlo
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ds σbareππ(γ)(s)K(s), (4.9)where σbareππ is the bare ross setion, inlusive of FSR and with vauum polarization eetsremoved [110℄. The obtained result is
aππµ = (387.2± 0.5stat ± 2.4exp ± 2.3th)× 10−10. (4.10)This result has been ompared to those one from the san in the range 0.630 < √s < 0.958 GeV3 The same tehnique, speially adjusted and performed with 2006 sample, is applied also in the o-peakanalysis, and it will be desribed in Se. 5.4.
4.2. Analysis with photons emitted at small polar angle 51
Experimental souresReonstrution Filter -Bakground subtration 0.3 %Trakmass/Miss. Mass 0.2 %
π/e-ID -Traking 0.3 %Trigger 0.1 %Unfolding -Aeptane (θππ) 0.2 %Aeptane (θπ) -Software Trigger (L3) 0.1 %Luminosity (0.1th ⊕ 0.3exp)% 0.3 %√
s dep. of H 0.2 %Total exp systematis 0.6 %Theoretial souresVauum Polarization 0.1 %FSR resummation 0.3 %Rad. funtion H 0.5 %Total theory systematis 0.6 %Tab. 4.3: List of systemati errors on aππµ extrated from Small Angle analysis with 2002 data sample.A - sign denotes that the error is onsidered negligible.
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0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1(b)Fig. 4.9: (a) |Fπ(s)|2 for the CMD-2 2007 data [115℄, for the SND 2006 data [116℄ and the KLOE dataitself. Only statistial errors are shown. (b) Frational dierene between data points fromCMD-2 or SND and KLOE. For CMD-2 and SND only statistial errors are shown. The darkgrey band gives the statistial error for KLOE, the light grey band ombines the statistial andsystemati error (added in quadrature).The disrepany, taking as a referene the KLOE measurement, goes from a. −5%, below the
ρ-peak, up to +5%, for high energies. The agreement on aππµ is aused by a ompensationeet, whih balanes the disagreement. However the trend in the |Fπ(s)|2 frational dierenemust be investigate, possibly also extending the energy range overed by KLOE, sine both thesan experiments reah the π+π−-threshold (not visible in Fig. 4.9(a) and Fig. 4.9(b)). Thissituation makes the measurements seleting events with the ISR-photons emitted at large polarangle of great relevane. Espeially the analysis based on the o-peak data allows both (i) afundamental ross hek on the previous KLOE measurements, and (ii) the possibility to reah
4.3. Analysis with photon emitted at large polar angle 53the threshold with an auray whih is ompetitive to that one of CMD-2 and SND results.As stated in Se. 2.4 also the BaBar ollaboration is performing the measurement the two pionhannel ross setion σ(e+e− → π+π−), using the Radiative Return method. Preliminary resultsare shown in [73℄. The result of this analysis is really waited, sine it will provide furtherheks and improvements on the determination of |Fπ(s)|2 and aππµ , in the energy range from thethreshold up to 4 GeV2.4.3 Analysis with photon emitted at large polar angle4.3.1 2002 data sampleIn order to over the energy region below 0.35 GeV2, for whih most preise measurement omefrom the SND and CMD-2 ollaborations, KLOE has performed a rst analysis seleting eventswith the ISR-photon emitted at large polar angle using 2002 on-peak data.We have atively ontributed to the Large Angle analysis based on 2002 data essentially in:





















0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8Fig. 4.10: Event distribution after the aeptane ut, 50◦ < θπ,γ < 130◦, and a pre-lter ut, for π+π−γand π+π−π0 Monte Carlo samples, normalized to the integrated luminosity of the 2002 data(∼ 240 pb−1).
54 4. Hadroni ross setion at KLOEThe possibility to have the kinemati losure of the event allows a set of dediated uts for the














0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800(b)Fig. 4.11: (a) χ2πππ distribution for π+π−π0 and π+π−γ Monte Carlo events normalized to the integratedluminosity of the data sample. (b) χ2πππ distribution for the 2002 data sample.of π+π−π0 and π+π−γ events, both normalized to the integrated luminosity. The t allows tolearly distinguish between the signal and the π+π−π0 bakground, given also by the fat thatonly about 20% of signal events enter the t, whih is performed only in the presene of two(or more) photons. In Fig. 4.11(b) the distribution of χ2πππ for data is presented. Event with






, (4.11)dened as the angle between the tagged photon and the missing momentum of the traks is themain ut to rejet π+π−π0 events. In the ase of more than one photon in the event, the smallest
Ω-angle is onsidered as that one generated by the γISR. The distribution of Ω-angle peaks atzero for signal  sine the ISR-photon is emitted along the missing momentum diretion  andis o-zero for multi-photon events. Therefore it is a very powerful tool to separate signal from
4.3. Analysis with photon emitted at large polar angle 55
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Ω (◦)Fig. 4.12: Distribution of Ω-angle, for π+π−γ (in red) and π+π−π0 events (in yellow), both from MonteCarlo.broadening, a sπ-dependent ut has been applied for the Ω-angle. The applied ut provides arejetion power of more than 90% of the π+π−π0 events, and a signal loss of few perent atthreshold up to a maximum of ∼ 10% at high sπ.The χ2 and Ω-angle uts do not redue the irreduible bakground, as this has exatly thesame signature as the signal. There are three soures of irreduible bakground for the largephoton polar angle seletion: (i) leading order nal state radiation, Fig. 4.13(a), (whih atuallyorresponds to the diagram in Fig. 4.2); (ii) φ → ρπ → π+π−γ, Fig. 4.13(b) and (iii) theradiative φ deay to π+π−γ through the salar meson: φ → (f0(980) + f0(600))γ → π+π−γ,Fig. 4.13(). These must be preisely desribed by the Monte Carlo simulation in order to besubtrated. Also the interferene among them must be taken into aount.The ontribution from φ → ρπ → π+π−γ is atually small [38℄. The KLOE analysis on the
φ→ π0π0γ state [111℄ has measured an upper limit for the deay hain φ→ ρ0π0γ → π0π0γ andunder the assumption that the deay φ → ρ±π∓γ → π±π∓γ has a similar order of magnitude,this ontribution is negligible for sπ > 0.5 GeV2, and Monte Carlo simulations support thisansatz.The salar mesons ontribution onsists of f0(980)γ and in f0(600)γ events. This radiativedeay proeeds with a photon angular distribution f(θ) ∼ (1 + cos2(θ)), therefore its eetis muh more relevant in the Large Angle analysis than in the Small Angle one. Sine theproperties of the salar are still very ative eld of researh, the predition of their ontributionis not straightforward. Moreover due to the fat that the amplitude of this proess generatesinterferene pattern with FSR amplitude, events involving f0(980) or f0(600) mesons annotbe simply removed by subtration. KLOE has analyzed the π+π−γ nal state at large photon















π()Fig. 4.13: Irreduible bakground soures for 2002 data sample requiring photon tagging. Leading ordernal state radiation (a) (this orresponds to the diagram in Fig. 4.2); φ → ρπ → π+π−γ (b);the radiative φ deay to π+π−γ through salar meson: φ→ (f0(980) + f0(600))γ → π+π−γ.polar angle (45◦ < θπ,γ < 135◦) using the 2001-2002 data sample (∼ 350 pb−1) to evaluate theproperties of the salar mesons [112℄. Fitting the f0(980) mass spetrum,4 it has been possibleto ahieve a good agreement between data and Monte Carlo predition between 400 and 1000MeV in invariant mass (see Fig. 4.14). The deay φ→ f0(980)γ features a spei E3γ behaviour,
Fig. 4.14: Spetrum in Mππ for π+π−γ Large Angle events: the bump around 980MeV shows the evidenefor φ → f0γ → π+π−γ. The upper and the lower urves orrespond to data ts, assumingthe φ deays into f0γ through a harged kaon loop, and the bakground parametrization,respetively. The lower plot shows an enlarged view of the f0 signal, [112℄ausing the extension of the mass spetrum not only lose to its own mass but extended down4 The model used is based on the kaon loop amplitude [113℄.
4.3. Analysis with photon emitted at large polar angle 57to the π+π−-threshold. Several models have been proposed to parametrize the dynamis of thedeay φ→ (f0(980) + f0(600))γ → π+π−γ and the interferene with e+e− → π+π−(γFSR). Themodel dependene in the desription of this proess is under ontrol for sπ > 0.5 GeV2, but getsvery large unertainty below this value. Moreover, at the threshold region the ontribution of
e+e− → ρ±π∓γ → π±π∓γ irreduible bakground an not be negleted anymore.It has therefore be taken the deision, that the Large Angle analysis for 2002 on-peak data anbe used for a preision measurement only for sπ > 0.5 GeV2. We have also ontribute in testingthe desription of the FSR photon events of the Monte Carlo generator used in the analysis.Fig. 4.15 shows the fration of π+π−γFSR for 2002 data after the Large Angle aeptane uts.The ontamination of these events an reah 30% depending on the energy on the seond photon.5The model inserted in the Monte Carlo PHOKHARA generator, to desribe FSR events, is the sQED.
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, (4.12)and a harge asymmetry [133℄ of the pion traks. Comparing data and Monte Carlo, it is possibleto set an upper limit on the validity of the model, at least in the region where the irreduiblebakground, espeially from salar mesons, is negligible. In Fig. 4.16(b) it is possible to appreiatethe agreement between the sQED model inserted into PHOKHARA represented by the blue triangles,and data 2006, red irles. The use of o-peak data is motivated by the fat that they are almost5 Aeptane uts require also at least one photon having an energy above 50 MeV.






























































(b)Fig. 4.16: (a) Forward-Bakward asymmetry for 2002 data (full blak irles) and 2006 data (open redirles). (b) Forward-Bakward asymmetry for 2006 data (open red irles) and Monte Carlo(blue triangles).The Large Angle analysis 2002 data is very lose to be nalized, and a preliminary result of pionform fator is available. As mentioned above, even though the π+π−-threshold is kinematiallyreahable, the spetrum has been evaluated in the limited range 0.5 < sγ∗ < 0.85 GeV2.6 InFig. 4.17 the omparison between the pion form fators from the Large Angle analysis 2002 dataand the Small Angle analysis 2001 data [62℄ is shown. The red band represents the systematierror due to the salar mesons orretion, while the blue points orrespond to the 2001 SmallAngle analysis, and ontains only statistial errors. The systemati errors are shown in Tab. 4.4.A Preliminary evaluation of aππµ has been performed, giving the value
aππµ (0.5− 0.85 GeV2) = (252.5± 0.6stat ± 5.1styst)× 10−10. (4.13)A detailed explanation of the analysis with large photon polar angle with 2002 data an be foundin the Ph.D. thesis of D. Leone [114℄.The observation that for on-peak data the irreduible bakground from φ-deay into salarmesons, as well as the bakground from φ→ ρπ, makes a preision measurement of the e+e− →
π+π− ross setion impossible has lead to the deision that a major data sample needs to betaken o-resonane, i.e. for √s = 1 GeV. The analysis of this o-peak data will be desribed inthe following hapters and is the major topi of this work.6 The energy is indiated as sγ∗ , i.e. the momentum transferred by the virtual photon. The passage from theinvariant mass of the hadroni system M2ππ ≡ sπ to the invariant mass of the virtual photon M2γ∗ ≡ sγ∗ will bedesribed in Se. 6.4.


















0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85Fig. 4.17: Pion form fator from 0.5 to 0.85 GeV2 obtained at Large Angle (red band) ompared with theone obtained from Small Angle with 2001 data [62℄. The red band represents the systematierror introdued by the subtration of the salar mesons. M2γ∗ stays for the invariant mass ofthe virtual photon.
Flat in sπ 0.4 GeV2 0.6 GeV2 0.85 GeV2Trigger 0.1%Filfo 0.1%Traking 0.2%Vertex 0.2%Partile ID 0.3%Aeptane 0.3%Kinemati t 0.2%Trakmass ut 0.2%
Ω-angle ut 0.1%
µ+µ−γ and π+π−π0 subtration 0.2% <0.1% 0.3%FSR orretion 0.4% 0.2% ∼1%Total 0.8% 0.6% 1.2%Tab. 4.4: List of the systemati errors for |Fπ(s)|2 extrated from σ(e+e− → π+π−γ) with photon tag-ging. The systemati error of the subtration of the salar mesons bakground is not reported.
5. SIGNAL SELECTION AND BACKGROUNDSUBTRACTIONIn this setion, a desription of the Large Angle o-peak analysis will be presented in details.We start with a desription of the ne tuning proedure of trak parameters, whih has beenperformed in order to obtain a high preision measurement. The π+π−γ signal seletion and thet proedure to subtrat the bakground will be also desribed.The data sample used in the analysis orresponds to the 233 pb−1 olleted in 2006 at √s =
1 GeV. The integrated luminosity of the Monte Carlo samples orrespond to 1400 pb−1 for
π+π−γ and µ+µ−γ hannels (sale fator 6) and 225 pb−1 for π+π−π0 one.5.1 Calibration of traking parameters5.1.1 Traking ne alibration on dataFine alibration for harged traks in data have been worked out and the auray of the data-Monte Carlo agreement has been heked.Normally the trak alibration is performed by means of alibration runs, aquired twie perweek during the data taking (see Se. 3.3.2 and, for more details, [119℄). Further oine studies,espeially dediated to the hadroni ross setion analyses, have been developed and resulted in ane alibration of the momenta of the harged traks. This alibration is based on e+e− → π+π−ollinear events. The trakmass variable, Mtrk see Eq. 4.6, is used to hek the proedure, bylooking at the value of the harged pion peak.To selet ollinear events, the following requirements have been applied:11. trak quality riteria:
− a ut on the radial position of the rst hit in the drift hamber: ρFH < 50 m;
− a ut on the radial position and the z-position of the extrapolated point of losestapproah (PCA) between the trak and the interation point: ρPCA < 8 m and
|zPCA| < 12 m;
− a ut on the z-omponent and on the transverse omponent of the trak momentum,to rejet spiralizing trak: |pz| > 90 MeV or |pT | > 160 MeV;
− both of traks should be identied as pions by the π − e PID likelihood funtion[106, 107℄;
− both of the traks are required to be at large polar angle, i.e. 50◦ < θtrk < 130◦1 The events have fullled data quality riteria and the streaming onditions for the stream of harged radiativeevents, See. 5.2.
5.1. Calibration of traking parameters 612. to ensure the ollinarity of the traks, the following requirements are imposed
− sπ > 0.95 GeV2;
− ∆φ = π − |φπ+ − φπ− | < 0.5◦;
− ∆θ = π − |θπ+ + θπ− | < 0.5◦;
− ∆p = |~pπ+ | − |~pπ− | < 5 MeV;where sπ is the invariant mass of the π+π−-system, φ and θ are the azimuthal and the polarangles, respetively, and ~p is the trak momentum. All the quantities are referred to Center-of-Mass (CM) system of the olliding beams. Beause of the ollinearity, ∆p, ∆θ and ∆φ must bepeaked at zero. By tting with gaussian funtions, one an test the trak alibration and hekfor possible misalibrations.For ∆θ and ∆φ the mean values of the ts are in agreement with 0◦, proving an exellentalibration. For ∆p the value of the peak is shifted by about 300 KeV. For ollinear eventswith momenta of a. 500 MeV, this would orrespond to a systemati misalibration well below1%. However, to get the best possible auray, ne orretions have been applied sine a preiseknowledge of traking and of trakmass variable is ruial (i) for the signal seletion (see Se. 5.2)and (ii) for the residual bakground subtration (Se. 5.4).The main soures of the deviation on momenta is aused by the z-omponent, as an be seen inFig. 5.1(). To investigate this disrepany, two kinemati quantities have been worked out for







−m2π − |~p ±CM|, (5.1)where |~p ±CM| is the modulus of the trak momentum in the CM-system of the beams for positiveor negative pion. If the traks are well alibrated, δp± is equal to zero. The values of δp+and δp− are shown in Fig. 5.2(a) and in Fig. 5.2(b), respetively. Positive traks show a tinymisalibration, of the order 200 KeV, in the variable δp+.In the laboratory system (LAB) the beams are olliding with a small boost towards theenter of the DAΦNE dual ring (see Se. 3.1). In Fig. 5.3 a shemati piture of the spatialquantities involved in the bunh rossing is drawn. This boost, ~pb, is assumed to be preiselyknown when evaluating the variables in the CM-system of the beams, like in Eq. 5.1. It is usefulto develop another variable, in the LAB frame, whih an also give information on the diretionof the traks. This an be inferred from the angle between the trak momentum, ~ptrk (shownin blue in Fig. 5.3), and the boost impressed to the ollision in LAB-system, ~pb (shown in redin Fig. 5.3). So one an obtains the dierene between the expeted and the observed value ofthe angle between ~pb and ~ptrk, named α and indiated as a green ar in Fig. 5.3. The seondvariable, alled δα±, is therefore given by:
δα± = Ee+e− · Etrk −
s
2
− ~pb · ~p ±LAB, (5.2)2 A further ut in |Mtrk − mπ| < 20 MeV is applied to selet pions. Sine the orretion and the preision ofthe t on Mtrk peaks are muh smaller than the window of 20 MeV this ut on trakamss, this does not auseany bias on the alibration method.
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(a) (b)
()Fig. 5.1: Components along the x, y and z diretion of ∆p.where Ee+e− is the total energy of the beams and ~pb is the boost impressed to the ollision in theLAB-system. In the ase of perfetly alibrated traks, δα± is equal to zero. δα+ and δα− aredrawn in Fig. 5.4(a) and in Fig. 5.4(b) , respetively. Positive traks show a small misalibrationof the order of 1.3◦.Using δp and δα together gives the possibility to hek the alibration of the traks, for eahharge separately, in the LAB and in the beam CM-system.3 As said above, the misalibrationis found to be well below 1%. However, to redue all soures of systematis, we have developedne tuning orretions.The orretions are evaluated is suh a way to minimize δp and δα and they are applied to eahmomentum omponent for positive and negative traks, in the following way:3 The variable ∆p, ∆θ and ∆φ are then used as a hek of the tuning proedure. Variables obtained by notfully losing the kinematis do not allow for separate orretions for positive or negative harge of the traks.
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(a) (b)Fig. 5.2: Dierene between expeted and observed momentum modulus for ollinear events in the ol-lision CM-system, δp+ (a) and δp− (b). A small misalibration is visible, espeially for thepositive trak (a), of the order of 200 KeV. x
z
y p bp t r ke + e 
Fig. 5.3: Shemati piture of the spatial variables involved in δα. The diretions of the olliding e+e−beams are reported and the boost present in the ollision is drawn in red. The boost ours inthe x-y plane. The momentum diretion of one of the two ollinear traks is represented by theblue arrow. The angle between ~pb and ~ptrk, i.e. α, is skethed by the green arh.1. positively harged trak:
− p+x,y = p+x,y · (1.− 4.× 10−4)
− p+z = p+z + |p+z | · 6.× 10−4;2. negatively harged trak:
− p−x,y = p−x,y · (1. + 3.× 10−4)
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(a) (b)Fig. 5.4: Dierene between the expeted and observed values of the angle between the trak diretionand the boost diretion of the ollision in the LAB system, for positive (a) and negative (b)trak. The positive trak shows a small misalibration of a. 1.3◦.
− p−z = p−z + |p−z | · 5.× 10−4One an see the small order of magnitude of the orretions, O(10−4) in momentum, whih showsthe goodness of the default trak alibration performed during the data taking.In Fig. 5.5 and in Fig. 5.6 the δp and δα distributions are shown for the positive and negativetraks after the orretions. It is possible to appreiate the improved alibration of the traks:
δp+,− have a mean value around a. 30 KeV; and δα are below 0.2◦ or, for the negative trak,even smaller.
(a) (b)Fig. 5.5: Distribution of δp+ (a) and δp− (b) trak, after the alibration.
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(a) (b)Fig. 5.6: Dierene between expeted and observed diretion for ollinear events, Eq. 5.2, after the ali-bration. Quantity before the alibration after the alibration
δp+ -177 KeV -27 KeV
δp− -83 KeV -26 KeV
δα+ -1.3◦ -0.1◦
δα− 0.7◦ -0.1◦Tab. 5.1: Table of the variables δp+,− and δα+,− before and after the ne alibrations.In Tab. 5.1 the omparison between δp+,− and δα+,− before and after the ne alibrations isshown.The eet of the orretions has been heked looking at the trakmass shape: tting thepeak of the π+π−γ events with a gaussian funtion, one an see whether its value orrespondsto mπ = 139.57 MeV [1℄. The t is performed both inlusively in sπ, see Fig. 5.7(a), and fordierent slies in sπ, see Fig. 5.7(b). In Fig. 5.7(b) the red and the blue irles represent themean values of Mtrk without and with the ne alibration, respetively. The good agreementbetween the mean value of the t, M̄ππγtrk , after the alibrations and mπ is evident. Fig. 5.7(b)also proves that the orretions, whih have been evaluated using ollinear events requiring thepion system invariant mass to be bigger than 0.95 GeV2, work well also at lower energy.The ρ-ω interferene region of the π+π−γ mass spetrum an provide a further hek on thetrak alibration: by tting it with two Breit-Wigner funtions it is possible to extrat the massof the ω meson, to be ompared with the PDG value mω = 782.65 ± 0.12 MeV [1℄. The t isperformed in a range of 100 MeV (see Fig. 5.8(a)), whih has been shifted in steps of 0.5 MeV(see Fig. 5.8(b)) to test the stability of the result. One obtains mω = 782.4 ± 0.2MeV whih isin good agreement, within one standard deviation, with the world average value ited above.4Without the alibration one would obtain mω values of about 3 MeV far from the PDG value.4 The ±0.2 MeV error orresponds to the maximum deviation of the values obtained, shown in Fig. 5.8(b).
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(a) (b)Fig. 5.7: (a) Fit on the π+π−γ peak of trakmass distribution inlusive in sπ. (b) The mean values of
Mtrk as found in the t for dierent regions of sπ. The red irles represent the values withoutapplying the alibration, the blue irles the mean values after the ne alibration proedure.
(a) (b)Fig. 5.8: (a) Fit of two Breit-Wigner distributions to the mass spetrum of π+π−γ events performed toextrat the ω mass. In (b) the stability of the result hanging the range of the t is shown. Onthe x-axis the low edge of the t range is reported.5.1.2 Monte Carlo shifting and smearingIn the previous hapter the ne traking alibration for data has been disussed. To optimizedata-Monte Carlo agreement small orretions on the Monte Carlo momenta are applied as well.For 2001 the Monte Carlo samples (see Se. 4.2.1, and [62℄) a tuning proedure had been de-veloped.5 These orretions ould be applied also for the 2002 sample (see Se. 4.2.2 and [63℄,5 Detailed explanation on the proedure an be found within the Ph.D. thesis of B. Valeriani [107℄.




+,−(θ, φ, sπ), (5.3)where
ζ+,−(θ, φ, sπ) = c
+,−
θ (θ) · c
+,−
φ (φ) · (1.001)
{
−(5.2 sπ)× 10−4 if sπ < 0.6 GeV2
−(5.8 sπ)× 10−4 if sπ ≥ 0.6 GeV2,with
c+,−θ (θ) = (1.− 2.5× 10−5) · (1.− 0.25/|~p +,−| · θ +,−),and
c+,−φ (φ) = (1.− 2.5× 10−5) ·
{
1 + (0.2× 10−6 · φ2 + 0.25× 10−5φ− 0.25× 10−2)/(2. · |~p +|)
1− (0.2× 10−6 · φ2 + 0.25× 10−5φ + 0.52× 10−2)/(2. · |~p −|),where θ and φ are the polar and the azimuthal angle of the onsidered trak in the LAB system.The trakmass mean values, M̄ππγtrk , obtained from the gaussian t for the π+π−γ peak as afuntion of the π+π−-system invariant mass are shown: in Fig. 5.9(a) the orretions have notbeen applied while in Fig. 5.9(b) the result after the proedure is shown. The red irles arereferred to the data distribution and the blak squares to the Monte Carlo ones. In the lowerplots the frational dierene are reported. The data-Monte Carlo agreement is improved from0.4% to 0.1%.In Fig. 5.10(a) and Fig. 5.10(b) M̄trk as a funtion of the polar angle of positive and negativetrak, respetively, are shown. The t is performed in the range [135 − 145℄ MeV, around the




− if sπ < 0.3 GeV2
smear+,− =
{
1− 0.005 x for 1/20 of the events
1− 0.0013 x else
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(a) (b)Fig. 5.9: Data-Monte Carlo agreement in trakmass value as a funtion of sπ for the π+π−γ peak beforeand after the Monte Carlo ne orretions, in (a) and in (b) respetively. In the upper plots themean value of the gaussian ts for dierent values of the hadron invariant mass are reported. Inred irles, data and, in blak squares, Monte Carlo are shown. In the lower plots the relativedierene MC/DT− 1 is shown.
(a) (b)Fig. 5.10: Data-Monte Carlo agreement in trakmass mean value as a funtion of polar angle for positive(a) and negative (b) trak. The upper plots report the mean value of the gaussian ts of the
π+π−γ peak for dierent values of θπ± : red irles for data and blak squares for Monte Carlo.In the lower plots the frational dierene MC/DT− 1 are shown.
− if 0.3 ≤ sπ < 0.8 GeV2
smear+,− =
{
1− 0.007 x for 1/20 of the events
1− 0.0018 x else
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− if sπ > 0.8 GeV2
smear+,− =
{
1− 0.007 x for 1/20 of the events
1− 0.0023 x else,where x is a random Gaussian distributed variable with mean 0 and sigma 1.
(a) (b)Fig. 5.11: Data-Monte Carlo agreement in trakmass widths as a funtion of sπ for π+π−γ peak before,in (a), and after, in (b), the smearing proedure. In the upper plots the widths of the gaussiants for dierent values of the hadron invariant mass are shown: in red irles for data andin blak squares for Monte Carlo. In the lower plots the frational dierene MC/DT − 1 isreported. Note the dierent sale of the left and of the right plots.In Fig. 5.11(a) the data-Monte Carlo omparison of the π+π−γ peak widths as a funtion of sπbefore the smearing proedure is shown, and in Fig. 5.11(b) the data-Monte Carlo omparisonafter the smearing. For the peaks and the widths evaluation, all the Monte Carlo samples areinluded, properly orreted and normalized to the data integrated luminosity. The agreementat the level of 5%, and ompatible with zero within the errors in the whole energy range, guar-antees low systemati unertainty onerning the Mtrk seletion uts (see Se. 5.3.2), and alsoan improved preision for the bakground subtration t proedure (see Se. 5.4).5.2 Signal seletionThe event seletion requires two harged traks with opposite urvatures at large polar angle
(50◦ < θπ < 130
◦), and at least one photon deteted in the barrel of the eletromagnetialorimeter (50◦ < θγ < 130◦). In the analysis a photon is dened as a luster in the EMC notassoiated to any traks satisfying:
(Tclu − L/c) < 3 ns,where Tclu is the time of the luster, and L is the position of the entroid of the energy releasein the EMC, i.e. the ying path of the partiles oming from the IP. A partile ID method [106℄
70 5. Signal seletion and bakground subtrationtogether with further kinemati uts, i.e. Mtrk and Ω-angle, are used to rejet µ+µ−γ, e+e−γand π+π−π0 events. Residual bakground is then subtrated using a sophistiated t proedure,whih will be desribed in Se. 5.4.The signal is seleted aording to:
− the event has to satisfy the alorimeter trigger, see Se. 3.2.3, i.e. at least two triggersetors should have been red in the barrel;
− the event has to pass the oine reonstrution lter. The purpose of this lter is toidentify bakground events on the base of the alorimeter luster reonstrution beforethey enter the pattern reognition and traking t algorithms, utting out osmi rays,mahine bakground and Bhabha events at small polar angles from mahine bakground;6
− both of the traks of the event have to fulll the following requirements:* the radial position of the rst hit in the drift hamber, ρFH, has to be within 50 mfrom the beam line;* the extrapolated point of losest approah of the trak to the interation point has tohave ρPCA =√x2PCA + y2PCA < 8 cm and |zPCA| < 12 cm. This ut is useful to leanthe sample from for mahine bakground;* to rejet traks spiralizing in the drift hamber, uts on transverse and longitudinalmomentum omponents are applied: |pT | > 160 MeV or |pz| > 90 MeV;* a ut on module of the trak momentum, |~p| > 200 MeV, is also applied;
− a pre-lter, alled ppgtag (for more details see [117℄), whih onsists of uts in the plane
∆Emiss vs. Mtrk.7 The ut on missing energy is −220 MeV < ∆Emiss < 120 MeV and theut on trakmass is 80 MeV < Mtrk < 400 MeV. More than 90% of π+π−π0 events arerejeted by this pre-lter.
− The uts in aeptane are
50◦ < θπ < 130
◦,for both of the traks, and at least one photon with
50◦ < θγ < 130
◦,and energy Eγ > 20 MeV has to be present in the event. A ut on the invariant massof the hadron system is also applied, requiring sπ < 0.85 GeV2, to rejet ollinear events
e+e− → π+(µ+)π−(µ−). The uts on trak and on photon polar angles represent the LargeAngle aeptane uts.In Fig. 5.12 the spetrum is shown after having applied the previously mentioned aeptaneuts.6 Bhabha events with eletrons and positrons emitted at large polar angles are retained for measuring theintegrated luminosity7 Where ∆Emiss = qE2miss − |~P 2miss|, with Emiss = √s − q|~pπ+ |2 + m2π± − q|~pπ− |2 + m2π± and |~Pmiss|2 =
|~pb − ~pπ+ − ~pπ− |2.
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Fig. 5.12: Spetrum of the data sample after the signal seletion and before the residual bakgroundsubtration5.3 Bakground rejetionMain bakground soures are due to µ+µ−γ, e+e−γ and π+π−π0 events. Reduing the √s from
mφ (on-peak data sample) down to 1 GeV (o-peak data) strongly redues the ross setion forthe φ→ π+π−π0 proess of about 95% [118℄. The major eorts are thus devoted to the rejetionof µ+µ−γ and e+e−γ events.5.3.1 Partile identiationA π − e partile identiation (PID) method based on a likelihood estimator using informationof value, position and time of the energy release in the eletromagneti alorimeter is applied.The likelihood funtion used is the same as the one applied in the Small Angle analysis, seeSe. 4.2, and for the Large Angle analysis with 2002 data; see Se. 4.3 and [106, 107℄ for moredetails. In the analysis at least one trak has to be reognized as a pion  in the following thisrequirement will be alled or-onguration of the π − e PID likelihood. In Fig. 5.13(a) the
LogL distribution of the positive vs. negative trak is shown, events inside the red square onthe lower left, orresponding to LogL+ < 0 and LogL− < 0 (i.e. both of the traks identiedas eletrons), are rejeted. The signal loss aused by this ut is lower than 1% for sπ below





|~p+|2 + Mtrk −
√
|~p−|2 + Mtrk)2 − |~p+ + ~p−|2 = 0, (5.4)
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Fig. 5.13: Distribution of LogL of the positive vs. the negative traks. Events inside the red square,orresponding to LogL+ < 0 and LogL− < 0, are rejeted in the analysis. These events arepredominantly Bhabha events.where W is the energy squared of the olliding bunhes inluding the boost provided to thebeams in the LAB system. The trakmass variable peaks at mπ for π+π−γ and at mµ for µ+µ−γevents; for π+π−π0 events a broader distribution is found whih peaks at a. 180 MeV. Beauseof the redued √s and of the ppgtag pre-lter the π+π−π0 yield is almost negligible. Indeed itstrakmass peak is not visible under the radiative tail of the π+π−γ events, see Fig. 5.14(a).8In Fig. 5.14(b) the data distribution of Mtrk vs. sπ is shown. The events have passed the LargeAngle aeptane and the ppgtag pre-lter, whih auses the arh edge at the higher left partof the satter plots. The red lines represent the analysis uts. The lower ut
Mtrk > 120 MeV,is applied to rejet µ+µ−γ events, whih get the maximun yield below this line, see Fig. 5.15(b).To rejet the residual π+π−π0 events, the following uts are applied:
Mtrk < 200 MeV,and
Mtrk <
(




MeV. (5.5)Fig. 5.15() shows how π+π−π0 events are situated above the Mtrk(sπ) ut. For the events inFig. 5.15, neither the ppgtag pre-lter nor Large Angle aeptane have been applied.Depending on sπ the trakmass ut rejets µ+µ−γ events by 80% - 90%, see Fig. 5.16(b).
π+π−π0 events, whih have passed the ppgtag pre-lter, are further redued by about 50%,see Fig. 5.16(). The eet of the uts on signal π+π−γ is visible in Fig. 5.16(a): signal eventsare rejeted by less than 1%.8 The trakmass radiative tail is due to events with more than one radiated photon, namely e+e− → x+x−γ(γ)
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(a) (b)Fig. 5.14: Trakmass distribution for data sample after Large Angle aeptane ut and ppgtag lter: (a)inlusive in the two pions invariant mass and (b) Mtrk vs. sπ. Is possible to see the π+π−γ and
µ+µ−γ peaks, while the very small π+π−π0 ontribution is hidden under the π+π−γ radiativetail, on the right of the mπ-peak. The red lines represent the uts applied: regions outside thearea shown are rejeted.Systematis on trakmass utThe systemati unertainties due to trakmass enters essentially in two points of the analysis,namely: (i) in the estimation proedure (it will be desribed in Se. 5.4) and (ii) in the signalseletion ut.To evaluate the systemati unertainty of the trakmass ut a data-Monte Carlo double ratiohek is applied.9 It onsist in
− shifting eah single ut (shifted ut) with respet to the value used in the analysis (standardut), leaving unhanged all the others. The shift is about 1σ of the resolution of the variablein whih the ut is applied;
− running the full seletion proedure on data, and the Monte Carlo π+π−γ, µ+µ−γ, e+e−γand π+π−π0 samples;
− subtrating the residual bakground events from the data sample, aording to the bak-ground subtration proedure, explained in Se. 5.4, and build the ratio between data and
π+π−γ Monte Carlo in the shifted ut over the standard ut onditions;




(sπ), (5.6)where dNdata,MC is the number of events binned in sπ and dNdata is the bakgroundsubtrated event yield.9 This approah will be used also to estimate the systemati errors of the other seletion uts.
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(a) (b)
()Fig. 5.15: Monte Carlo Trakmass distributions inlusive in aeptane and without any uts applied.The plots are in logarithmi sale on the entries(z-) axis. (a) Monte Carlo π+π−γ, (b) MonteCarlo µ+µ−γ and () Monte Carlo π+π−π0.By means of this double ratio it is possible to hek both the hanging of the spetrum ausedby modifying a spei seletion ut and, at the same time, the data-Monte Carlo agreement inthat ut.In Fig. 5.17(a) the resolution of the trakmass variable is shown, obtained from the dierenebetween the generated and the reonstruted value using Monte Carlo π+π−γ sample. In thereonstruted quantities the smearing and the shifting of momenta, desribed in Se. 5.1.2, havebeen applied. The distribution is tted with two Gaussian funtions, shown in red. The rstGaussian t has a standard deviation σ ≃ 3 MeV, whih is taken as the resolution of thetrakmass variable, sine the other Gaussian funtion is needed for a small fration of events.First a shift of ±3.5 MeV is applied to the upper trakmass ut, while the lower is leaved
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(a) (b)
()Fig. 5.16: In (a), eet of the trakmass ut on π+π−γ events is shown. (b) depits the perentageof µ+µ−γ events surviving the ut and in () the perentage referred to π+π−π0 events ispresented. About 1× 107 Monte Carlo events have been used to evaluate the ratios.
(a) (b)Fig. 5.17: In (a), the resolution of trakmass variable, estimated as the dierene between the reon-struted and the true values of the π+π−γ Monte Carlo sample, is shown. The reonstrutedquantities take into aount the tuning and the smearing proedure desribed in Se. 5.1.2. In(b), the Mtrk vs. sπ distribution from data is shown. The blak lines desribe the standardanalysis uts, while the red ones the shifted uts applied to estimate the systemati error.
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kground subtrationunhanged. After that the lower ut is shifted while the upper ut is untouhed.10 In Fig. 5.17(b)the standard uts, desribed by the blak urves, and the shifted ones, in red, are shown on thedata distribution of Mtrk vs. sπ.The results of the double ratios are shown in Fig. 5.18(a) and in Fig. 5.18(b), for the upper utsand to the lower ut shifted, respetively. The disrepanies from 1 are very small, suggestinga small systemati unertainty, espeially in the region between 0.4 and 0.8 GeV2. To take intoaount the no onstant behaviour of the double ratio in sπ, a t with a third order polynomialfuntions is performed for eah ratio, represented by the red lines.
(a) (b)Fig. 5.18: Double ratio results for shifting the upper, (a), and the lower trakmass ut, (b). The redurves represents the third power funtions used to t the double ratios.As systemati error assoiated to the trakmass ut the maximum deviation from 1 of the fourtting funtions, whih are used to t the double ratios, is taken, see Fig. 5.19. The error reahesup to a. 1% lose to the 2mπ-threshold and dereases down to 0.1% on the ρ-peak.The unertainty is very small thanks to: (i) the good data-Monte Carlo agreement, obtainedafter the ne alibration and tuning of trak parameters, see Se. 5.1.1 and Se. 5.1.2; and (ii)the relatively loos uts are applied in the analysis. Cutting far away from steep slopes in thevariable shapes, where the variation of the spetrum is smooth over the variable interval, allowsto get small systemati unertainty, utting on that spei variable.5.3.3 Ω-angleFor ISR events with one photon, whih represent the dominant part of the ISR spetrum, theemitted photon and the missing momentum of the trak have the same diretion. Exploitingthis information, together with the photon detetion, it is possible to rejet bakground from10 As desribed above the trakmass uts orrespond toupper : Mtrk < `150 + 4s2π (1 + s2π) × 10−4´ MeV and Mtrk < 200 MeV;lower : Mtrk > 120 MeV.
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Fig. 5.19: Maximum deviation from one among the four tting funtions shown in Fig. 5.18(a) andFig. 5.18(b).







, (5.7)where ~pmiss stands for the trak missing momentum and ~pγ,i is the momentum of the ith photon.The Ω-angle distribution peaks at zero for signal events while it is o-zero for events with higherphoton multipliity, as an be seen in Fig. 5.20 for π+π−γ and π+π−π0 Monte Carlo samples. Theplot shows events normalized to the same integrated luminosity after the Large Angle aeptaneuts and ppgtag pre-lter.The spread of the π+π−γ peak is not only due to resolution, but mainly to the NLO events.Sine at high values of sπ the amount of NLO-ISR proesses are omparable with respet to theLO events, a sπ-dependent ut is applied (see Fig. 5.21(a))
Ω < (5 + e6.5sπ)◦, (5.8)to preserve signal events at large values of sπ. A further ut on the xed value of Ω < 90◦ isimposed.The ineieny of the ut imposed on signal events is negligible, as an be seen in Fig. 5.22(a).The drop at sπ > 0.9 GeV2 is due to the rejetion of NLO-ISR and NLO-FSR events, see Fig. 4.2,whose amount inreases at high energy.11 In Fig. 5.22(b) the perentage of π+π−π0 events whihsurvive the Ω-angle ut (after passing the ppgtag pre-lter and trakmass uts) is shown. The11 This region is however out of the energy range of our measurement.
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Fig. 5.20: Distributions of the Ω-angle for π+π−γ blue histogram, and π+π−π0 pink histogram, fromMonte Carlo samples. The events shown have passed the ppgtag pre-lter and Large Angleaeptane uts. They are inlusive in sπ and normalized to the same integrated luminosity.The signal is peaked at small values of Ω-angle, while bakground events from π+π−π0 aresituated at higher value.
(a) (b)Fig. 5.21: Ω-angle distribution for the data sample, in (a), and for π+π−γ (blue dots) and π+π−π0 (pinkdots) Monte Carlo samples, in (b), after Large Angle aeptane ut and the ppgtag pre-lter.The events are normalized to the integrated luminosity of the data sample. The spreading forthe signal events at high sπ due to NLO-ISR proesses is visible. The blak line represents theut applied, see Eq. 5.8.rejetion power on π+π−π0 goes from a. 75%, for low energy, down to 0.15%, at sπ ≃ 0.6 GeV2.Above 0.65 GeV2 the π+π−π0 ontamination is negligible.The Ω-angle an not distinguish among dierent kind of ISR proesses, thus it does not help infurther rejeting µ+µ−γ or e+e−γ events.
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(a) (b)Fig. 5.22: (a) Eieny of Ω-angle for π+π−γ events; (b), perentage of residual π+π−π0 events survivingthe ut. The ratios have been evaluated using 1× 107 Monte Carlo events.Systematis on Ω-angle utThe same double ratio approah used for Mtrk, see Se. 5.3.2 and Eq. 5.6, is applied to evaluatethe systemati unertainty on the Ω-angle ut.To take into aount the broadening of the Ω-angle distribution with the inreasing of the energy,see Fig. 5.21, the root mean square as a funtion of sπ has been evaluated, rms(sπ). Thus, toobtain (dNdata/dNMC)|shifted cut, the standard ut in Ω-angle is moved of ±rms(sπ). In Fig. 5.23the blue irles represent the values of the rms evaluated in slies of sπ. The red line shows alinear t.
Fig. 5.23: The values of the Ω-angle rms evaluated in slies of sπ are shown, together with the lineart, in red.Fig. 5.24 shows the Ω-angle vs. sπ distribution for data. Superimposed to the spetrum, in blak,the standard ut applied in the analysis, see Eq. 5.8, and, in red, the ut shifted by +rms(sπ)and −rms(sπ) are drawn.The double ratio results are shown in Fig. 5.25: in the upper plot the shifting of the standard
Ω-angle ut by +rms(sπ) and the lower plot by −rms(sπ). The shifts aet the spetrum onlybelow 0.4 GeV2, while at higher energy the deviation from 1 is negligible. The low statistis,denoted by the sattering of the histograms, also plays a role at the low energy values, howevera small trend in the ratios is visible. To onsider that, a third power polynomial funtion t isapplied, indiated by the red lines, from the threshold up to 0.4 GeV2, while above that energy alinear t is used. The maximum deviation from 1 between the two tting funtions is taken asthe systemati error, see Fig. 5.26. The systemati unertainty is negligible above 0.4 GeV2 andit reahes a. 2% at the 2mπ-threshold. Thanks to the good data-Monte Carlo agreement and to
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Fig. 5.24: The Ω-angle vs. sπ distribution for data sample is shown. The blak line represents thestandard ut applied in the analysis, see Eq. 5.8, and the red ones the standard ut shifted by
±rms(sπ).
Fig. 5.25: Double ratio results shifting the Ω-angle ut by adding, in the upper plot, or subtrating, inthe lower one, 1 rms(sπ).the little π+π−π0 ontamination in the o-peak data, it is possible to keep small the unertaintydue to the Ω-angle ut. The almost π+π−π0 free data sample permits to apply a muh looser utin the Ω-angle with respet to the one applied for 2002 on-peak data. This avoids a onsiderablesignal lost (whih is an issue at the π+π−-threshold) and allows to apply the ut only in a regionwhere the tails of the signal distributions are smooth.5.4 Residual bakground subtrationAfter the seletion uts, the main bakground soures are
− e+e− → µ+µ−γ(γ)
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Fig. 5.26: Double ratio results for shift in upper, (a), and in lower trakmass ut, (b). In () the maximumdeviation is shown.
− e+e− → π+π−π0
− e+e− → e+e−γ(γ)Their ombined Mtrk shapes from Monte Carlo in slies of sπ together with the signal one aretted to the data Mtrk shape, to estimate their relative ontributions. The weights, wch(j), areused as free normalization parameters in the t, for eah hannel ch in eah jth slie in sπ. Thet proedure follows the method desribed in [120℄, using the HBOOK [121℄ routine HMCMLL withsmall modiations (see [122, 123℄).The main dierene with respet to [120℄ is that all the three bakground proesses are treatedsimultaneously in the same tting proedure. This is possible thanks to the inreased MonteCarlo statistis whih allows to enlarge the tting range up to 180−220 MeV in the Mtrk variable.So one an inlude the full peak of the π+π−γ events in Mtrk.The following Monte Carlo samples are used in the tting proedure:
− 1400 pb−1 of ππγ(γ) events, with both ISR and FSR at NLO;
− 1400 pb−1 of µµγ(γ) events, with both ISR and FSR at NLO;
− 225 pb−1 of π+π−π0 events.
e+e−γ events are obtained diretly from data, asking for both of the traks to be reognized aseletrons (the area delimited by the red square in Fig. 5.13). In the following this will be allednor-onguration of the π − e PID.Monte Carlo distributions are adjusted using the orretions desribed in Se. 5.1.2 to give betteragreement to data.The t is performed after the data sample has been orreted for the FILFO eieny, seeSe. 6.1.1. To inrease the sensitivity, the t is performed without the uts in Mtrk, shownin Fig. 5.14. This allows to inlude the full peak of µ+µ−γ, around 110 MeV, and to be moreinlusive in π+π−π0 events. All the other seletion uts are applied.
82 5. Signal seletion and bakground subtrationThe t proedure is performed in two steps. The rst one is dediated to obtain the e+e−γ bak-ground ontamination, evaluating weeγ , while in the seond one wµµγ and wπππ are determined.Step A. e+e−γ ontributionThe t is performed for 23 slies in sπ (eah slie of 0.04 GeV2) between 0.08 and 1.0 GeV2. Inthe standard analysis at least one trak has to be identied as a pion:or of the π − e PID likelihood
LogL+ > 0 ∪ LogL− > 0Aording to this requirement, the bakground due to e+e−γ hannel orresponds to those eventswhere one trak is reognized as an eletron and the other as a pion:xor of the π − e PID likelihood
(LogL+ < 0 ∩ LogL− > 0) ∪ (LogL+ > 0 ∩ LogL− < 0)Requiring the xor-onguration in the data sample gives higher sensitivity to e+e−γ events,beause it redues the amount of the other hannels and leaves the number of radiative Bhabhaunhanged.12 As already said, radiative Bhabha are seleted diretly from data events, applyingthe nor-onguration of the π−e likelihood funtion, while for the Monte Carlo samples no PIDrequirement is applied. Thus tting e+e−γ, π+π−γ, µ+µ−γ and π+π−π0 trakmass shapes tothe data one provides preise estimation of e+e−γ amount and, onsequently, of weeγ(j). Theother hannels are inluded, at this step, only to ontribute to the overall shape of Mtrk, andthe obtained weights relative to µ+µ−γ and π+π−π0 are not onsidered further in the analysis.Their orret values will be evaluated in the step B of the bakground t proedure, whih willbe explained in the following.Some tehnial details on the tting proedure:1. sπ in [(0.− 0.36) GeV2℄: bin-width of 5.0 MeV in Mtrk
− sπ > 0.08 GeV2 π+π−γ, µ+µ−γ and π+π−π0 Monte Carlo samples and e+e−γ eventstted to data;2. sπ in [(0.4− 0.56) GeV2℄: bin-width of 2.5 MeV in Mtrk
− π+π−γ, µ+µ−γ and π+π−π0 Monte Carlo samples and e+e−γ events tted to data;3. sπ in [(0.60− 1.) GeV2℄: bin-width of 1. MeV in Mtrk
− sπ < 0.64 GeV2 π+π−γ, µ+µ−γ and π+π−π0 Monte Carlo samples and e+e−γ eventstted to data;
− sπ > 0.68 GeV2 π+π−γ and µ+µ−γ Monte Carlo samples and e+e−γ events tted todata.The π+π−π0 ontribution in Mtrk vanishes above 0.65 GeV2, therefore above this value the tis performed for only 3 soures. The result on the e+e−γ weights will be shown in Tab. 5.2,together with the weights relative to µ+µ−γ and π+π−π0.12 A hek on the equivalene between (e+e−γ | xor) and (e+e−γ | or) has been done applying the two PIDrequests to the Bhabha Monte Carlo sample, proving this assumption.
5.4. Residual bakground subtration 83Step B. µ+µ−γ and π+π−π0 ontributionsThe t is performed for 22 slies in sπ (eah slie of 0.04 GeV2) between 0.12 and 1. GeV2.As in the step A, all the seletion uts exept for the uts in trakmass are applied to the datasample. Dierently from the proedure in step A, the or-onguration of the π − e likelihood isnow required. Again Monte Carlo is used for the π+π−γ, µ+µ−γ and π+π−π0 hannels while
e+e−γ events are obtained from data. Then all the hannels are t together to the data Mtrkshape. For Bhabha events the normalization parameters are xed to weeγ(j), whih have beenevaluated in step A, and the e+e−γ events, properly weighted, are added to the other samples.1. sπ in [(0.− 0.36) GeV2℄: bin-width of 5.0 MeV in Mtrk
− sπ > 0.12 GeV2 π+π−γ, µ+µ−γ and π+π−π0 Monte Carlo samples tted to data and
e+e−γ added (with weight parameters obtained in step A);2. sπ in [(0.4− 0.56) GeV2℄: bin-width of 2.5 MeV in Mtrk
− π+π−γ, µ+µ−γ and π+π−π0 Monte Carlo samples tted to data and e+e−γ added(with weight parameters obtained in step A);3. sπ in [(0.60− 1.) GeV2℄: bin-width of 1. MeV in Mtrk
− sπ < 0.64 GeV2 π+π−γ, µ+µ−γ and π+π−π0 Monte Carlo samples tted to data and
e+e−γ added (with weight parameters obtained in step A);
− sπ > 0.68 GeV2 π+π−γ and µ+µ−γ Monte Carlo samples tted to data and e+e−γ(with weight parameters obtained in step A).The weights wch(j) (j = 1, 2, ...25) obtained from the bakground t proedure for eah sliein sπ are shown in Tab. 5.2, together with the errors on eah weight value and the χ2/ndof ofthe t for both the two steps. For step A in the rst two slies, and in the rst three slies forstep B, the t has not been performed, beause of the low statistis. At these energy values theweights are set on a xed value.In Fig. 5.32,5.33 and in Fig. 5.34,5.35 the trakmass shapes after the t proedure are shown,for step A and for step B, respetively.A t for eah h bakground hannel using polynomial funtions, fch(sπ), is performed tosmoother the values of the weights, wch(j). For the µ+µ−γ and e+e−γ samples a third powerpolynomial funtion is used, while for the π+π−π0 a linear t is applied. With the polynomialfuntions obtained, it is possible to rebin the weights for smaller intervals of sπ:
wch(j)→ w′ch(k) = fch(s∗π),where j is the index of the 25 slies in sπ of 0.04 GeV2 width, used in step A and B, and kis the index of the new sπ sliing. We hose to inrease the sliing in sπ from j = 1, 2, ...25to k = 1, 2, ...50 of 0.02 GeV2 widths in sπ. The new weights are obtained by sampling thepolynomial funtions fch(sπ).The weights w′ch(k) obtained from the t funtion fch(sπ) for eah bakground hannel (µ+µ−γ,
e+e−γ and π+π−π0) are reported in Tab. 5.3 together with the errors. Sine the number ofslies for w′ch(k) is doubled with respet to that one for wch(j), the same δwch(j) goes to two
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sπ slie (GeV2) wµµγ ± δwµµγ weeγ ± δweeγ wπππ ± δwπππ χ2/ndof step A χ2/ndof step B
0.00 − 0.04 1.000 ± 0.000 0.0500 ± 0.0000 1.000 ± 0.000 − −
0.04 − 0.08 1.000 ± 0.000 0.0500 ± 0.0000 1.000 ± 0.000 − −
0.08 − 0.12 1.000 ± 0.000 0.0419 ± 0.0044 1.000 ± 0.000 9.13/10 −
0.12 − 0.16 0.980 ± 0.028 0.0807 ± 0.0099 0.991 ± 0.085 23.75/12 66.32/12
0.16 − 0.20 0.920 ± 0.030 0.1311 ± 0.0131 1.081 ± 0.088 6.55/12 41.81/12
0.20 − 0.24 0.957 ± 0.032 0.1244 ± 0.0126 0.708 ± 0.128 2.64/11 9.77/11
0.24 − 0.28 0.974 ± 0.031 0.0602 ± 0.0075 0.774 ± 0.177 7.28/11 9.77/11
0.28 − 0.32 1.030 ± 0.030 0.0388 ± 0.0060 0.847 ± 0.088 17.67/12 19.75/11
0.32 − 0.36 0.964 ± 0.027 0.0523 ± 0.0058 0.819 ± 0.110 14.41/12 22.07/12
0.36 − 0.40 0.932 ± 0.023 0.0336 ± 0.0043 1.035 ± 0.070 42.12/30 13.42/12
0.40 − 0.44 0.949 ± 0.021 0.0501 ± 0.0045 1.385 ± 0.080 40.42/32 46.76/30
0.44 − 0.48 0.972 ± 0.019 0.0557 ± 0.0028 1.388 ± 0.100 34.08/32 83.08/32
0.48 − 0.52 0.973 ± 0.018 0.0527 ± 0.0013 1.557 ± 0.112 71.78/34 83.08/32
0.52 − 0.56 0.988 ± 0.017 0.0382 ± 0.0011 0.962 ± 0.210 34.34/34 54.24/32
0.56 − 0.60 1.000 ± 0.016 0.0400 ± 0.0010 2.174 ± 0.281 119.86/101 93.73/34
0.60 − 0.64 0.982 ± 0.015 0.0337 ± 0.0008 3.095 ± 0.597 118.21/106 113.66/34
0.64 − 0.68 0.998 ± 0.014 0.0318 ± 0.0007 0.000 ± 0.000 140.81/116 224.89/101
0.68 − 0.72 0.978 ± 0.012 0.0308 ± 0.0006 0.000 ± 0.000 138.55/126 282.00/117
0.72 − 0.76 0.963 ± 0.011 0.0315 ± 0.0005 0.000 ± 0.000 169.17/137 217.17/127
0.76 − 0.80 0.959 ± 0.010 0.0305 ± 0.0005 0.000 ± 0.000 142.64/137 257.77/137
0.80 − 0.84 0.979 ± 0.009 0.0302 ± 0.0005 0.000 ± 0.000 145.91/137 280.86/137
0.84 − 0.88 0.958 ± 0.008 0.0299 ± 0.0004 0.000 ± 0.000 153.42/137 159.82/137
0.88 − 0.92 0.935 ± 0.007 0.0289 ± 0.0004 0.000 ± 0.000 132.74/132 171.13/137
0.92 − 0.96 0.930 ± 0.005 0.0279 ± 0.0004 0.000 ± 0.000 114.66/107 155.03/137
0.96 − 1.00 0.886 ± 0.005 0.0256 ± 0.0004 0.000 ± 0.000 162.30/77 104.09/137Tab. 5.2: Weights for eah bakground soure obtained from the bakground t proedure.onseutive values of w′ch(k), k and k + 1, ontained in the same j. Where the t has not beenperformed the biggest value among all the δwch(j) is onsidered.The upper plots of Fig. 5.27(a), (b) and () show the results of the bakground t proedure,
wch(j) (red irles), together with the tting funtions, fch(sπ) (blue line). The error barsorrespond to the errors reported in Tab. 5.2.The smallness of weeγ weights is due to the fat that seleting e+e−γ events by means of thenor-onguration of the π − e PID inreases the Bhabha yield relatively to the other hannelsby about a fator 20 with respet to the or-onguration, whih is applied in the analysis. Thusa roughly fator 1/20 must be reovered in the weights.For µ+µ−γ, π+π−γ and π+π−π0 the value of wch is a diret test of how well the Monte Carlopredition works: if the value of wch is equal to 1 this implies that the luminosity saled MonteCarlo is exellent. From Tab. 5.2 one sees that the simulation, even if is rather well reproduingthe data, needs to be adjusted of some few perent.The lower plots, in Fig. 5.27(a), (b) and (), show the sampling of fch(sπ) to extrat w′ch(k) ineah of the kth slie in sπ. The distane between fch(sπ) and wch(j) is used as an estimator forthe systematis, as it will be explained below.One the normalization parameters w′ch(k) are obtained in eah kth slie, they are applied onan event-by-event basis as weights for eah sample (Monte Carlo and e+e−γ) in the standardseletion, where all the analysis uts are applied, inluding the uts in trakmass. The bin widthin sπ for the analysis is 0.01 GeV2, whih is half the number of the slies for w′ch(k), so eahweight of the kth slie in sπ is applied to the two onseutive bins ontained in that speiinterval.
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(a) (b)
()Fig. 5.27: (Upper plots) Weights for e+e−γ (a), µ+µ−γ (b) and π+π−π0 () samples (weeγ(j), wµµγ(j)and wπππ(j), where j = 1, 2, ...25) obtained from the t proedure, red points, are shown to-gether with the tting funtions used to smoothing, blue urves. (Lower plots) The same fun-tions, fch(sπ), sampled in 50 points to obtain the parameters (w′eeγ(k), w′µµγ(k) and w′πππ(k),where k = 1, 2, ...50) used to reweight the sπ spetra for µ+µ−γ e+e−γ and π+π−π0.The fration of bakground events is obtained as
ftot ≡ Nbkg/Ntot =
w′µµγ ·Nµµγ + w′eeγ ·Neeγ + w′πππ ·Nπππ
Ntot
, (5.9)for eah bin of sπ relative to the number of data events Ntot found in the bin. The data spetrumis then orreted in eah bin with the fator (1− ftot):
Nsπ = Ntot · (1− ftot). (5.10)





























w′πππ,i ·Nπππ,i · δNdat,i
N2dat,i
)2
. (5.11)The dierent values for the integrated luminosity for data and Monte Carlo events are taken intoaount properly in the proedure.In Fig. 5.28(a) the sπ spetra for data (blak irles), signal π+π−γ (empty blue irles), µ+µ−γ(green irles), e+e−γ (red irles) and π+π−π0 (pink irles) are shown. The sum of all bak-ground soures is represented by the blue points. The peuliar trend of e+e−γ events, whihdramatially drops down below 0.4 GeV2, is due to the large angle geometrial aeptane se-letion. In Fig. 5.28(b) the relative amount of bakground over data events, i.e. the ftot valueof Eq. 5.9, is shown. In Fig. 5.29 the ratios between eah bakground soure, ch, and seleted
(a) (b)Fig. 5.28: Plot of the sπ spetra for dierent hannels after the bakground t proedure, in (a). Ratiobetween the sum of all the bakground soures over data is shown in (b).data events, fch = (w′ch ·Nch)/Ntot, is shown: .Systemati error on the bakground t proedureThe statistial error due to the bakground t and subtration proedure is evaluated aordingto Eq. 5.11. This evaluation is performed separately for eah bakground soure. For eahbakground hannel two ontributions are onsidered:
− the rst one, δwgtsyst, onerns the reliability of the weights. This ontribution is evaluatedin two ases. (i) In the sπ regions where the t on Mtrk shapes has not been performed,
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(a) (b)
()Fig. 5.29: Fration of bakground soures with respet to the data events after the analysis uts desribedin Se. 5.2.beause of the small statistis (see Tab. 5.2) and the weights are obtained only from thet funtions fch(sπ) (see Tab. 5.3). It means that wch(j)'s assume a xed value. Thishappens below 0.12 GeV2 for the µ+µ−γ and π+π−π0 samples. (ii) The t looks unstablefor e+e−γ events, in the sπ slies where the weeγ(j) weights are dramatially sattering(below 0.52 GeV2). To estimate δwgtsyst, the distane between the funtion fch(sπ) and theweights wch for eah slie of sπ is omputed;








, (5.12)where Nch is the number of events of the chth bakground soures in bin of 0.01 GeV2 of sπand Ndata the number of data whih passed all the seletion uts and after the bakgroundsubtration, see Eq. 5.10, in the same binning.In Fig. 5.30 the systemati unertainties for eah bakground samples are shown. The totalsystemati unertainty is given by
δbkg,syst = δµµγ,syst + δeeγ,syst + δπππ,syst. (5.13)
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(a) (b)
()Fig. 5.30: Systemati unertainties for the dierent bakground soures.To onsider the systemati unertainty in eah bin 0.01 GeV2 of the spetrum a smoothingproedure on δbkg,syst is applied. The result is shown in Fig. 5.31, whih is then taken as thesystemati unertainty. The unertainty is atually negligible above 0.4 GeV2, where it is smaller
Fig. 5.31: Total systemati unertainties due to the bakground t proedure.than 0.1%. Below 0.2 GeV2 the large value is mainly aused by the unertainty of the weights,estimated with the dierene between the funtion fch(sπ) and the weights wch(j). The mainreason of the inrease of the error at the threshold an be referred to the low statistis, whihmakes it diult to estimate, with similar preision as at higher energies, the bakground event
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sπ slie (GeV2) w′µµγ ± δw′µµγ w′eeγ ± δw′eeγ w′πππ ± δw′πππ
0.00 − 0.02 0.977 ± 0.040 0.0587 ± 0.0004 2.12 ± 1.80
0.02 − 0.04 0.973 ± 0.040 0.0591 ± 0.0004 1.89 ± 1.80
0.04 − 0.06 0.970 ± 0.040 0.0593 ± 0.0200 1.69 ± 1.80
0.06 − 0.08 0.967 ± 0.040 0.0594 ± 0.0200 1.51 ± 1.80
0.08 − 0.10 0.965 ± 0.040 0.0594 ± 0.0044 1.35 ± 1.80
0.10 − 0.12 0.963 ± 0.040 0.0593 ± 0.0044 1.22 ± 1.80
0.12 − 0.14 0.962 ± 0.028 0.0591 ± 0.0099 1.10 ± 0.08
0.14 − 0.16 0.961 ± 0.028 0.0588 ± 0.0099 1.01 ± 0.08
0.16 − 0.18 0.960 ± 0.030 0.0584 ± 0.0131 0.94 ± 0.08
0.18 − 0.20 0.960 ± 0.030 0.0579 ± 0.0131 0.88 ± 0.08
0.20 − 0.22 0.960 ± 0.032 0.0573 ± 0.0126 0.85 ± 0.12
0.22 − 0.24 0.960 ± 0.032 0.0566 ± 0.0126 0.83 ± 0.12
0.24 − 0.26 0.961 ± 0.031 0.0559 ± 0.0075 0.82 ± 0.17
0.26 − 0.28 0.961 ± 0.031 0.0551 ± 0.0075 0.83 ± 0.17
0.28 − 0.30 0.962 ± 0.030 0.0543 ± 0.0060 0.85 ± 0.08
0.30 − 0.32 0.963 ± 0.030 0.0533 ± 0.0060 0.88 ± 0.08
0.32 − 0.34 0.965 ± 0.027 0.0524 ± 0.0058 0.92 ± 0.11
0.34 − 0.36 0.966 ± 0.027 0.0514 ± 0.0058 0.97 ± 0.11
0.36 − 0.38 0.968 ± 0.023 0.0503 ± 0.0043 1.03 ± 0.07
0.38 − 0.40 0.969 ± 0.023 0.0493 ± 0.0043 1.10 ± 0.07
0.40 − 0.42 0.971 ± 0.021 0.0481 ± 0.0045 1.17 ± 0.08
0.42 − 0.44 0.972 ± 0.021 0.0470 ± 0.0045 1.25 ± 0.08
0.44 − 0.46 0.974 ± 0.019 0.0459 ± 0.0028 1.33 ± 0.10
0.46 − 0.48 0.976 ± 0.019 0.0447 ± 0.0028 1.42 ± 0.10
0.48 − 0.50 0.977 ± 0.018 0.0436 ± 0.0013 1.50 ± 0.11
0.50 − 0.52 0.978 ± 0.018 0.0424 ± 0.0013 1.59 ± 0.11
0.52 − 0.54 0.979 ± 0.017 0.0413 ± 0.0011 1.67 ± 0.21
0.54 − 0.56 0.980 ± 0.017 0.0402 ± 0.0011 1.76 ± 0.21
0.56 − 0.58 0.981 ± 0.016 0.0391 ± 0.0010 1.84 ± 0.28
0.58 − 0.60 0.982 ± 0.016 0.0380 ± 0.0010 1.91 ± 0.28
0.60 − 0.62 0.982 ± 0.015 0.0369 ± 0.0008 1.99 ± 0.59
0.62 − 0.64 0.982 ± 0.015 0.0359 ± 0.0008 2.05 ± 0.59
0.64 − 0.66 0.982 ± 0.014 0.0349 ± 0.0007 2.11 ± 1.80
0.66 − 0.68 0.982 ± 0.014 0.0340 ± 0.0007 0.00 ± 1.80
0.68 − 0.70 0.981 ± 0.012 0.0331 ± 0.0006 0.00 ± 1.80
0.70 − 0.72 0.979 ± 0.012 0.0323 ± 0.0006 0.00 ± 1.80
0.72 − 0.74 0.978 ± 0.011 0.0316 ± 0.0005 0.00 ± 1.80
0.74 − 0.76 0.975 ± 0.011 0.0309 ± 0.0005 0.00 ± 1.80
0.76 − 0.78 0.973 ± 0.010 0.0303 ± 0.0005 0.00 ± 1.80
0.78 − 0.80 0.970 ± 0.010 0.0298 ± 0.0005 0.00 ± 1.80
0.80 − 0.82 0.966 ± 0.009 0.0293 ± 0.0005 0.00 ± 1.80
0.82 − 0.84 0.962 ± 0.009 0.0290 ± 0.0005 0.00 ± 1.80
0.84 − 0.86 0.957 ± 0.008 0.0287 ± 0.0004 0.00 ± 1.80
0.86 − 0.88 0.952 ± 0.008 0.0286 ± 0.0004 0.00 ± 1.80
0.88 − 0.90 0.945 ± 0.007 0.0286 ± 0.0004 0.00 ± 1.80
0.90 − 0.92 0.939 ± 0.007 0.0287 ± 0.0004 0.00 ± 1.80
0.92 − 0.94 0.931 ± 0.005 0.0289 ± 0.0004 0.00 ± 1.80
0.94 − 0.96 0.923 ± 0.005 0.0292 ± 0.0004 0.00 ± 1.80
0.96 − 0.98 0.914 ± 0.005 0.0297 ± 0.0004 0.00 ± 1.80
0.98 − 1.00 0.904 ± 0.005 0.0303 ± 0.0004 0.00 ± 1.80Tab. 5.3: Weights for eah bakground soure obtained from the sampling of fch(sπ) for eah hannels.
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Fig. 5.32: Trakmass shapes in slies of sπ after step A of the tting proedure desribed in Se. 5.4.The blak histogram represents the data sample, with the xor-onguration of the π− e PID.The blue irles represent the π+π−γ Monte Carlo sample, the green irles the µ+µ−γ oneand the pink irle the π+π−π0 events. In red irles the e+e−γ events seleted applying thenor-onguration of the π − e PID to the data sample. The empty blak irles indiate thesum of all Monte Carlo soures and of the e+e−γ hannel. It is possible to appreiate the goodagreement with the data histogram. The order of the sliing, eah slie in sπ of 0.04 GeV2, isfrom left to right from the top to the bottom with sπ in the range [0.08− 0.48℄ GeV2.
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Fig. 5.33: Trakmass shapes in slies of sπ after step A of the tting proedure. The olor odes isthe same of the previous gure: blak histogram represents the data sample, the blue irlesthe π+π−γ Monte Carlo, the green irles the µ+µ−γ, the pink irle the π+π−π0 events andthe red irles the e+e−γ events. The empty blak irles are the sum of the signal plus thebakground events after the weighting. The order of the sliing is again from left to right fromthe top to the bottom with sπ in the range [0.52− 0.88℄ GeV2.
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Fig. 5.34: Trakmass shapes in slies of sπ after step B of the tting proedure desribed in Se. 5.4.The blak histogram represents the data sample, with the or-onguration of the π − e PID.The blue irles represent the π+π−γ Monte Carlo sample, the green irles the µ+µ−γ oneand the pink irle the π+π−π0 events. The red irles represent the e+e−γ events diretlyobtained from step A. The empty blak irles indiate the sum of all Monte Carlo soures andof the e+e−γ hannel. It is possible to appreiate the good agreement with the data histogram.The order of the sliing, eah slie in sπ of 0.04 GeV2, is from left to right from the top to thebottom with sπ in the range [0.12− 0.52℄ GeV2.
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Fig. 5.35: Trakmass shapes in slies of sπ after step B of the tting proedure. The olor odes isthe same of the previous gure: blak histogram represents the data sample, the blue irlesthe π+π−γ Monte Carlo, the green irles the µ+µ−γ, the pink irle the π+π−π0 events andthe red irles the e+e−γ events. The empty blak irles are the sum of the signal plus thebakground events after the weighting. The order of the sliing is again from left to right fromthe top to the bottom with sπ in the range [0.56− 0.88℄ GeV2.
6. EFFICIENCIES EVALUATION AND |Fπ(s)|2 EXTRACTIONIn Fig. 6.1 the analysis ow is shown, where all the steps needed in the Eq. 6.1 and Eq. 6.2 arelisted. We will disuss in the following the individual analysis steps of Fig. 6.1.
Fig. 6.1: Analysis ow for the Large Angle o-peak analysis.In Fig. 6.2 the event yield of e+e− → π+π−γ(γ) events after signal seletion and bakgroundsubtration is presented.
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· 1∫ L dt ·
1
H(sπ, s) · δrad
. (6.2)In Eq. 6.2, ∆Nobs − ∆Nbkg represents the observed spetrum after the residual bakgroundsubtration, binned in the hadroni system invariant mass, ∆sπ, equal to 0.01 GeV2; ε representsthe orretion for the eienies evaluated diretly from data ontrol samples; εglob indiates theeetive global eieny taken from Monte Carlo; ∆ε possible orretions for data-Monte Carlodierenes in the individual eienies; ∫ L dt is the integrated luminosity of the 2006 datasample, orresponding to 233 pb−1; H(sπ, s) is the radiator funtion and δrad further radiativeorretions.6.1 Eienies obtained diretly from data sampleThe orretion for the eienies are applied using an eetive global eieny approah: thefator εglob is evaluated by means of the Monte Carlo signal sample and inludes all the e-ienies. Eah single eieny is then separately evaluated, and orretions are applied for thedierenes between data and the simulation. However, the eienies for FILFO, trigger and
π− e likelihood are evaluated diretly from data, thus they do not enter εglob and do not requireany further orretion.6.1.1 FILFO (oine bakground lter) eienyThe FILFO lter identies bakground events, suh a reonstruted Bhabha, osmi ray eventsand mahine bakground events, at a very early stage of data taking and rejets them before
96 6. Eienies evaluation and |Fπ(s)|2 extrationthey enter the CPU-onsuming pattern reognition and trak tting algorithms (see Se. 3.3.2and [32℄). The oine bakground lter has been ompletely rewritten and as a onsequenebrought the systemati unertainty was redued to a negligible level, and moreover the eienywas signiantly inreased. This is ahieved by retaining an unbiased downsaled sample duringthe data taking and the deativation of the BHABREJ sublter [124℄. Fig. 6.3 shows the eienyobtained in this way.
Fig. 6.3: Eieny of the FILFO reonstrution lter for pions. The red lines represent the funtionsused to t the eieny.Instead of applying a bin-by-bin orretion of the spetrum, the eieny is tted with two linearfuntions, visible as red lines in Fig. 6.3. In the range [0. − 0.4] GeV2 the mean value of theeieny is taken and, for sπ > 0.4 GeV2, a rst power funtion is used:
fεFILFO(sπ) = a0 + a1 · sπ.The eieny for FILFO lter is very high, always well above 99%.Systemati error on the FILFO eienyThe systemati unertainty on FILFO eieny has been evaluated for the two energy rangesseparately. In the range [0.− 0.4] GeV2, where the mean value is taken, the systemati error isgiven by the average distane between the mean value and the eieny values, i.e. the distanebetween the red line and the blue irles shown in Fig. 6.3.In the range [0.4−1] GeV2, where the linear t is performed, the unertainty is estimated as thesum in quadrature of the errors of the t parameters a0 and a1 are taken: (δFILFOsyst )2 = δ2a0 + δ2a1 .In Fig. 6.4 the systemati unertainty due to the FILFO eieny is shown.6.1.2 π − e likelihood and trak to luster assoiation eienyIn the analysis, eah trak is extrapolated to the alorimeter and at least one luster is searhedwithin a sphere of radius |~rext − ~rclu| < 90 m, where ~rext represents the oordinates of theextrapolated impat point of the trak in the alorimeter and ~rclu is the position of the luster
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Fig. 6.4: Systemati unertainty on FILFO eieny. The two values are due to the dierent t funtionsused in and to the two systemati evaluation methods, as explained in the test.entroid. If there is more than one luster inside this sphere, the most energeti one is assoiatedto the trak.At least one trak has to be reognized as a pion, as written in Se. 5.2, whih means that atleast one trak must have an assoiated luster with logLπ/Le > 0.The single π± eieny, is dened as the probability to nd an assoiated luster in the alorime-ter with logLπ/Le > 0, onditioned to the presene of another trak reognized to be a π∓. Theeieny is evaluated from a data ontrol sample with the following requirements:
− two traks of opposite sign satisfying the same onditions on point of losest approah andrst hit as applied in the analysis;
− 50◦ < θ± < 130◦;
− |Mtrk −mπ| < 2.5 MeV, to obtain a lean sample of π+π−γ;
− ut in Ω-angle as in Eq. 5.7.The single pion eieny, εlike(θπ± , pπ±), is evaluated in 8 slies of polar angle between 50◦and 130◦ and in 30 bins of momentum modulus pπ± between 200 and 500 MeV, for positiveand negative trak. The eienies as a funtion of polar angle and momentum an be seen inFig. 6.5 and in Fig. 6.6 for positive and negative traks, respetively.The likelihood eieny as a funtion of sπ is obtained by mapping these single pion e-ienies with the kinematis generated from simulation. This allows to extrat the likelihoodeieny as a funtion of sπ using the measured values of εlike(θπ± , pπ±), i.e
εlike(θπ± , pπ±)→ εlike(sπ).The same uts applied in the analysis are used in the Monte Carlo π+π−γ events to extrat
εlike(sπ). For a given bin in sπ (width = 0.01 GeV2), the likelihood eieny is an average over
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νk εk, (6.3)where N is the number of Monte Carlo events used to ompute the frequeny νk of a ertain konguration. In the analysis the or-onguration of the π − e PID likelihood is used, thus theeieny parameter, εk, to be put in the expression of the mapping, is:
εk = 1−
[
1− εdatalike (θπ+ , pπ+)
] [
1− εdatalike (θπ− , pπ−)
]
. (6.4)Inserting Eq. 6.4 in Eq. 6.3 one gets εdatalike (sπ).In Fig. 6.7 the eieny of the or-onguration of the π − e likelihood as a funtion of sπ isshown. The result is lose to 100%, whih means that the probability of misidentifying bothof the traks is very small. The drop for low values of sπ is mainly due to trak to lusterassoiation, whih is more ineient for low momentum traks.
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Fig. 6.6: PID likelihood single partile eieny for π− as a funtion of polar angle and momentum.
A test of the likelihood eieny evaluation has been done using a fully Monte Carlo basedproedure, i.e. obtaining the single pion eieny values, εlike(θπ± , pπ±), from π+π−γ MonteCarlo and then extrating the εlike(sπ) aording to Eq. 6.3. The result of this full Monte Carlobased proedure is in very good agreement with the one from data, as it an be seen in Fig. 6.8.Monte Carlo is also used to estimate the systemati unertainty, as it will be explained below.A further hek has been performed using π+π−γ Monte Carlo. The single pion (mapping)method has been ompared with the diret method. The latter onsists in looking diretlyat the π − e PID eieny for a ertain value of sπ. Then εππγ maplike (sπ) and εππγ dirlike (sπ) areompared for eah bin of sπ. In Fig. 6.9 the ratio between the two methods is shown, provingan exellent agreement.The values of εdatalike (sπ) shown in Fig. 6.7 are used as bin-by-bin orretions of the spetrum.
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Fig. 6.7: PID likelihood eieny as a funtion of the π+π−-system invariant mass.
Fig. 6.8: PID likelihood eieny as a funtion of the π+π−-system invariant mass evaluated from data,red irles, and from π+π−γ Monte Carlo, blak irles. The lower plots shows the relativedierene.
Fig. 6.9: Ratio between PID likelihood eienies evaluated by means of the single pion eieny (map-ping) and the diret method using π+π−γ Monte Carlo sample.
6.1. Eienies obtained diretly from data sample 101Systemati error on the π − e PID eienyThe main ut applied to selet the π+π−γ sample in the π−e PID eieny evaluation is the uton trakmass: |Mtrk −mπ| < ∆Mtrk MeV, whih, in the standard onguration, is ∆Mtrk = 2.5MeV. The systemati unertainty is thus estimated hanging ∆Mtrk aording to the resolutionin Mtrk(see Fig. 5.17(a)). The window has been opened up to 7.5 MeV, whih orrespond toabout 1σ. The ratio
(εlike|∆′Mtrk)/(εlike|∆Mtrk)is then evaluated, where ∆Mtrk orresponds to the standard value ∆Mtrk = 2.5 MeV and ∆′Mtrkorresponds to the modied window.In Fig. 6.10 two examples of the ratio are shown. They are tted by a third order polynomial
Fig. 6.10: Ratios between PID likelihood eienies using dierent ut in trakmass around mπ.funtions, represented by the red lines, in order to onsider the behaviour as a funtion of sπ.As the systemati errors the maximum deviation from 1 among dierent ratios is taken, seeFig. 6.11. The or-onguration of the PID provides an high eieny always above 99% andalso guarantees a very small systemati unertainty, smaller than 0.1% in the whole energy range.Atually, as already said, the only soure of ineieny omes from the assoiation between thefound luster in the EMC and the trak.6.1.3 Trigger eienyIn the 2006 data sample only the alorimeter trigger is used. An event, to be aquired, has tore at least two trigger setors, see Se. 3.2.3. The red setors an be loated either both inthe barrel, or in the two endaps (not in the same) or one in the barrel and the other in one ofthe two endaps. However, beause of the large angle aeptane uts, the trigger setors in theendaps are not involved in this analysis.Sine one luster an onsist of more than one trigger setor, it may happen that one singlepartile an trigger the event. In this ase one has a so-alled self triggering partile, e.g. pionor photon.The trigger eieny, εtrg, is evaluated using a. 50 pb−1 of data. Signal Monte Carlo is usedonly for testing and for evaluating the systemati unertainty.
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Fig. 6.11: Maximum deviation from 1 among the ratios omputed varying the window around mπ intrakmass.To evaluate the single partile eieny (for π+, π− and γ) and to obtain an unbiased sample ofthe onsidered partile, two partiles are required to trigger the event, then the trigger setorsred by the remaining one are ounted. An example is skethed in Fig. 6.12, where a π− and a








πFig. 6.12: Shemati representation of the single partile trigger eieny. In this example a π− and a
γ are triggering the event providing an unbiased sample for π+, whose probability of ringtrigger setors is measured.The single partile eieny, εtrg(θπ+,π−,γ , pπ+,π−,γ), is evaluated in 8 slies between 50◦ and
130◦ of polar angle and in 10 bins between 200 and 500 MeV for the pion momentum and in10 bins between 50 and 500 MeV for the photon energy. The single partile eieny an beseen in Fig. 6.13 for the positive pion, in Fig. 6.14 for the negative pion and in Fig. 6.15 forthe photon. The trigger eieny is very lose to 100% for the photon, while for π± it is wellabove 97% in |90◦ − θπ± | < 30◦. At lower polar angles, 30◦ < |90◦ − θπ± | < 40◦, the bending ofthe low momentum traks in the magneti eld, auses a drop in the eieny, as an be see in
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Fig. 6.13: Eieny of ring at least one trigger setor for unbiased π+ sample as a funtion of momentumin slies of polar angle.Fig. 6.13 and Fig. 6.14. This drop is due to the less eient performane of the barrel-endapsintersetions, where the bent traks enter the alorimeter.The trigger eieny as a funtion of sπ is obtained applying the same mapping method usedfor the likelihood eieny. The passage
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Fig. 6.14: Eieny of ring at least one trigger setor for unbiased π− sample as a funtion of momentumin slies of polar angle.whih is the analogous of Eq. 6.3. The parameter εk is given by





















1 (θ, p) (6.6)where P j0(1)(θ, p) is the probability for the partile j (i.e. π+, π− or γ ), at polar angle θ andmomentum p, to re 0 (1 and only 1) trigger setors, evaluated with the single partile methoddesribed above. Inserting εdatak , see Eq. 6.6, in Eq. 6.5 one gets εdatatrg (sπ). The trigger eienyas a funtion of sπ is shown in Fig. 6.16. The eieny is very lose to 100%. The ineieny isessentially due to the traks, as explained before, sine the photon is always ring at least onetrigger setor. The π+π−γ spetrum is orreted bin-by-bin for the result shown in Fig. 6.7.A omparison between trigger eieny evaluated from data, giving εdatatrg (θπ+,π−,γ , pπ+,π−,γ),
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Fig. 6.15: Eieny of ring at least one trigger setor for unbiased γ sample as a funtion of momentumin slies of polar angle.and from π+π−γ Monte Carlo sample, εMCtrg (θπ+,π−,γ , pπ+,π−,γ), has been performed. The ratio
εdatatrg (sπ)/ε
MC
trg (sπ), evaluated after the mapping desribed by Eq. 6.5 and Eq. 6.6, is a. 1×10−4over the whole energy range.Systemati error on the trigger eienyThe evaluation of the systemati unertainty is performed by omparing the single partilemethod, desribed above and indiated as mapping, with the diret eieny evaluation,using in both ases the π+π−γ Monte Carlo sample. The diret method onsists in looking athow many Monte Carlo events, for a ertain bin of sπ, have red at least two trigger setors.The systematis is evaluated performing the ratio between εππγ dirtrg (sπ) and εππγ maptrg (sπ), where
εππγ maptrg (sπ) is given by Eq. 6.5 and Eq. 6.6. In the upper plot of Fig. 6.17 the omparisonbetween the two methods is shown. The ratio is tted by a third order polynomial funtion, seethe red line in the lower plot of Fig. 6.17, in order to keep the dependene on sπ of the systematiunertainty.
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Fig. 6.16: Trigger as a funtion of the π+π−-system invariant mass.
Fig. 6.17: The upper plot shows the omparison between the trigger eieny evaluated with the singlepartile method, blak irles, and the diret method, red irles. In the lower the ratio betweenthe two, together with a t funtion, is shown.The systemati unertainty, shown in Fig. 6.18, is then given by the deviation of the polynomialfuntion from 1. The systematis reahes about 0.7% at the threshold region and, in the rest ofthe energy range, it is well below 0.3%.6.2 Unfolding for detetor resolutionThe orretion for the detetor resolution (often also alled unfolding) in sπ takes plae rightafter the orretion for those eienies whih are diretly evaluated from data ontrol samplesand before orreting for the eetive global eieny (see Fig. 6.1). As this implies the passagefrom reonstruted events, whih take into aount the eets of the detetor, to the generated
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Fig. 6.18: Systemati unertainty on trigger eieny, given by the deviation from 1 of the funtion usedto t the ratio εππγ dirtrg (sπ) over εππγ maptrg (sπ), shown in Fig. 6.17.(true) events,








P (N truei |N recj ) = 1.This method assumes that eah observed event must ome from one or more bins of thetrue values of sπ. Then the orretion redues to a matrix multipliation of P (N truei |N recj )with the vetor of the observed spetrum in bins of srecπ . However, a bias an be introdueddue to the parametrization of |Fπ(s)|2 used in the Monte Carlo generation.2. Evaluating P (N truei |N recj ) using Bayes' theorem [125℄. This approah redues the bias dueto the parametrization for |Fπ(s)|2 used by dening P (N truei |N recj ) as
P (N truei |N recj ) =




j |N truel ) · P0(N truel )
,
108 6. E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ies evaluation and |Fπ(s)|2 extrationwhere the initial probability P0(N truel ) is hanged in an iterative proedure to beome moreand more onsistent with the distribution of N truei . Both P0(N truel ) and the response matrix
P (N recj |N truei ) are obtained from a Monte Carlo prodution of π+π−γ events.1In Fig. 6.19, the probability matrix P (N truei |N recj ) from Monte Carlo is shown. The high preisionof the KLOE drift hamber results in an almost diagonal matrix.
Fig. 6.19: The probability matrix P (N truei |N recj ) (smearing matrix) whih represents the orrelation be-tween generated (true) and reonstruted values for sπ. The axis of the entries is in logarithmisale.Both methods give rather similar results. A smoothing of the spetrum to be unfolded is appliedto avoid utuations aused by statistial limitations. The smoothing is performed only inthe regions below 0.5 GeV2 and between 0.7 and 0.95 GeV2, and not in the region of the ρ-ωinterferene. The Bayesian method is applied in the analysis, while the matrix multipliationmethod is used to evaluate the systemati error.Fig. 6.20 shows the outome of the Bayes method, ompared to the original input spetrum.The Bayesian approah with its iterative proedure, is less prone to introdue a bias from the
|Fπ(s)|2 parametrization. It has also been veried that the outome of the proedure does notdepend on the χ2-like uto value used to terminate the iteration loop.Systemati error on the unfolding proedureAs an estimate of the systemati unertainty due to the unfolding eet the absolute value ofthe dierene between the two methods is taken. This gives a signiant ontribution only nearthe ρ-ω interferene region, where the smallness of the width of the ω meson introdues strongvariations in the shape of |Fπ(s)|2. In Fig. 6.21(b) the ratios between the unfolded over the inputspetra are shown. The blue irles are referred to the Bayesian approah, while the red onesorrespond to the matrix approah. It an be seen as the deviation between the two methodsaets only the region within [0.55− 0.64℄ GeV2.1 The ode whih is used in the proedure an be nd in the authors' webpage [126℄
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(a) (b)Fig. 6.20: Left: input spetrum (red) in bins of srecπ and unfolded spetrum for Bayesian method (blak)in bins of strueπ . Right: relative dierene between the unfolded spetrum (true) and the inputone (re).







,in the ρ-ω interferene region, is shown.The unfolding has a negligible eet on the integral on aππµ , as it moves the major part of eventsbetween neighbouring bins.
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Fig. 6.22: Systemati unertainty due to the unfolding proedure.6.3 Eetive global eienyThe global eetive eieny approah onsists in performing the ratio
εglob =
(dNπ+π+γ | all analysis cuts)/(dstrueπ )
(dNπ+π+γ | full inclusive)/(dstrueπ )
. (6.8)Due to the fat that the unfolding for detetor resolution eets has been already applied the
π+π−-system invariant mass at Monte Carlo generated level, strueπ , is onsidered. By means ofthe full set of analysis uts, we take into aount:
− orretions for the geometrial aeptane:
50◦ < θπ < 130
◦ ; 50◦ < θγ < 130
◦ ; Eγ > 20 MeV;
− signal loss due to seletion uts:
120 MeV < Mtrk < Mtrk(sπ) as in Eq. 5.5; Ω < Ω(sπ) as in Eq. 5.8;
− signal loss due to data quality requests on momentum:
|pT | > 160 MeV or ; |pz| > 90 MeV ; |~p| > 200 MeV;





PCA < 8 cm ; |zPCA| < 12 cm;The π+π−γ spetrum obtained after all seletion uts (Se. 5.2), after the bakground subtration(Se. 5.4) and the unfolding proedure (Se. 6.2) is then orreted by the global eetive eieny.
6.3. Eetive global eieny 111The value of εglob is shown in Fig. 6.23(a). The slope is mainly due to the large angle geometrialaeptane uts, whih are also the main soure of the event loss.In Fig. 6.23(b) the eieny of the analysis uts, i.e. after trakmass and Ω-angle eienies,is shown. The ratio is performed using as normalization sample the signal Monte Carlo events.It is worth to notie the high eieny ahieved for signal events ahieved. The small dip justbelow 0.8 GeV2 is due to the Mtrk ut, as it an be seen already in Fig. 5.16.




















(sπ), (6.10)2 The asymmetri distribution of the pion polar angle, aused by the interferene between FSR and ISR events(see Eq. 4.12), vanishes in the ase of symmetri uts on the pion polar angle.
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ienies evaluation and |Fπ(s)|2 extrationwhere again θγ ± 5◦ is referred to the the standard ut on θγ moved by 5◦.The quantity of the shifts  i.e. ±2◦ for pions and ±5◦ for photons  have been hosen aordingto the resolutions on θπ and θγ . These are obtained from the dierene between the generatedvalue and the reonstruted one using Monte Carlo π+π−γ sample, as shown in Fig. 6.24.
(a) (b)Fig. 6.24: Resolutions on θπ, in (a), and θγ , in (b).The resolution on θπ, shown in Fig. 6.24(a), has been tted by three Gaussian distributions,to orretly desribe also the tails. The third Gaussian funtion is required by less than 1% ofthe events, thus only the rst two are taken into aount, obtaining a σ of a. 0.1◦ and 0.3◦respetively, giving a global resolution of a. 0.5◦. The shift applied on θπ then orresponds to
4σ.The same evaluation has been performed for θγ , see Fig. 6.24(b), giving an estimated σ of about
1.5◦. Thus, shifting the photon polar angle of 5◦ orresponds to a. 3 times of the resolution.Like the systemati unertainty evaluation for Mtrk and Ω-angle uts, the spetra dNdata and
dNππγ in bin of 0.01 GeV2 is sπ are extrated after having applied all the analysis uts and afterhaving subtrated the bakground events from dNdata. Eah of the four double ratios  two for
θπ ± 2◦ and two for θγ ± 5◦  is tted by a third order polynomial funtion, to reprodue thebehaviour in sπ. The maximum deviation from 1 for eah θπ and θγ ut is taken, see Fig. 6.25(a)for the pion and Fig. 6.25(b) for the photon polar angle uts, respetively.The systemati error on the aeptane ut is given by the maximum deviation from 1 between
R(sπ)|θπ±2◦ and R(sπ)|θγ±5◦ , as it is shown in Fig. 6.26. The unertainty reahes a. 2% at the
2mπ-threshold, and dramatially drops down to a. 0.5% in the higher energy range.6.3.1 Traking eienyThe traking eieny takes into aount not only the pure eieny of the reonstrutionalgorithm, but also the eets due to the pion deay and nulear interations.33 If only the traking reonstrution algorithm eieny was onsidered, the traking eieny would be a-tually 100%, sine given some hits in the DC the pattern reognition proedure is almost always able to nd atrak, see Se. 3.3.4.
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(a) (b)Fig. 6.25: Maximum deviation from 1 of the two double ratios for the pion polar angle, R(sπ)|θπ±2◦ , in(a), and of the two double ratios for the photon polar angle, R(sπ)|θγ±5◦ , in (b).
Fig. 6.26: Systemati unertainty due to the aeptane ut as a funtion of sπ.The eieny of reonstruting the pion trak is measured per single harge, both with MonteCarlo and data samples, onditioned to the presene of a tagging trak of opposite sign. Theeieny to nd the pion trak of a given sign is parametrized as a funtion of momentum andpolar angle slies of the expeted trak.A sample of a. 50 pb−1 of data and of eetive 300 pb−1 of Monte Carlo is analyzed.4 Theeieny is evaluated diretly from signal events seleted from these samples.The seleted events onsist in
− at least one tagging trak, satisfying the following requests:* the polar angle 50◦ < θtag < 130◦;* the radial position of the rst hit in the drift hamber ρFH = √x2FH + y2FH < 30 cmand of the last hit ρLH =√x2LH + y2LH > 180 cm;4 The Monte Carlo signal sample has been produed with a sale fator of 6 in ross setion with respet todata, giving in this way Lππγ = 6 × Ldata.




PCA < 8 cm and with |zPCA| < 7 cm;* an assoiated luster (after extrapolating the trak to the alorimeter and looking fora luster within a sphere of radius = 90 m) reognized as a pion by the π − e PIDfuntion, i.e. logLπ/Le > 0.3;
− 1 and only 1 photon with* the polar angle 50◦ < θγ < 130◦;* the energy Eγ > 50 MeV;
− ut on trak and photon missing quantity* the missing mass, Mmiss, evaluated using the 4-momentum onservation on momentaof the photon and the tagging trak (having imposed the mass of the pion to thetagging trak), must satisfy |Mmiss −mπ| < 20 MeV.An event is dened eient, when a tted trak with opposite harge with respet to the taggingone is found. The expeted trak to be onsidered an eient trak has to satisfy the followingonditions:* the radial position of the rst hit: ρFH < 50 cm;* the position of the point of losest approah: ρPCA < 8 cm and |zPCA| < 12 cm.These onditions orrespond to the same requests applied in the analysis.The single trak eieny is evaluated for 6 bins from 200 MeV to 500 MeV in the expeted trakmomentum and in 4 slie in polar angle within |90◦− θexp| < 40◦, both for data, εdatatrk (θπ± , pπ±),and for Monte Carlo, εMCtrk (θπ± , pπ±). The results are shown in Fig. 6.27 and in Fig. 6.28 forpositive and negative trak, respetively. Data are represented by red and Monte Carlo by blakirles.For eah slie of θπ± the ratio of the traking eienies from data and Monte Carlo as a funtionof pπ± is omputed:
c(θπ± , pπ±) =
εdatatrk (θπ± , pπ±)
εMCtrk (θπ± , pπ±)
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Fig. 6.27: Single trak eieny for π+ sample as a funtion of momentum in slies of polar angle. Dataare represented in red points and Monte Carlo in blak points. Ratios between the eieniesfrom data and from simulation are also shown, for eah slie in polar angle. The red straightline is the linear t performed to obtain the orretion fators ζ(θπ+) used to evaluate the dataeieny as a funtion of sπ, εdatatrk (sπ).where N is the number of Monte Carlo events used to ompute the frequeny νk of the ourreneof a ertain k onguration.To evaluate the eieny per event for the Monte Carlo sample, i.e. to perform the passage
εMCtk (θπ± , pπ±)→ εMCtrk (sπ),the input, εk, to Eq. 6.12 is
εk = ε
MC
trk (θπ+ , pπ+)ε
MC
trk (θπ− , pπ−). (6.13)To get the eieny for data as a funtion of sπ
εdatatrk (θπ± , pπ±)→ εdatatrk (sπ)
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Fig. 6.28: Single trak eieny for π− sample as a funtion of momentum in slies of polar angle. Dataare represented in red points and Monte Carlo in blak points. Ratios between the eieniesfrom data and from simulation are also shown, for eah slie in polar angle. The red straightline is the linear t performed to obtain the orretion fators ζ(θπ−) used to evaluate the dataeieny as a funtion of sπ, εdatatrk (sπ).the orretion fators, ζ(θπ±), are used, whih have been obtained by tting the data-MonteCarlo ratio (see Fig. 6.27 and Fig. 6.28). The parameter εk is given by:
εk = ζ(θπ+)ε
MC
trk (θπ+ , pπ+) · ζ(θπ−)εMCtrk (θπ− , pπ−). (6.14)The hoie of using in both the two evaluations εMCtrk (θπ± , pπ±) from Monte Carlo  properlyorreted by ζ(θπ±) in the ase of data  is motivated by the bigger statistis of the simulationwith respet to the data one. In Fig. 6.29(a) the results for εdatatrk is shown. In Fig. 6.29(b)data (red points) and Monte Carlo (blak points) omparison (upper plot) and the ratio (lowerplot) are presented. It is worth to notie the good agreement between experimental sample andsimulation, giving a orretion on ∆ε due to traking (see Eq. 6.2) of a. 0.3%.Sine in the eetive global eieny approah the traking reonstrution is inluded in
εglob, the spetrum is bin-by-bin orreted by the dataMonte Carlo dierene for the traking
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(a) (b)Fig. 6.29: In (a) the traking eieny for data, evaluated aording to Eq. 6.14 is shown. The omparisonbetween data and Monte Carlo is visible in (b, upper) and the dataMonte Carlo ratio is drawnin (b, lower). The spetrum is bin-by-bin orreted by this ratio.eieny. The data-Monte Carlo disrepany is mainly due to a not perfet simulation of splitand spiralizing traks in the simulation. An example of this kind of events is shown in Fig. 6.30where a front and a side view of the KLOE detetor are drawn. To redue the presene of
(a) (b)Fig. 6.30: A front (a) and side (b) view of the KLOE detetor of a typial data event where a split trakis present. This kind of events are not preisely reprodued by Monte Carlo.these events, whih happen essentially only for low momentum traks, a ut |~ptrk| > 200 MeV isapplied. This ut introdues an ineieny for signal event of a. 15%.Several test have been performed to verify the result on the traking eieny. Possible inuenesfrom the trigger eieny and from the presene of residual µ+µ−γ and π+π−π0 events havebeen heked.In addition to the onditions desribed above, the tagging trak has been required also to trigger
118 6. Eienies evaluation and |Fπ(s)|2 extrationthe event. This is fullled by a. 30% of the events. The self triggering requirement auses anegligible hange of a. 0.1% on εtrk(sπ), oherently on data and Monte Carlo, leaving unhangedthe agreement between the two.Dening α as the angle between the missing momentum  with respet to the tagging trak andthe deteted photon  and the found expeted trak momentum (see Fig. 6.31), one an uton that variable to rejet possible residual π+π−π0 events. The 3π sample is already stronglyredued by the ut on missing mass (|Mmiss−mπ| < 20 MeV), resulting in about 10−3 less eventthan signal. Even if a-priori there is no reason to expet a dierent traking eieny betweenthe π+π−γ and the π+π−π0 samples, sine the traks are generated by the same kind of hargedpartile, uts on α, from 5◦ to 20◦, have been applied to test this hypothesis. Only negligibledierenes in absolute eieny are found, whih leaves unhanged the data-Monte Carlo ratios.




6.3. Eetive global eieny 119where the eieny values εtrk are obtained diretly from the data sample, and ut indiates theonditions on rst hit and point of losest approah applied to evaluate the eieny, while cut′stays for the shifted requests, either on the point of losest approah or on the rst hit. Eahratio is tted with a third order polynomial funtion.The radial position of the rst hit inside the drift hamber is moved from a minimal value of 45m to a maximum of 60 m. The values of the ratios
(εdatatrk |ρFH<45)/(εdatatrk |ρFH<50) and (εdatatrk |ρFH<60)/(εdatatrk |ρFH<50),are shown in the upper and lower plot of Fig. 6.32.
Fig. 6.32: Ratio between the traking eieny varying the radial position of the rst hit. The red linesrepresent the polynomial funtions used to t the ratio.The onditions on the point of losest approah have been moved from 6 m to 10 m, for ρPCA,and from 10 m to 14 m, for |zPCA|. In Fig. 6.33 and Fig. 6.34 the ratios
(εdatatrk |ρPCA<6)/(εdatatrk |ρPCA<8) and (εdatatrk |ρPCA<10)/(εdatatrk |ρPCA<8)and
(εdatatrk ||zPCA|<10)/(εdatatrk ||zPCA|<12) and (εdatatrk ||zPCA|<14)/(εdatatrk ||zPCA|<12)are reported.The systemati error is evaluated as the maximum deviation from 1 between eah of the tworations on ρFH, ρPCA and |zPCA|. The total unertainty for the traking eieny, shown inFig. 6.35, is obtained by adding in quadrature the three maximum deviations. The systematierrors is about 0.3% in the whole sπ range.6.3.2 Photon eienyThe alorimeter photon eieny has been measured using a sample of π+π−π0 events, seletedfrom data requiring two opposite harged traks from the IP, and requiring the missing massaround the mass of π0. One of the two photons from the neutral pion deay is deteted, as atagging photon, and the event is dened eient if another neutral luster is found within a one
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Fig. 6.33: Ratio between the traking eieny varying the radial position of the extrapolated point oflosest approah of the trak to the interation point. The red lines represent the polynomialfuntions used to t the ratio.
Fig. 6.34: Ratio between the traking eieny varying the longitudinal position of the point of losestapproah. The red lines represent the polynomial funtions used to t the ratio.around the expeted diretion. The eieny is evaluated in bins of polar angle of the expetedenergy. Using the mapping proedure, the result as a funtion of the pion invariant mass, εγ(sπ),is obtained. For a detailed explanation of the proedure see [127℄.The alorimeter eieny for photon detetion is already inluded in the eetive global eieny,therefore the relevant quantity is the data-Monte Carlo ratio. The ratio as a funtion of sπ isshown in Fig. 6.36. Data and Monte Carlo samples are in exellent agreement in the energy rangeonsidered in the analysis desribed in this work, delimited by the red line, set at sπ = 0.85 GeV2.However the π+π−γ spetrum is bin-by-bin orreted by εdataγ /εMCγ .Due to the very high eieny and the extremely good data-Monte Carlo agreement, weonsider the systemati unertainty on the photon detetion eieny as negligible.
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nal state radiation events 121
Fig. 6.35: The maximum deviation from 1 of the ratios, see Eq. 6.15, for eah ondition is shown: ρFH ingreen, ρPCA in red and |zPCA| in violet. To evaluate the total systemati unertainty, shownin blak, the three ontributions are added in quadrature.
Fig. 6.36: Photon eieny as a funtion of sπ.6.4 Corretion for nal state radiation eventsThe transition from sπ to sγ∗ is performed using a speial version of the PHOKHARA Monte Carlogenerator [128℄. This version of the generator allows to distinguish between photons radiatedin the initial state from photons emitted in the nal state. The presene of nal state radiationshifts the observed value of sπ (evaluated from the momenta of the two harged pion traks inthe events) away from the value of the invariant mass squared of the virtual photon produedin the ollision. The shift ours only in one diretion, sγ∗ ≥ sπ, as an be seen in the spetrareported in Fig. 6.38.
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s  * s  F S RFig. 6.37: Graphial desription of the shifting in the π+π−-system invariant mass, from sγ∗ to sπ, dueto the photon emission by a pion.
Fig. 6.38: The spetra of sγ∗ in red points, and of sπ, in blak points.To nd out to whih bin of sγ∗ an event with a measured value of sπ belongs, a populationmatrix and a probability matrix, shown in Fig. 6.39(a) and Fig. 6.39(b) respetively, have beenonstruted. The method, based on a matrix multipliation is similar to that one used to evaluatethe systemati error of the unfolding proedure (see Se. 6.2). In this way one an un-shift thespetrum performing the passage
sπ → sγ∗ .In order to be as muh as possible inlusive in NLO-FSR events, the energy range onsidered isbroader than that one hosen for the result: the un-shifting is performed in the range [0.− 1.02℄GeV2 instead of [0.− 0.85℄ GeV2 onsidered in the measurement.The spetrum is unshifted after having orreted by aeptane eets (inluded in the eetiveglobal eieny). Thus the sπ → sγ∗ proedure is fully inlusive for the polar angle. Thepresene of FSR events is of the order of several perent, as an be seen in Fig. 6.40, where theun-shifting orretion is reported by the ratio between sπ and sγ∗ . At low values of the pionsystem invariant mass, the relative inrease of nal state radiation eets due to events with theemission of two photons, one photon from ISR and the other one from FSR (NLO-FSR), is largerthan 15%.
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(a) (b)Fig. 6.39: In (a) the population matrix used in the unshifting proedure is shown. In (b) the probabilitymatrix used to unshift the sπ spetrum.





124 6. Eienies evaluation and |Fπ(s)|2 extrationwhere Nobs is the number of andidate Large Angle Bhabha events, Nbkg is the number ofbakground events and σeff is the eetive ross setion for the KLOE VLAB seletion uts. Theeetive ross setion is evaluated with the Babayaga Monte Carlo generator [129℄  inludingQED radiative orretions with the parton shower approah  interfaed with the KLOE detetorsimulation GEANFI [130℄. Detailed explanation of the measurement an be found in [131℄.An updated version of the generator, BabayagaNLO [108℄ is used for the luminosity evaluation.In this version the new predited ross setion dereases by 0.7% 5 and the theoretial unertaintyimproves from 0.5% to 0.1% with respet to the older version.Conerning the experimental systemati error, dierently from 2001 data taking, the hardwareveto of osmi rays is not applied anymore. This implies a negligible ineieny in the analysisof VLAB events. However the new hardware set also auses an inreasing of the bakgroundproess e+e− → π+π−, whih needs to be subtrated from data, giving a relative orretion of0.5%.The relative systemati error on the luminosity measurement is: δth ⊕ δexp = 0.3%. Speistudies on the luminosity evaluation dediated to 2006 data sample will be performed soon inorder to ross hek this unertainty.6.6 Radiative orretionsAs shown in Eq. 6.2 to obtain the ross setion σ(e+e− → π+π−), the radiator funtion, H(sγ∗ , s),has to be taken into aount and radiative orretion, δrad, are required.6.6.1 The radiator funtionThe radiative dierential ross setion dσ(e+e− → π+π− + γISR(γISR))(sγ∗ , θγ)/dsγ∗ and thetotal ross setion for the proess e+e− → π+π−, in the absene of photons from nal stateradiation, are related by a theoretial radiator funtion, H(sγ∗ , s, θγ), via the equation [133, 134℄
dσ(e+e− → π+π− + γISR(γISR))(sγ∗ , θγ)
dsγ∗









β3π|Fπ(sγ∗)|2. (6.18)Exploiting Eq. 6.18 and the PHOKHARA Monte Carlo generator, whih ontains ISR proessesup to the next-to-leading order [134℄, one an obtain the H-funtion. Setting |Fπ(sγ∗)|2 = 15 For a omparison of the Bhabha ross setion with other generators see [131℄.6 βπ = r1 − 4m2πs
γ∗
.
6.6. Radiative orretions 125in the generator (and swithing o the vauum polarization of the intermediate photon in thegenerator), H(sγ∗ , s, θγ) beomes












. (6.19)If the ase that the width of the bins dsγ∗ is hosen idential for the measured dierential rosssetion dσππγ(γ)dsγ∗ and for the quantity dσππγ(γ)dsγ∗ ∣∣∣MC|Fπ(sγ∗ )|2=1 obtained from Monte Carlo, the divisionby H automatially allows the transition from a dierential to an absolute ross setion.In the analysis H is evaluated for 0◦ < θγ < 180◦, sine the spetrum has been already orretedby aeptane uts. The radiator funtion is shown in Fig. 6.41
Fig. 6.41: The radiator H(sγ∗ , s), inlusive in θγ , in bins of 0.01 GeV2 in sγ∗ . The value used for s in theMonte Carlo prodution is s = 999.85 (GeV)2, orresponding to the mean value of DAΦNEenergy for data olleted in 2006.Systemati error of the radiator funtionThe error quoted by the authors of PHOKHARA on the ISR part of the generator is 0.5%, mainlydue to missing diagrams like non-fatorizable two-photon exhange ontributions.Possible experimental systemati unertainty to the radiator funtion, due to the spread of √sduring the 2006 running period of DAΦNE, results to be less than 3×10−4 and is at in the wholeenergy range. Thus this soure of error is onsidered negligible and only the quoted theoretial0.5% is taken into aount.6.6.2 Final state radiationThe presene of events with nal state radiation in the data sample aets the analysis
− in the Mtrk distributions. The missing FSR-NLO terms and the model dependene mightaet the data-Monte Carlo agreement in the Mtrk ut (see Se. 5.2) and the bakground
126 6. Eienies evaluation and |Fπ(s)|2 extrationtting proedure (see Se. 5.4). However, thanks to the ne tuning of traking parameters,desribed in Se. 5.1.2, the Monte Carlo trakmass distributions reprodue very well thedata ones. The systemati unertainty relative to this ut has already been taken intoaount;





◦) + Nπ±(θ < 90
◦)
. (6.20)Comparing AFB(sγ∗) obtained from data and from the simulation one an perform a test on themodel inserted in the generator. The omparison is shown in Fig. 4.16(b). An overall agreement
≤ 5% is found. To obtain an estimation of the systemati unertainty due to the modelling ofFSR events, one multiplies this 5% disrepany with the total ontribution of FSR events inthe ross setion, obtained by performing the ratio sγ∗/sγ∗ visible in Fig. 6.40. The unertaintyon the sQED model inserted in the simulation an be seen in Fig. 6.42. The inrease of the
Fig. 6.42: Systemati unertainty due to the FSR desription, based on the sQED approah.systemati error is due to the inreasing of the relative amount of NLO events in the spetrum.6.6.3 Vauum polarisationIn order to obtain the bare ross setion, needed to evaluate aππµ (see Eq. 2.23 and Eq. 4.9),vauum polarization eets must be subtrated. This is done by orreting the ross setion for










(6.22)The leptoni ontribution an be alulated analytially, while the hadroni ontribution omesfrom a dispersion integral, whih inludes the hadroni ross setion itself in the integrand:7








s′(s′ − s− iǫ) . (6.23)Therefore, the orret proedure has to be iterative and it should inlude the same data thatmust be orreted. However, sine the orretion is at the few perent level, the ∆αhad(s) isevaluated using σhad(s) values previously measured previously [110℄.
Fig. 6.43: Corretion fator δVP(s): σbare(s) = σdressed(s)/δVP(s), obtained from [110℄.Fig. 6.43 shows the orretion δVP(s) applied to the π+π− ross setion. This orretion avoidsdouble-ounting of higher order terms in the dispersion integral for aππµ , and it is not applied tothe pion form fator |Fπ(s)|2.
7 R(s) ≡ σhadbare(s)/ 4πα(0)23s
7. RESULTS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES7.1 Extration of the pion form fatorThe Large Angle o-peak analysis represents the ultimate KLOE σ(e+e− → π+π−) ross setionmeasurement. The data olleted at √s = 1 GeV provide indeed a sample free from φ-deaysbakground, espeially from φ-deays into salar mesons, whose presene auses a big systematiunertainty at energies below 0.5 GeV2 for the Large Angle analysis based on on-peak (√s =
















σππ(γ) (1− ηFSR) , (7.2)where s is the squared of the momentum transferred by the virtual photon, βπ =√1− 4m2πs and
ηFSR desribes the FSR ontribution in the pointlike-pion approah [136℄.In Fig. 7.1 the result for the pion form fator (inlusive for vauum polarisation, and undressedfrom pioni nal state radiation) is shown. Only statistial errors are shown in the plot. Thespetrum is presented in the energy range between 0.1 and 0.85 GeV2, where s indiates theinvariant mass of the virtual photon.The systemati unertainties are reported in Tab. 7.1. Above 0.2 GeV2 the total systematiunertainty is well below 1% (if one exludes the errors due to the unfolding for the detetorresolution, whih however does not enter strongly in the evaluation on aππµ , as said in Se. 6.2).Only at the π+π−-threshold the unertainty reahes a value of a. 5%. The main soures of errorat the threshold are the analysis uts (i.e. geometrial aeptane, uts on Mtrk and on Ω-angle)
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Fig. 7.1: |Fπ(s)|2 as a funtion of s. Only statistial errors are reported.and the bakground subtration proedure, whih an not be determined with similar preisionas at higher energies due to the low statistis. The small number of events makes it diult tokeep under ontrol (at the permil level) the eets aused by the analysis uts or to evaluate ina robust way the estimation of the bakground event yield, see Se. 5.4. However, it must bestressed that already for slightly bigger energies  i.e. already at 0.15 GeV2 (just a. 0.07 GeV2above the π+π−-threshold)  all the systemati unertainties drop well below 1%, making thiswork the rst KLOE measurement of the pion form fator below 0.35 GeV2 with an auraybetter than 1%.7.1.1 Comparison with other KLOE result and Novosibirsk experimentsAs the KLOE analysis is a binned analysis in bins of s with a width of 0.01 GeV2, it is notsensitive to strutures in the spetrum, whih are smaller than the bin width. This is not thease for experiments at the VEPP-2M ollider in Novosibirsk, whih use an energy san insteadof the radiative return to measure the ross setion as a funtion of the very preisely knownollider energy. To ompare the KLOE result on |Fπ(s)|2 with the results from CMD-2 andSND, trapezoidal integration has been used to average the energy san experiment's data byintegrating over the width of the bin whenever more than one value was found to be inside a binof 0.01 GeV2 width, then dividing the result for the bin width of 0.01 GeV2.In Fig. 7.2(a) the pion form fator obtained in this work (indiated as KLOE O Peak in thegure) is shown, ompared to the most reent KLOE published result [63℄ (Small Angle analysisbased on 2002 data) and to those one from CMD-2 [115℄ and SND [116℄.1The frational dierenes on the |Fπ(s)|2, using the result of this work as referene, are shown in1 The years assoiated to the name of the experiments at Novosibirsk report the year of the publiation.
130 7. Results and perspetivesEnergy range (GeV2)< 0.2 [0.2− 0.3] [0.3− 0.5] [0.5− 0.7] [0.7− 0.85]Aeptane 2% 0.4%Trakmass ut 1.5% 0.5% 0.2% 0.5%
Ω-angle ut 2% 0.2% -Bakground 4% 0.5% 0.1% 0.3%Unfolding - 3% -Filfo 0.5% 0.2%Trigger 0.7% 0.2% -
π − e ID 0.1% -Traking 0.3%FSR orretion 0.5% 0.2% - 0.3%Total 5.2% 0.9% 0.6% 3%(0.6% w/ounfolding) 0.8%Tab. 7.1: List of the systemati errors for |Fπ|2 for dierent energy ranges. A - sign denotes that theerror is onsidered as negligible.Fig. 7.2(b). The dark grey band gives the statistial error of our measurement and the light greyone ombines the statistial and systemati unertainties (added in quadrature). The inreasingof the systemati unertainty on the ρ-peak is due to the unfolding for the detetor resolutionproedure.The previous KLOE results on |Fπ(s)|2 (see Fig. 4.9(b)) show a relative trend in the frationaldierene with the energy san experiments: the relative disrepany with CMD-2 and SNDresults show a disrepany up to the 5% at higher energies. Thus, one of the aims of the LargeAngle o-peak analysis is also to ross hek the Small Angle on-peak analysis.The two KLOE results are in good agreement with eah other, while the dierene with Novosi-birsk experiments is onrmed by the o-peak data analysis. For energy above the ρ-peak amaximum deviation of a. 5% is observed. Below 0.35 GeV2, due to the dramati inrease of theunertainties  partiularly the statistial error is dominating , it is not possible to immediatelydene whether the slope is present. However the pion form fator from KLOE is slightly higherthan the ones from SND and CMD-2, whih is also onrmed by the value of aππµ at low energies,as will be shown below.2The disrepany between the pion form fator is still an open issue.2 The BaBar experiment is also analyzing ISR events to measure the σ(e+e− → π+π−) ross setion, and apreliminary result has been shown [73℄. The BaBar new measurement would provide a further relevant ontributionfor a better omprehension of the pion form fator.
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(a)
(b)Fig. 7.2: The omparison among |Fπ(s)|2 result from KLOE, SND and CMD-2 is shown. The pion formfator result based on 2006 KLOE data is still preliminary. In (b) the relative dierene amongthe dierent pion fator evaluations with respet to the one obtained by the KLOE Large Angleanalysis with o-peak data presented in this work. For CMD-2 and SND only statistial errorsare shown. The dark grey band gives the statistial error for KLOE, the light grey band ombinesthe statistial and systemati error (added in quadrature).KLOE has performed four ompletely independent analyses, using dierent data samples (on-peak data olleted in 2001 and in 2002, and o-peak data taken in a dediated DAΦNE run in2006), seleting two dierent phase spae regions (either looking at event with ISR-photon emit-






ds σbareππ(γ)(s)K(s), (7.3)3 For this reason some more data with DAΦNE operating at √s = 1 GeV, would be really welome.
7.3. Conlusions 133where σbareππ(γ)(s) orresponds to the ross setion with vauum polarization eets removed, seeSe. 6.6.3. The ross setion is inlusive of FSR. The kernel funtion K(s) is evaluated at theentral value of eah bin.Our preliminary result is:
aππµ (0.25 < s < 0.85 GeV
2) = (426.7± 0.9stat ± 2.8exp ± 2.5theo)× 10−10 (7.4)The statistial errors of the value of σππ for dierent energies are summed quadratially, whilethe systemati unertainties are summed linearly in the integration. The total frational errorof our aππµ results to be 0.9%.7.2.1 Comparison with the other KLOE results and CMD-2The evaluation of aππµ in the range between 0.35 and 0.85 GeV2 allows to ompare the preliminaryresult obtained in this work with the KLOE latest published result [63℄.KLOE Analysis aππµ (0.35 < s < 0.85 GeV2)× 10−10LA 2006 375.0± 0.7stat ± 2.3exp ± 2.2theoSA 2002 379.6± 0.4stat ± 2.4exp ± 2.2theoThe two values are in agreement within the errors (0.7σ). This provide a reliable ross hek ofthe two KLOE analyses.The CMD-2 ollaboration has also evaluated aππµ at low energies, in the range between 390and 520 MeV [115℄. To ompare it with the KLOE o-peak result we also have omputed thedispersion integral in the same energy range.Analysis aππµ (390 < s < 520 MeV)× 10−10KLOE LA 2006 47.8± 0.9stat ± 0.6systCMD-2 46.2± 1.0stat ± 0.3systThe KLOE result is higher of a. 1.5σ. This disrepany is also visible in Fig. 7.2.7.3 ConlusionsThe Radiative Return method has been used to analyze the large photon polar angle aeptaneregion using a data sample of ∼230 pb−1 olleted by KLOE in 2006 at √s = 1 GeV. The pionform fator has been measured down to the π+π−-threshold.The analysis presented in this work represents the most aurate hadroni ross setion measure-ment performed so far at KLOE and it is the only one measuring |Fπ(s)|2 down to the thresholdwith high preision. The improvement given to aππµ is of big relevane, sine it adds a. 15% tothe previous KLOE measurements (performed seleting events with ISR-photons at small polarangles) and it provides a. 80% of the total value of aππµ , with an auray better than 1%.Fine alibration orretions have been applied to the momenta of the harged traks for data,and a tuning and smearing proedure has been developed for the Monte Carlo samples to get
134 7. Results and perspetivesthe best possible agreement between data and simulation. After the seletion uts, the residualbakground from radiative Bhabha events, µ+µ−γ and π+π−π0 events has been estimated usinga proedure in whih the Monte Carlo distributions with free normalization parameters are ttedto the data distribution. The systemati error assoiated to the bakground subtration is about0.5% in the region between 0.35 and 0.7 GeV2, and reahes a. 4% at the 2mπ-threshold. Thesystemati unertainty on the analysis uts and on the bakground subtration ould be stronglyredued if more statistis at the threshold was available. However, further data taking withDAΦNE operating o the φ-resonane peak are not sheduled for the time being. The eieniesof the analysis seletion have been evaluated diretly from data ontrol samples, exept for theaeptane, the traking and alorimeter eienies, in whih the signal Monte Carlo sample hasbeen used.For eah analysis ut the assoiated systemati error has been estimated. The total systematiunertainty on the ρ-peak is 0.6%, negleting the ontribution from the unfolding for the detetorresolution proedure, whih however distorts only negligibly the π+π−γ spetrum. At the π+π−-threshold the systemati unertainty is of the order of some perents, whih is anyhow ompetitivewith the result obtained by CMD-2.The pion form fator obtained in this work has been ompared with the latest published resultfrom KLOE (i.e. the Small Angle analysis based on 2002 data sample) and with the CMD-2 andSND results. A good agreement between the KLOE results is found in the whole energy range([0.35 - 0.85℄ GeV2), while the relative trend with respet to the Novosibirsk san experimentsis onrmed, giving a disrepany of about 5% at 0.8 GeV2.Although the dierent trend visible in the omparison between the pion form fator results, the
aππµ values from ISR and from energy san measurements are in agreement within 1 standarddeviation. A ompensation eet seems to play a role between the two methods. The fat thatfor low energy regions the KLOE result is higher, giving a bigger ontribution to aππµ than SNDand CMD-2, is ompensated at the ρ-peak and at the higher energies, where the situation isreversed. The disagreement between the |Fπ(s)|2 result is something whih still needs to beinvestigate by all the ollaborations.Sine the result obtained in this work is still preliminary, it has not been yet inluded into anyoial omputation of atheo(SM)µ . An estimation of the impat of this analysis on the disrepanybetween the diret measurement and the theoretial predition of (g − 2)µ is however presentedin the following.We use our new result in the range [0.25− 0.85℄ GeV2 and we ombine it with the results fromother data sets [190℄. The total ontribution given by the π+π−-hannel results to be:
aππµ = (504.04± 3.9)× 10−10.Inluding all the other hadroni ontributions [45℄, the ones from QED [20℄ and from Weakinteration [30℄, one obtains:
atheo(SM)µ = (11 659 178.6± 6.0)× 10−10.Comparing this value to the world average experimental value,
aexpµ = (11659208.0± 6.3)× 10−10.one gets: ∆aµ = aexpµ − atheo(SM)µ = (29.4 ± 8.7), whih orresponds to a. 3.4σ. Therefore,the Large Angle o-peak result onrms both the dierene between the diret measurement of
(g − 2)µ and its theoretial predited value and the order of magnitude of ∆aµ.
7.4. Future perspetives 135To onlude, one may say that the anomaly of the muon magneti moment ould reallyrepresent a narrow open window where to peer for New Physis.7.4 Future perspetivesThe future perspetives of the hadroni ross setion measurements at KLOE are the following:
(i) nalize the Large Angle analysis based on 2002 data, improving the knowledge of the salarmesons; (ii) proeed in the publiation of the o-peak Large Angle analysis, whih has beendesribed in this work, and perform the σ(e+e− → π+π−) ross setion measurement at smallangle aeptane with the o-peak sample; (iii) to perform the measurement of R(s) using 2002on-peak and 2006 o-peak data.7.4.1 Improvement of the Large Angle on-peak analysis and knowledge ofsalar mesonsDuring the development of the pion form fator measurement at large photon polar angles usingon-peak data olleted in 2002, the diulties arising from the presene of the salar mesonshas beome more and more evident. A restrition of the energy range to [0.5 - 0.85℄ GeV2 wasa onsequene of that. However this analysis based on on-peak data reveals itself to be a goodeld where to explore the nature of the salars mesons.The KLOE ollaboration has already published an analysis of the deay φ→ f0(980)γ → π+π−γ[137℄ using the mass spetrum to evaluate the f0 parameters, see Fig. 4.14. A ontinuation of thiswork was started in [114℄, the same measurement an be performed applying a omplementarymethod, i.e. evaluating the mass and the oupling onstants of the salar mesons via the data-Monte Carlo omparison of the Forward-Bakward asymmetry. The mass spetrum is thenexploited as a hek of the auray of the parameters tuned via the (F-B) asymmetry. For thisapproah, an evolution of the standard PHOKHARA Monte Carlo has been worked out.4 This newgenerator ontains:
− Initial + Final State Radiation at the Next-to-Leading Order;
− the salar meson ontribution f0(980) and f0(600) is desribed aording to a more sophis-tiated version of the kaon loop model, with respet to the one inserted in the previousversions;
− the deay φ→ ρ±π∓ → π+π−γ aording to the Vetor Meson Dominane model.As a onsequene of more preise studies of the salar mesons, the possibility to extend thespetrum of the Large Angle on-peak analysis down to 0.3 GeV2 has been disussed. Even if the
2mπ-threshold an not be reahed, a broader energy range ould provide a further ross hekfor the other KLOE analyses and an improved investigation on the nature of the salar mesons.7.4.2 O-peak dataThis analysis is omplete and an oial publiation is in progress. Few further heks an stillbe performed.4 This version of the PHOKHARA generator is based on the latest oial version of the generator [188℄ where anew model for f0 and ρπ has been inserted, [189℄
136 7. Results and perspetivesA more preise understanding of nal state radiation, based on the extension of the sQED, anbe useful to redue the systematis unertainty assoiated with these proesses, espeially at lowenergies, where the FSR-NLO inreases.The Forward-Bakward asymmetry evaluated from o-peak data follows the behavior of the
π+π−γ ISR+FSR predition (see Fig. 4.16(b)), indiating that the sample olleted in 2006 isalmost free from the salar mesons ontribution, mathing the expetations and the motivationsof olleting data o the φ-resonane peak. However, dediated studies on the presene ofbakground from the e+e− → f0(980)γ → π+π−γ and from e+e− → ρ±π∓ → π+π−γ usingthe latest evolution of the PHOKHARA Monte Carlo are still to be preisely done. Those eet areexpeted to be of the 1% level in the preision of the F-B asymmetry.Further hek, as stated in Se. 6.5, on the systemati error related to the luminosity evaluationan be performed. The reported value of 0.3% in the systemati unertainty exploits the fatthat, sine the 2002 on-peak data sample, the osmi ray veto is not applied; however bakgroundorretion and reonstrution eieny for VLABs should be speially heked for the o-peak data. Dediated studies on this topi have been started, even so no sizable deviations areexpeted.To redue the systemati unertainty assoiated to the seletion uts and to the bakgroundsubtration proedure at the very π+π−-threshold, it would of fundamental help to ollet moredata with DAΦNE operating at √s = 1 GeV. However, for the time being further data takingat o-resonane are not inluded in the near future physis program.7.4.3 Measurement of R(s) via the small angle analysisAn alternative approah to evaluate aππµ is to normalize the π+π−γ ross setion to the µ+µ−γevents, instead of using the absolute integrated luminosity. This means that one diretly measuresthe ratio R(s), whih is then put into the dispersion integral (see Eq. 2.23).The analysis, seleting events with ISR-photons emitted at small polar angles using 2002 on-peakdata, is in progress. This approah has the important advantage to anel out several systematiunertainties:
− the error due to the luminosity evaluation, both from the theoretial evaluation of theBhabha ross setion and from the experimental measurement, is anelled out, sine theknowledge of the luminosity is not required anymore;
− the unertainty related to the radiator funtion, H(sγ∗ , s) is anelled out, as the initialstate radiation proess is idential for both π+π−γ and µ+µ−γ events;
− the theoretial unertainty assoiated to the omputation of the vauum polarization δVP(s)is also vanishing, beause this dose not depend on the nal state.Removing these three soures of errors, the total theoretial unertainty in the Small Angleanalysis ould be redued from 0.9% down to less than 0.5%.The statistis olleted, either in 2002 or in 2006 data taking, is suient to perform the R(s)measurement. This analysis has been developing in parallel with the Small Angle on-peak 2002and with the Large Angle o-peak one.The main variables used to separate pions from muons, in the R(s) measurement at KLOE,onsists in Mtrk, see Fig. 7.4.3. The blak histogram represents the data events, the blue and thegreen ones report the two Monte Carlo samples, π+π−γ and µ+µ−γ respetively. Sine the tails
7.4. Future perspetives 137from the two hannels overlap, due to resolution eets, the region between 115 and 130 MeV isexluded, to avoid diulties in distinguishing the two proesses. The main limitation, for the
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Mtrk (MeV)Fig. 7.3: The trakmass distributions for data (blak histogram), for π+π−γ (blue histogram) and µ+µ−γ(green histogram) Monte Carlo samples are reported. The events falling into the region in thered shadow do not enter in the analysis.time being, stays in the preise understanding of the seletion eienies for the µ+µ−γ events.A step forward has been done removing the request of a vertex lose to the interation point,5taking out in suh a way a soure of systemati unertainty, whih was not well under ontrol,espeially for the µ+µ−γ events.Another diulty stays in developing a preise π − µ PID able to separate with high eienypions from muons. A tentative approah has been made in developing a neural network proe-dure, but still further work has to be done on this topi. In general, the auray reahed is stillnot good enough to get an experimental error smaller than 1% level.The R(s) measurement seleting ISR-photon at small polar angle would provide the most preiseevaluation of aππµ performed at KLOE for energies above 0.35 GeV2.The muon sample an be also used to hek the radiator funtion H: by omparing the µ+µ−γross setions from data and from Monte Carlo, one an test the reliability of the H funtioninserted in the PHOKHARA generator and to obtain a ross hek for the pion form fator measure-ment.KLOE has been very suessful in measuring the pion form fator exploiting the RadiativeReturn method, proving this tehnique to be a reliable new method for high preision measure-ments. Via the analysis presented in this thesis and the upoming ones, the KLOE experimenthas been giving extremely signiant ontribution to the (g − 2)µ puzzle.
5 This hoie whih has been taken also by the Small Angle analysis and the Large Angle o-peak analysis, aspresented in this work, following the suggestion of the R-measurement analysis.
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